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Abstract
The study introduces into the theory and application of optimization strategies in earth-
quake engineering. The optimization algorithm substitutes the intuitive solution of practi-
cal problems done by the engineer in daily practice, providing automatic design tools and
numerical means for further exploration of the design space for various extremum states.
This requires a mathematical formulation of the design task, that is provided for typical
seismic evaluations within this document. Utilizing the natural relation between design
and optimization tasks, appropriate mechanical concepts are developed and discussed.
The explanations start with an overview on the mechanical background for continua. Her-
eby the focus is placed on elasto-plastic structures. The given extremum formulations are
treated with help of discretization methods in order to obtain optimization problems. The-
se basics are utilized for derivation of programs for eigenvalue and stability analysis, that
are applied in simplified linear analysis for the design of seismically excited structures.
Another focus is set on the application in simplified nonlinear design, that uses limit state
analyses on the basis of nonlinear problem formulations. Well known concepts as the re-
sponse and pushover analysis are covered as well as alternative strategies on the basis of
shakedown theory or cycle and deformation based evaluations.
Furthermore, the study gives insight into the application of optimization problems in con-
junction with nonlinear time history analyses. The solution of step-by-step procedures
within optimization algorithms is shown and aspects of dynamic limit state analyses are
discussed. For illustration of the great variety of optimization-based concepts in earth-
quake engineering, several specialized applications are presented, e.g. the generation of
artificial ground motions and the determination of reduction coefficients for design spec-
trum reduction due to viscous and hysteretic damping. As well alternative strategies for
the design of base isolated structures with controlled impact are presented. All presented
applications are illustrated with help of various examples.
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Kurzfassung
Die vorliegende Arbeit führt in die Theorie und Anwendung von Optimiierungsverfahren
im Erdbebeningenieurwesen ein. Die vorgestellten Optimierungsalgorithmen ersetzen die
typische intuitive Lösung von praktischen Bemessungsaufgaben, mit Bereitstellung von
automatischen Methoden und numerischen Mitteln für die Bewertung des Designraumes
bezüglich extremer Zustände. Dies erfordert eine geeignete mathematische Formulierung
der Bemessungsaufgaben, die für typische Anwendungsfälle bereitgestellt werden. Aus-
gehend von der engen Beziehung von Bemessungs- und Optimierungsaufgaben werden
wesentliche theoretische Grundlagen für die Ableitung praxistauglicher Analysekonzepte
entwickelt und diskutiert.
Die Darstellung beginnt mit einem Überblick zum mechanischen Hintergrund. Der Schwer-
punkt wird dabei auf die Analyse von elastisch-plastischen Tragwerken gelegt. Die vor-
gestellten Extremalformulierungen werden mit Methoden der Diskretisierung in Optimie-
rungsprobleme umgeformt. Diese bilden die Grundlage für die Analyse von Eigenwert-
und Stabilitätsproblemen im Erdbebeningenierwesen. Weiterhin werden vereinfachte li-
neare Bemessungsmethoden besprochen. Eine Erweiterung wird duch die Einbeziehung
von nichlinearen Aspekten erzielt, die einen wesentlichen Teil der Arbeit ausmachen.
Einerseits werden bekannte Konzepte auf der Basis von Antwortspektren und Pushover-
analysen einbezogen, andererseits werden auch alternative Strategien auf der Basis der
Einspieltheorie oder zyklen- oder deformationsbasierten Analyse vorgestellt.
Desweiteren werden Anwendungen von Optimierungsverfahren im Zusammenhang mit
nichtlinearen Zeitverlaufsmethoden diskutiert. Die Lösung von Zeitverlaufsproblemen in
Form von Optimierungsaufgaben wird vorgestellt und Aspekte der Grenzzustandsanalyse
für dynamische Probleme behandelt. Die Vielfältigkeit von Optimierungsanwendungen
im Erdbebeningenieurwesen wird anhand verschiedener Spezialanwendungen demon-
striert wie z.B. die Generierung von künstlichen Erdbebenzeitverläufen und die Modifika-
tion von Bemessungsspektren für die Analyse von nichtlinear beanspruchten Tragwerken
mit viskoser und hysteretischer Dämpfung. Darüberhinaus wird eine alternative Methode
für die Bemessung von basisisolierten Tragwerken unter Verwendung von kontrollierten
Kollisionen vorgestellt. Alle Anwendungen werden in zahlreichen Beispielen näher er-
läutert.
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Figure 1-1 Akashi-Keikyo Bridge, Japan
1 Introduction
1.1 Background
Structural deficiencies in the urban environment can cause tremendous casualties in case
of earthquake events. Therefore the focus of science and engineering is to assess expecta-
ble loading levels and to provide practical engineering measures for appropriate structural
resistance. Because of this outstanding and important task, earthquake engineering beca-
me one of the most interesting research and application topics. It considers structures in
extreme motion, caused by shock-like excitations.
The proof of earthquake resistance is a frequent part in projects, as a certain seismic
hazard is present in almost all regions of the world. However, it is still considered as a task
for specialists. This is mostly due to the dynamic excitation and the nonlinear response of
structures.
Most aspects of seismic design are similar to common engineering. The protection of
life remains always the key objective. A given design problem in earthquake engineering
could be described as follows: Determine a configuration of the structure, that guarantees
the best performance of the structure due to predefined criteria, as load bearing capacity,
durability and serviceability, during and after shock, while fulfilling several boundary
conditions, e.g. regarding deformations or damage limitations. The objective is to obtain a
minimum of remaining risk, with a maximum of economic efficiency. Simply summarized
as finding an optimum.
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Figure 1-2 Base isolated high rise building at Tokyo Institute of Technology,
Japan
Looking closely at engineering practice, it is obvious, that almost all decisions are ma-
de with regard to such optimality criteria. It can be stated that "Design is optimization".
However, most optimization is still done by experience and intuition. Therefore, it can be
beneficial to support planning processes with appropriate mathematical means - the opti-
mization algorithms. The complexity of engineering problems with all involved influences
and their solution can be greatly covered by these procedures. Establishing general ana-
lysis strategies on basis of mathematical optimization can help finding optimal solutions
and automatize design processes.
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1.2 Scope
Especially in earthquake engineering, the application of optimization strategies can be ad-
vantageous. Nowadays modern structures are not only expected to ensure life safety, but
to behave in a predefined manner. This demands complex mechanical models, to obtain
best performance and joint operation of structural elements and materials. The subject
combines various aspects of nonlinear dynamics, seismology, nonlinear material sciences
and involves even social components. Moreover, with the availability of seismic devices,
the scientific background reaches far into mechanical engineering. Using this combined
knowledge, enables the engineer to reach far beyond traditional limits in the design of
structures, as can be seen in Fig. 1-1 and 1-2). Optimization strategies can support reali-
zing such ambitious projects.
In structural optimization, two main types of optimization problems can be distinguis-
hed, the shape and topology optimization. Although both are changing the appearance
of structures, the first starts with rather few information about the principle shape of the
structure. Hereby, the calculation starts with an simply shaped solution space representing
a "full" piece of material, that is typically shaped by removement of material. Contrary to
this the second method starts with principle information about the appearance and only
selected parameters like dimensions or loadings are design variables. As both types show
their own methodological characteristics, this study will focus on the second category. It
is very practical, as most of the design tasks in earthquake engineering are based on an ad-
vanced design level, developed earlier from other criteria, as e.g. aesthetics or resistance
due to static excitations.
This study therefore provides a theoretical background and appropriate practical methods
for application in earthquake engineering. It gives an introduction to the methodology of
optimization in engineering and explains mathematical and algorithmical aspects for the
formulation of optimization problems. It can be shown that most applications can be ba-
sed on known mechanical principles, that need to be transferred into appropriate extremal
formulations. All selected aspects are considered with regard to practical earthquake en-
gineering, illustrated with example applications. As well as common design problems are
discussed, some specialized applications have been added for demonstration of the great
variability of the method.
The basic design philosophy will consider passive structures that′s behavior is designed
once according to optimality criteria. The presented methods apply and extend existing
design strategies as the Capacity Design Method [15] and Pushover Analysis. Their prin-
ciples of local and global design can be perfectly implemented at the structural or member
scale, improved by optimizing design concepts. As optimization problems directly relate
to design problems, the direct translation of design requirements into optimization for-
mulations can be utilized. Many advantages can be derived from the special interface that
is provided by optimization algorithms, for the formulation of objectives, equations and
inequalities. All contributes to an effective computationally supported design.
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1.3 Earthquake engineering design strategies
Mainly three different strategies can be distinguished in earthquake engineering
• elastic design
• plastic design
• isolation
The first category seems to be uneconomical from the first sight. However the applicability
depends on the
• seismic hazard
• importance of the structure
• dynamic properties of the structure
Most of large-span light-weight structures, such as bridges, stadiums and halls can be
designed to resist elastically, especially if small or moderate earthquake events can be
expected. For such structures, the wind load is typically dominating.
Plastic design is popular because of the economic effects, supported by probabilistic sce-
narios. The resistance of the structure is extended by provision of plastic deformation
capacities, that help dissipating the seismic energy in the structure and alter the response
due to eigenfrequency changes. This strategy involves nonlinear calculations and care-
ful dimensioning of plastic hinges and elastically remaining parts, that is adjusted in a
Capacity Design [15,152].
However, plastic design tolerates certain damage, typically expressed as cracks, spalling
and large deformations, that can result in expensive repair or even in the complete loss
of the structure. And, more damage is done, if the operability of the structure and the
equipment is restricted, e.g. in buildings of the life line infrastructure or hightec industries.
This background is the task in performance based design, that considers explicitly the
after shock performance. Special categories have been proposed, as in Tab. 1-1 or e.g.
in [9,56], for pre-selection of an acceptable performance (damage) level during design
with respect to operability and repair efforts.
Taking these performance based aspects into account, the insulation strategy can be an
interesting alternative to plastic design, illustrated in Fig. 1-3. The structure is mounted,
typically at the base, on isolation devices that reduce the amplitude of the shock and/or
alter the structural frequency. The involved large deformations are concentrated in the
isolation layer. This deformation can be combined with viscous or hysteretic damping
devices, with passive, semi-active or active control. These technologies can be beneficially
used in near-fault regions too [164].
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Figure 1-3 Plastic design vs. isolation
1.4 Design problem - optimization problem
Limit state analyses are of essential interest in engineering. They mark critical conditions
in structures or structural members, where the structure changes significant mechanical
properties. The quantification is done with help of limit state criteria, that can be modeled
mathematically as limit state functions. In structural engineering, limit states functions
are derived from the bearing capacity, serviceability or technological requirements with
respect to safety demands. In codes, recommendations for the choice and formulation
of adequate limit state criteria and analysis conditions are given. In special cases, the
analysis can be supported by experimental examinations. However, analytical calculations
are preferred, using the comparison of the demand S (loads) and supply R (resistance) in
the structure. For safe structures the following inequality must be satisfied
S ≤ R (1-1)
in a unique definition space, where S and R are defined with regard of the structural/
environmental and loading properties as well as safety issues
R = R(x, t, σlim, γR, . . .) (1-2)
S = S(x, t, f,Θ, γS, . . .) (1-3)
Equation (1-1) is a "proof" type formulation. Moreover, the limit state can be used to
derive directly "design" formulations
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Table 1-1 Basic performance levels according FEMA 356 and associated analysis concepts
Immediate occupancy (IO)
Life safety (LS)
Collapse prevention (CP)
Collapse
Performance Levels
FEMA 356
Lifeline buildings and high
technology industries
Official buildings and
dormitories, general
structures
Subordinate structures
Accepted level of damage
Applicability of force based
analysis
Applicability of deformation
based analysis
Capacity design
FEMA 356 categories
IO
Q
uA
B
Schematic force-deformation behavior
C
D
E
LS CP Collapse
Measure/degree
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S ≤ r ·R0 (1-4)
that enable the scaling of a predefined basic resistance distribution R0 with a resistance
intensity factor r, or
p · S0 ≤ R (1-5)
using the reverse methodology, the scaling of a load distribution S0 with a load intensity
factor p.
Economical considerations require the minimum of the structural resistance for a given
loading and/or the maximum of the load that can be sustained by a structure, that can be
mathematically expressed by
r →Min (1-6)
and
p→Max (1-7)
From a mathematical point of view, the Equations (1-6), (1-2) and (1-4) form an opti-
mization problem, consisting of an objective function and subsidiary conditions. In fact,
most engineering design problems can be translated into appropriate optimization pro-
blems. This is illustrated in Tab. 1-2. Design problems can be formulated with design
parameters. The problem itself is formulated in terms of these parameters, as conditions
and restrictions. All design tasks are characterized by the statement of a design objec-
tive. With these components, all aspects are given to derive an appropriate optimization
problem. The main step is the mathematical description of all conditions and objectives.
Some formulations use variational descriptions as they can be directly transformed in-
to optimization problems by application of discretization methods (e.g. Finite element
method).
The notation that is used within this study is summarized in Sec. 12.1.
1.5 Chapters overview
Chapter 2 gives an introduction to mathematical optimization. It separates the given strate-
gies of formulation and solution according to several categories often applied in practical
engineering. Several solution strategies are shortly noted and described. As well, basic
strategies for the derivation and formulation of optimization problems are illustrated.
Chapter 3 provides insight into basic mechanical principles. It uses the Hamiltonian and
Poisson principle as the basic variational principles in structural dynamics. Derived from
that, general mechanical relations and variational principles for the analysis of rigid and
flexible body motions are given for continua.
Directly following the continuum mechanical background, Chapter 4 contains discrete
model formulations, that are essential for the application of optimization routines. It con-
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Table 1-2 Transformation of a design problem into an optimization problem
Design problem
Design parameters
Design objectives
Design conditions
Design restrictions
Optimization problem
Design variables x
Objective function
Min)x(O 
Equality conditions
0)x(h 
Inequality conditions
0)x(g 
Subsidiary conditions
Field conditions
D
is
cr
et
is
at
io
n
Analytical problem
Extremum condition
(Principle)
Variables
Boundary conditions
Subsidiary conditions
M
at
h
em
at
ic
al
fo
rm
u
la
ti
o
n
(e
.g
.
as
fu
n
ct
io
n
al
)
siders the basic mechanical relations for the equation of motion, appropriate kinematics
and selected material laws as well as static and geometric boundary conditions. The dis-
cretization is done with respect to finite element methods and meshless concepts. The
discretization is demonstrated for structural members and cross sectional mechanical mo-
dels.
Providing basic relations for the modal analysis of seismic exited structures, basic con-
cepts of eigenvalue analysis with help of optimization strategies, for real and complex
eigenvalue problems are given in Chapter 5. As well, related problems of structural stabi-
lity are discussed. Suggestions for practical stability analysis are made.
Chapter 6 relates to the simplified linear analysis concept often applied in practical en-
gineering. It considers several strategies for the formulation of appropriate optimization
problems. It provides concepts for the design of conventional and base isolated structures.
With help of examples, the given strategies are illustrated.
As one of the most important analysis categories, in Chapter 7 simplified nonlinear ana-
lysis methods are discussed. The documentation uses selected limit states for illustration
of practical nonlinear design with help of optimization strategies. Beyond classical and
advanced principles in limit state analysis, it shows the formulation of known design
methods, e.g. the shakedown and capacity spectrum method within optimization tasks.
Example applications illustrate the described principles.
As a general analysis concept, the time domain analysis is treated in Chapter 8. The ap-
plication within optimization strategies is shown, also with help of practical examples.
Beyond common time history analysis application in structural optimization, the chapter
shows the formulation of dynamic limit state problems.
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Finally, Chapter 9 illustrates the huge variety of optimization strategies, practically appli-
cable in earthquake engineering. This chapter provides selected methods for the generati-
on of artificial accelerograms and shows a practical method for the graphical optimization
of base isolated structures.
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gies
2.1 General nonlinear optimization problem
The most general mathematical description for an optimization problem is given as
Oi(x)→Min i = 1 . . . nO (2-1)
Gj(x) ≤ 0 j = 1 . . . nG (2-2)
with the objective functions Oi(x), requiring their values to become minimum, while
respecting the subsidiary conditions Gj(x). Both functions are dependent on the design
variables x.
From an early historical development, optimization problems are also called "Program-
ming" problems, as they show abilities of automatic procedures.
In the next sections, the very basics of optimization and several categories of problems
and algorithmic solution are shortly acknowledged, without being complete and going
into detail. The mentioned algorithms have been selected with respect to possible practical
application in earthquake engineering, used throughout this work. For further reading the
comprehensive literature is advised, e.g. [101,85,179,211,82,83,189].
2.2 Summary of basic relations, conditions and categories
In practice, not only one general nonlinear algorithm is applied for solution of any optimi-
zation problems. Certain sub-categories with special mathematical properties have been
separated that provide considerable simplications and therefore a higher effectiveness.
Hereby the number of existing approaches is overwhelming, hence the following paragra-
phs present a selection of optimization problem types and solution strategies appropriate
for the topics of this study. Those categories are summarized in Tab. 2-1.
If the design variables x are independent from time the appropriate optimization problems
are called "static", otherwise "dynamic" [189]. The design variables x are used as
x = [x1, . . . , xnx]
T (2-3)
For the purposes of this work it is sufficient to have all design variables and functions
defined in the real or complex number space. Then the optimization problem is also called
"continuous". However, special practical cases, require a design variable solution space
consisting of discrete or integer numbers. Such problems can be solved with methods of
"Discrete optimization" or "Integer optimization" [120].
Before starting the solution of an optimization problem, a starting vector for the design
variables
18
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Table 2-1 Selection of optimization categories
Heuristic optimizationDeterministic
optimization
Vector optimization Matrix optimization
Continous optimization Discrete/Integer optimization
Single-objective optimization Multiple-objective optimization
Linear
optimization
Non-linear optimization
Convex optimization Non-convex optimization
Hybrid optimization
Quadratic
optimization
Complementarity
problems
General Non-linear
optimization
Numerical optimization Graphical optimization
Direct optimization Indirect optimization
Definite optimization Semi-definite optimization
Specialized algorithms
etc.
Least square
problems
Single point optimization Muliple point optimization
Single step optimization Muliple step optimization
Primarily task oriented categories (derived from type of optimization problem)
Primarily solution oriented categories (derived from strategy of solving optimization problems)
Static optimization Dynamic optimization
Constrained optimization Non-constrained optimization
Differentiable optimization Non-differentiable optimization
19
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x0 = [x0,1, . . . , x0,nx ] (2-4)
is required. Such starting vectors can have different quality. Some algorithms or appli-
cations require just a trivial starting vector, i.e. providing a zero or unity vector. Other
algorithms require qualified starting vectors, such as initially feasible vectors, that ful-
fil the subsidiary conditions from the very beginning. Other quality demands result from
the uniqueness of the solution, that might require a starting solution in the neighborhood
of the extremum solution, either to ensure solution, simplify solution or distinguish the
solution if several extremum points exist in the solution space.
As indicated in Eq. (2-1), optimization problems can contain several objective functions.
Such problems are called "multi-objective" or "multi-criterion". Most solutions can be
found by defining weights to assign the importance to the functions (sum method, com-
promise method) in order to transform all objective functions into an appropriate single-
objective problem. Others use a transformation into appropriate subsidiary conditions or
the separation in several dependent "one-step" optimization problems. Additionally, the
functions can be evaluated by taking selected objective functions as constant and perform
an evaluation in solution maps (Pareto optimality) [211].
Another category can be derived from the "convexity" of the objective and subsidiary
functions. The convexity of a simple function can be defined by application of [39]
f(λ1x1 + λ2x2) = λ1f(x1) + λ2f(x2) λ1, λ2 ∈ (0, 1) λ1 + λ2 = 1 (2-5)
If the problem is multidimensional, the (local) convexity of the nonlinear optimization
problem is given if the Hesse matrix
H(x) =
∂2f(x)
∂xi∂xj
(2-6)
of the objective function is positive semi-definite
detH(x) ≥ 0 (2-7)
and the Jacobi-matrix, i.e. the first derivatives of the subsidiary conditions is positive
semi-definite.
Closely connected to convexity is the determination of the global minimum in the feasible
region Ω
O(xopt) ≤ O(x)∀x ∈ Ω (2-8)
and local minimum
O(xopt) ≤ O(x)∀x ∈ Ω with ||x− xopt| | < δ (2-9)
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that is defined as minimum for all x in a small neighborhood of xopt. In convex pro-
blems, global and local minima are identical. The existence of a minimum is given by the
Weierstrass theorem, that states for f(x) a global minimum if it is continuous and Ω is
non-empty, feasible, closed and bounded [7]. Another optimality criterium is given by the
Kuhn-Tucker theorem (see later in this section).
Algorithms have been developed for "vector" and "matrix" optimization problems, i.e.
the design variables are given as vector or matrix. The matrix formulations commonly
respect additional relations between the matrix components, as symmetry and being de-
finite or semi-definite. This also introduces "definite" and "semi-definite" optimization
problems. Semi-definite programming (SDP) considers optimization problems with sym-
metric semidefinite matrix variables with linear objective function and linear constraints,
e.g. [226].
Other categories can be stated by evaluation of the subsidiary conditions. The catego-
ries "constrained" and "unconstrained" are basic to solution strategies. In preparation of
numerical solution strategies it is useful to separate the subsidiary conditions into pure
equality conditions and pure inequality conditions [161]
hk(x) = 0 k = 1 . . . nh (2-10)
gj(x) ≤ 0 j = 1 . . . ng (2-11)
or even highlight simple constraints for all design variables
xm,min ≤ xm ≤ xm,max m = 1 . . . nx (2-12)
Any constrained optimization problem , e.g. Eq. (2-1) and (2-2) can be transformed into an
simply constrained problem by introduction of Lagrange multipliers λ and slack variables
y. In a first step, the inequality conditions are modified with introduction of the slack
variables
O(x, y) = O(x)→Min (2-13)
Gj(x)− y = 0 j = 1 . . . nG (2-14)
y ≤ 0 (2-15)
Then, the Lagrange multiplier method is applied to include the original subsidiary condi-
tions into the objective function
O(x, λ, y) = O(x) + λT (G(x)− y)→Min (2-16)
while the non-negativity conditions
λ ≥ 0 (2-17)
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y ≥ 0 (2-18)
need to be fulfilled. As the new variables λ and y are complementary, the following com-
plementarity condition must be fulfilled
λTy = 0 (2-19)
This property will often be utilized in solving algorithms. The necessary conditions for
optimality of convex problems are summarized by the "Kuhn-Tucker Theorem" [135] that
is given in Tab. 2-2. Hereby the Kuhn-Tucker Theorem is the extension of the Lagrange
multiplier method for duality problems with inequality conditions. Herein the "Lagrange
function" is describing a saddle point (or max-min) problem, that is characterized by
O(x1,opt, x2) ≤ O(x1,opt, x2,opt) ≤ O(x1, x2,opt) (2-20)
where several variables show different extremum conditions (either as minimum or maxi-
mum) at the optimum point.
From the Kuhn-Tucker conditions the property of duality of optimization problems can
be derived. A dual optimization problem
o(x, λ)→ max (2-21)
∂O(x, λ)
∂x
= 0 (2-22)
λ ≥ 0 (2-23)
is the called "dual" problem to the "primal" problem in Eq. (2-1,2-2), as the results are the
same while respecting the same set of Kuhn-Tucker conditions. Such duality properties
can be beneficially used in solving optimization problems and for identification of the
physical meaning of Lagrange multipliers [225].
Other categories can be separated from the type of applied objective or subsidiary func-
tions. Generally, the functions are considered as linear or nonlinear. The problem with
linear objective function and linear constraints, first introduced in [116], are called "Line-
ar optimization" (or Linear programming LP) problems
O(x) = Lx→Min (2-24)
Gx+G0 ≤ 0 (2-25)
with the coefficient matrices L and G of the objective function and subsidiary conditions.
The value G0 is the constant part of the subsidiary conditions. This type of optimization
problem can be solved with
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Table 2-2 Lagrange function and Kuhn-Tucker conditions for optimality
Given convex optimization
problem
nxMin)x(O 
0)x(G 
Introduction of non-negative slack variables y
ny,xMin)x(O)y,x(O 
0y)x(G 2 
0y2 
Lagrange function
stationary]y)x(G[)x(O),y,x(O 2T 		
0	 n	
Kuhn-Tucker conditions of optimality
0
x
)x(G
x
)x(O
x
),y,x(O













	

0y)x(G),y,x(O 2 
	

	

0y2
y
),y,x(O T
	


	

0y2 
0	
Gradient conditions
Subsidiary conditions
Complementarity condition
Non-negativity conditions
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• Simplex algorithm [65]
• Revised simplex algorithm using dual problem properties [157]
• Ellipsoid algorithm [127]
• Projection algorithms [118]
or other concepts, e.g. described in detail in [7,189].
The other group of optimization problems are the "Nonlinear optimization" (or Nonlinear
programming NLP) problems, in the general form of (2-1,2-2). These problems are divi-
ded into several important subcategories. One important representative is the "Quadratic
optimization" (or Quadratic programming QP) problem
O(x) =
1
2
xTQx+ Lx→Min (2-26)
Gx+G0 ≤ 0 (2-27)
that consists of a quadratic objective function and linear subsidiary conditions. Former
approaches use simplex type calculation methods, whereas newly concepts involve more
strategies known from general convex optimization. Then, as the Hesse matrix H = Q is
directly given, the calculations can be very efficient. Popular solving strategies are
• Modified simplex method, e.g. [224]
• Cutting edge method, e.g. [124]
• Potential method, e.g. [79]
• Method of reduced gradients [83]
A special type of nonlinear optimization problems are the "Complementarity problems"
(CP). These are characterized by linear subsidiary conditions, except of one quadratic
condition
O(x, y)→Min (2-28)
G(x, y) +G0 ≤ 0 (2-29)
xTy = 0 (2-30)
the origin of such problems result from duality problems with dual variables x and y
that behave orthogonally. Specialized algorithms are available [78], however most general
nonlinear optimization algorithms can be utilized for solution.
Another special case of optimization problems are least square problems
O(x, r) = rT Ir →Min (2-31)
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G(x)−G0 = r (2-32)
where r are the residuals, x the coefficients of the fitting function G(x) and G0 contains
the original function. Such problems turn out to be either quadratic or nonlinear optimi-
zation problems.
The most general group of optimization algorithms is given by nonlinear optimization,
that target either convex or general non-convex optimization problems [5]. Algorithms for
convex optimization are described e.g. in [101,85,179,211,82,83,194]. There are mainly
two solution categories. First, the "Deterministic programming" algorithms that evolves
from a starting solution x0 to the extremum solution by directly evaluation of the given
functions and gradients. Second, the "Heuristic optimization" methods involve certain
components of random/stochastic variable modifications [149]. Algorithms belonging to
either category are listed in Tab. 2-3. As all algorithms show different advantages and
disadvantages, the combination of two or more algorithmic concepts can be beneficial.
Such "Hybrid" optimization strategies are often used in non-convex optimization.
Most of the heuristic and deterministic algorithms work at first as "single-point" strate-
gies, i.e. the evaluation is only performed at one single point in the design space. However
most concepts can be involved in "multi-point" concepts, where the solution relies on the
evaluation of several distinct points in design space, that are provided in parallel. The-
se methods try to combine the information from either point, to improve the extremum
search. A popular representative method is the Particle Swarm optimization, that combi-
nes methods of evolution algorithms with probabilistic evaluations [126].
All functions in optimization problems could be dependent on results of subordinate op-
timization problems. These problems are called "multiple-step" problems. Then the opti-
mization problem can be treated by solving several but coupled "one-step" optimization
problems. As well, categories can be distinguished regarding the solution strategy. The
"direct" methods evaluate a problem in the given form. The "indirect" methods evaluate
approximation or substitution problems, that e.g. are defined by simplification, gradient
evaluation or dual problem solution.
Finally, the solution can be obtained by graphical or numerical means. However, the gra-
phical version is restricted to very few variables only [211].
Other concepts and categories can be found at [222] and [165].
2.3 Approximation methods
Non-linear optimization problems can show a certain complexity, e.g. resulting from the
problem size, the non-convexity or order of the problem. In order to get solutions, or to get
them more efficiently, approximation methods are applied to simplify the task. Besides lo-
cal approximation methods, like Taylor or Binomial series, mainly global approximation
methods like the Response Surface or Reduced Basis Methods, or mixed type approxima-
tions are applied [130,183].
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Table 2-3 Selection of algorithms for deterministic and heuristic optimization
Heuristic optimization
(Evolutionary algorithms)
Deterministic
optimization
Hybrid optimization
e.g.
Exhaustive search
Sequential linear
programming
Reduced gradient
method
Sequential quadratic
programming
Sequential convex
programming
Method of conjugate
directions
Method of feasible
directions
Steepest descent
method
Variable metric method
(quasi – quadratic)
Newton’s method
Interior/Exterior penalty
function method
Augmented Lagrange
Multiplier method
Method of Centers
…
e.g.
Monte Carlo search
Successive random
inprovement
Genetic search
Greedy algorithm
Devide and conquer (grid
optimization)
Dynamic programming
Branch and bound
Simulated annealing
Tabu search
Neural network
programming
...
Sequences of different
programming techniques to
combine advantages of
several methods.
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From probabilistics, the Response Surface Method is well known, that replaces the origi-
nal function by a simpler, but in a given region sufficiently representing function that can
be treated more efficiently [49]. The method can be generally used for nonlinear optimiza-
tion problems as well. Basically, all objective and subsidiary functions can be replaced by
a response surface function. For this reason the functions are evaluated at a finite number
or selected or randomly chosen supports within a reasonable variable range. The results
are used to fit the parameters of a predefined response function, using least square or other
regression methods (e.g. neural networks [87]). The response function usually consists of
a polynomial of a certain order, that can be adapted by regard of additional response
points, by replacement of points with less performance or by increase of the function or-
der. Under appropriate conditions the solution can converge to the exact optimum of the
original problem [41].
The simplest response surfaces for the original optimization problem are linear or quadra-
tic functions. This approach is most effective, because the resulting optimization problems
can be solved with fast linear or quadratic optimization algorithms. Other than the original
problem, the simplified problem is convex and has distinct results. With additional eva-
luations of the objective function the parameters of the linear or quadratic sub-problem
are improved. This is similar to the strategy that is applied in the sequential linear (SLP)
or quadratic programming (SQP) methods. An improvement to this method is a piecewi-
se substitution of the original functions with several linear or quadratic approximations.
Generally, this procedure can be extended for higher orders [201].
Furthermore, the applied regression methods can be used to condense the problem and
therefore to reduce the number of unknowns. This approach is commonly named Reduced
Basis Method. However, this concept is not necessarily successful for any application.
The properties of the original problems must be carefully explored in order to select an
appropriate response surface. The quality of the response surface is dependent on the
reasonable selection of the supports (Design of Experiments, [158]). The application is
often limited to few design variables. Each calculation should finalize in a verification run
with the original problem. Putting less efforts into the adaptation of the response surface,
the method is valuable to provide quality starting vectors for other optimization solvers.
2.4 Uncertainty and sensitivity of the design
Practical design often uses only one set of conditions to evaluate the given situation.
However, most variables and coefficients cannot be determined to a certain extend, thus
they can vary. The inclusion of such effects requires the estimation of the uncertainty
of the parameter, given as stochastic moments (e.g. mean values, standard deviation).
Such optimization problems can be formally assessed similarly as deterministic parameter
problems. Only the design variables will be exchanged by the stochastic parameters.
As well, not only the parameters can vary but the function values as well. So in design,
the effects of little changes in the design variables can be of essential interest. This is part
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of the sensitivity analysis, that mainly operates by evaluation of the gradient information
at the optimum point.
This study will not primarily focus on these types of analyses. Further reading is given
e.g. in [43].
2.5 Principles for practical derivation of optimization problems in engineering
2.5.1 Algorithmic concepts
The interface of optimization algorithms is illustrated in the upper scheme in Tab. 2-4.
The problem consists of two sides, first the core that provides the problem functions and
secondly the optimization algorithm, that evaluates the function values and determines
modifications for the design variables in order to get closer to an extremum (or optimal)
solution. After a certain amount of iterations, the optimization algorithm provides a solu-
tion or error indications.
Regarding the connection of the core function and optimization algorithm, two concepts
of algorithmic realization can be distinguished. Most applications in engineering use exi-
sting design software, that is externally coupled via an interface with an optimization
software. Basically both codes are separated. Either of them can be provided as "gray
boxes", the contents is hidden, or known but not changeable. For communication an in-
terface language/protocol need to be specified, e.g. [165]. Such problems use the exterior
formulation as indicated in the center part of Tab. 2-4. The advantages of this concept can
arise from the availability of problem solvers, that work very effective because of task
specific code preparations. However, those programs might not provide all useful infor-
mation to assist the solution of the optimization problem. Such information can be certain
parameter vectors, coefficient matrices and especially gradient information. Some of the
algorithms provide approximate gradients by finite differences.
Contrary to this, the second group is dealing with these requirements, as all algorithmic
formulations are given in function form, i.e. are open for access and algorithmic handling.
Such problems use interior formulations, that give the chance to provide all necessary in-
formation for the optimization algorithm. Usually both parts are compiled into one code.
This type uses the most flexible interfaces and function formulations for the user. Ho-
wever, all formulations need to be provided, at least as library functions. This concept is
illustrated in the lower part of Tab. 2-4.
2.5.2 Intuitive derivation of optimization problems
Some known engineering problems can be directly and intuitively translated into optimi-
zation problems, without using additional mathematical preparations. This is demonstra-
ted schematically in Tab. 2-5.
These tasks often deal with simple targets, like the minimum or maximum of a single para-
meter, optionally combined with some restrictions to this or other parameters. The intuiti-
ve derivation bases commonly on exterior optimization problem descriptions (Sec. 2.5.1).
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Table 2-4 Algorithmic concepts
Core problem
Provision of information
Optimization algorithm
Evaluation of information
Start vector x0
New set of x
Solution vector xopt
Interior core problem
Provision of functions
)x(O
)x(G
x
)x(O


x
)x(G


Optimization algorithm
Evaluation of functions
)x(O
)x(G
x
)x(O


x
)x(G


Start vector x0
New set of x
Solution vector xopt
Direct transfer
Exterior core problem
Provision of functions
)x(O
)x(G
Optimization algorithm
Evaluation of functions
)x(O
)x(G
Start vector x0
New set of x
Solution vector xoptInterface
General formulation
Interior formulation
Exterior formulation
One code
Separate codes
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Table 2-5 Scheme of engineering model-optimization algorithm coupling
Mechanical model
Engineering model Optimization algorithm
Objective function
Min)x(O 
Subsidiary conditions
0)x(h 
0)x(g 
Start vector
0xx 
New design vector
x
Methods of
Modelling and
Calculation
Value of objective function
)x(O
Values of subsidiary
conditions
)x(g),x(h
Additional information
dx
)x(dg
,
dx
)x(dh
dx
)x(dO
.g.e
Pre-design
Result
optx
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2.5.3 Derivation using mechanical principles
As structural engineering problems base on mechanical principles, they are a natural basis
for derivation of appropriate optimization problems. Such principles can be, exemplarily
• Minimum of total energy
• Balance of impulse
• Balance of momentum
• Principle of Hu-Washizu
and conditions e.g.
• Equilibrium
• Material laws
• Kinematic compatibility
• Contact conditions
and much more, that all describe parts or the total behavior of structures.
Mechanical formulations can be described as variational principles, e.g. [214]. Such for-
mulations commonly state an extremum or stationarity condition using an integral term∫
V (x)dx− > Ext. (2-33)
with respect to several subsidiary conditions, mostly given as differential equations or
inequalities.
The traditional concept of transforming variational principles into a set of differential
equations is given by the Euler-Lagrange equation [39]. After discretization a system of
algebraic equations can be obtained as illustrated in Tab. 2-6. However, the similarity of
variational and optimization problems can be directly utilized to derive appropriate opti-
mization formulations. The direct discretization of the variational principle is leading to
the appropriate optimization problem. For discretization, known methods can be utilized,
e.g. finite difference method, finite element method or meshless representations. With the
coupling to variational problems, the powerful means of variational calculus can be uti-
lized to modify and prepare the optimization formulations according to several solving
requirements.
The variational principles themselfs can be constructed from their underlying differential
equations, such as the Poisson differential equation (see Sec. 3). There are three main
representations of a differential problem
• Strong form
• Weak form
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Table 2-6 Concepts for solving variational problems
Variational problem
System of differential equations
(Euler-Lagrange Equations)
Optimization problem
DiscretisationDiscretisation
Algebraic problem
Classical approach
• Variational form
The strong form consists of a system of ordinary or partial differential equations in space
and/or time together with a set of boundary conditions. The weak form is a weighted
integral equation that relaxes the strong form into a domain-averaging expression. The
variational form is a functional, whose stationary conditions generate the weak form and
the strong form [214,22]. Thus any of the forms can be transformed into the other. For
derivation of appropriate variational formulations the strong form of differential equa-
tions can be firstly transformed into a weak form and later to a variational form. This
transformation is illustrated schematically in Tab. 2-7 where the differential equations
and boundary conditions are considered. Within these transformations the concept of La-
grange multipliers is often utilized to transfer subsidiary conditions into the extremum
principle function.
As an example of application, the well known principle of stationary potential (Reissner
Principle) for linear elasto-statics is derived in Tab. 2-8. The basis is the differential equa-
tions of equilibrium, material law and kinematic conditions, accompanied by the static
and geometric boundary conditions. First a coupled weak form of the equilibrium con-
ditions and extended kinematic conditions is established, that is modified by application
of the partial integration rule. With introduction of the boundary conditions as variations,
the variational equation is obtained. Integrating this expression will provide the extremum
principle in the Reissner form.
As this concept of derivation of optimization problems from variational expressions is
very practical, other examples are presented in the following sections.
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Table 2-7 Principle for derivation of variational formulations from strong form via weak forms
approach
Set of Field conditions
V,....)y,y,x(FF ' 
Transformation of selected differential
equation in their weak form
0

dVF
Partial integration of selected mixed
terms
Set of boundary conditions
S,....)y,y,x(GG ' 
Insertion of boundary conditions
If applicable: Insertion of terms in strong
form
If applicable: Insertion of variations of
terms in strong form
Transformation in variational principle
Extremum condition
Variational equation
Subsidiary condition
Identification of weight function 
Body with volume V und surface S
Differential formulation
Variational formulation
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Table 2-8 Derivation for principle of stationary potential with weak forms approach
Equilibrium condition
V0BT 
Material law
VD 0 
Kinematic condition
V0Bu 
Extend. kinematic condition
V0DBu 01  
Weak form of differential equation
0dVdVDdVBudVudVBu 0T1TTTTT 
					

Partial Integration
			
 dVuBdSNudVBu TTTT
			
 dVBudSNudVBu TTTT
0dSNudSNudVdVDdVBudVudVuB TT0T1TTTTT 
							

Principle of stationary potential (HELLINGER-REISSNER-Principle)
.StatdSNudSudVdVD
2
1dVudVBu u0S0T0T1TTTHR 

						

0dSNudSudVdVDdVBudVudVuB U0S0T0T1TTTTT 
							

Geom.boundary condition
uSuu  0
Stat. boundary condition
S0 SN 
Variation
USuu  00
Variation
S0S S0N 
Self-adjointness of operators B
		
 dVBudVBu TTT
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3.1 Hamiltonian principle
Dynamic problems in structural engineering can be solved according to the Hamiltonnian
principle
JH =
∫
Π(x, t)dt→Min (3-1)
with the mechanical potential Π. This potential can be derived from extremum conditions
of mechanical principles as the Lagrange and Castigliano principles [214]. Fixing time t,
the potential is identical to that from a static problem. As other principles, the Hamiltonian
needs to respect given subsidiary conditions defined in time.
From this, the Hamiltonian principle enables that the dynamic problem can be separated
into (quasi-) static sub-problems at fixed times, and a superior time integration problem.
This separation is the key for almost all numerical solution methods, where single quasi-
static problems are solved and integrated separatelly with respect to time. To solve the
problems numerically, time and space need to be discretisized.
3.2 Quasi-static sub-problems
Mechanical problems, at discrete times, can be described on the basis of elliptic differen-
tial equations. Most problems can be derived from Poisson′s differential equation
div
(
Dˆ · grad uˆ
)
+ ϕˆ = 0 (3-2)
and it′s special case, the Laplace equation
div
(
Dˆ · grad uˆ
)
= 0 (3-3)
Herein, ϕˆ denotes a source that can result e.g. from external forces or damping and inertia
forces. The unknown uˆ can be identified as the deflections of the material points. The
material properties of the system are defined by the constitutive tensor Dˆ.
According to Tab. 3-1 the 2nd order differential equation can be transformed into a set of
1st order differential equaltions by substitution. These functions, consisting of
• equilibrium (or static) conditions, that define the relation of external and internal
forces /stresses
• kinematic (or compatibility) conditions, that define the relation of deflections and
strains
• material (or constitutive) laws, that define the relation of strains and internal forces/
stresses
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determine uniquely the state of a considered material point. On selected material points
at the surface of the volume, appropriate boundary conditions can be defined
• static boundary conditions, pre-defining the state of stresses or forces
• geometric (or kinematic) boundary conditions, pre-defining the state of deflections or
deformations
The motion of arbitrary three-dimensional solid bodies can be characterized by their posi-
tion and shape variation in time, within coordinate systems. The motion will be recognised
as the states of the body in distinct times. It can be described with help of two considered
configurations, firstly, the "reference" (or "initial") configuration tx = x(t) and secondly,
the "current" (or "end") configuration t+∆tx = x(t+ ∆t). In general, the body movement
can be divided into
• rigid body motion
• relative motion between material points (strain-inducing part).
3.3 Material point motion
According to deterministic formulations in continuum mechanics [223], each material
point can be uniquily identified at a given time t. Therefore, the state of the system can be
described dependent on the motion of the material points. Such motions can be formulated
as mathematical functions in the Euclidian vector space. In this study only orthonormal
bases are applied. With the definition of a fixed origin for a Cartesian coordinate system
and a Cartesian vector basis, all positions of points (e.g. as part of a considered volume V )
can be described uniquely as coordinate tensors xˆ at a certain time t in R3. The movement
of material points can be described with help of the "reference" (or "initial") configuration
txˆ = xˆ(t) ∈ tV (3-4)
and the "current" (or "recent" or "final") configuration
t+∆txˆ = xˆ(t+ ∆t) ∈ t+∆tV (3-5)
Both configurations can be related as follows:
t+∆txˆ = Ξ (txˆ, t,∆t) (3-6)
This is called the "material" or Lagrangian formulation, describing the current configura-
tion as a function Ξˆ of the reference configuration. Stating the truth of bijective mapping,
the inverse operation is defined as well, resulting in the "spacial" or Eulerian formulation:
txˆ = Ξ−1
(
t+∆txˆ, t,∆t
)
(3-7)
describing the reference configuration as a function of the current configuration.
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Table 3-1 Structure of general differential equation system (DES)
POISSON’s differential equation
V0ˆ)uˆDˆ(T 
xˆ

)t,xˆ(uuˆ 
)t,xˆ(ˆ 
)t,xˆ(DDˆ 
Transformation of DE of 2nd order in DES of 1st order
by introduction of a new variable (strains)
uˆˆ 
Specification of a constitutive
relation (stresses), e.g.
VˆDˆˆ 
V0ˆ)ˆDˆ(T 
Vuˆˆ 
Field conditions
0ˆˆT 
uˆˆ 

ˆDˆˆ
Boundary
condition
U0 Suˆuˆ 
Boundary
condition
S0 Sˆnˆˆ 
Boundary conditions
U0 Suˆuˆ 
S0 Sˆnˆˆ 
t
0
tu0
t+ t
0
t+ t u0
t+ t x
tx
u
Su
Sf
Initial configuration
Current configuration
X1
X3
X2
t+ t x1
t+ t x3
t+ t x2
tx2
tx1
tx3
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The differences in the coordinates can be identified as the deflections uˆ
uˆ = t+∆txˆ− txˆ (3-8)
Such formulas describe pure flows of material points. Only the knowledge of their position
in the reference and in the current position is necessary (only translatory components).
In this study, the focus is set on the Lagrangian formulation, as mostly applied in solid
mechanics.
3.4 Rigid body motion
Rigid bodies do not have any relative deflections between the points of the body. So only
one reference point needs to be observed. Therefore the problem becomes similar to a
material point motion. The motion can be uniquely described, in terms of the associated
translational and rotational motion components. Figure 3-1 describes the movement of a
three dimensional body. The separation of the rotational part of the motion is possible, if
both the initial and current states are related to a global basis, as follows:
tx¯ = tLˆT txˆ (3-9)
t+∆tx¯ = t+∆tLˆT t+∆txˆ (3-10)
with tLˆ and t+∆tLˆ as left side rotational transformation matrices. These matrices trans-
form the points of the appropriate body from a global coordinate system to local directi-
ons.
3.5 Deformable body motion (line segment example)
Solid deformable bodies are characterised by changeable relations between material points.
In order to determine the internal deformation state, the rigid body motions need to be ex-
cluded from the total motion, similar to Section 3.4. The motion of a differential element
of a solid body can be exemplarily illustrated with help of a line segment with length s,
as in Fig. 3-2. The effect of rigid body rotations is illustrated in Fig. 3-3 and 3-4.
Whereas the rigid body motion component can be principally determined according to
Sec. 3.4, the internal deformation state (length change of the line segment) can be exclu-
ded with different strategies:
Method (a) Relation of body segment lengths in the reference and current configuration
using Pythagoras′ theorem, e.g.:
t+∆ts2
ts2
=
t+∆tx21 +
t+∆tx22 +
t+∆tx23
tx21 +
tx22 +
tx23
(3-11)
Method (b) as (a) but returning to a linear measure
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√
t+∆ts2
ts2
=
√
t+∆tx21 +
t+∆tx22 +
t+∆tx23
tx21 +
tx22 +
tx23
(3-12)
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Method (c) Relation of body segments in a global coordinate system using orthogonal
transformations, e.g.:
t+∆ts
ts
=
t+∆tT · (t+∆tx, t+∆ty, t+∆tz)
tT · (tx, ty, tz) (3-13)
Such relations are known as strains or strain measures. They describe the internal de-
formation state independent from the initial and current geometry of structural elements.
In engineering, different strain measures are applied, that describe the relative change of
deformable elements.
Within this study, only a selected number of strain measures are considered, that are most-
ly applied in structural mechanics
• Engineering strains εeng
• Linear (or Cauchy) strains εC
• Nominal (or Biot) strains εnom
• Logarithmic (or Hencky) strains εlog
• Quadratic (or Green-Lagrange) strains εquad
Other strain measures are discussed in [223].
The engineering strains ignore rigid body rotations, so the strains are measured in the
original coordinate system. Thus the coordinates can be treated independently
dεeng =
dx
tx
(3-14)
with dx as the length change in initial coordinate directions. The integrated strains are
εeng =
t+∆tx∫
tx
dx
tx
=
t+∆tx
tx
− 1 (3-15)
This provides sufficient approximations for small deformations.
In large deformation theory, the rigid body rotations have to be respected. The nominal
strains can be defined with respect to the reference state
dεnom =
ds
ts
(3-16)
including the infinitesimal length difference ds and the initial segment lenght s. The inte-
grated value becomes
εnom =
t+∆ts∫
ts
ds
ts
=
t+∆ts
ts
− 1 (3-17)
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Similarly the strains can be defined with respect to the current deformation state, as pro-
posed by the Hencky approach
dεlog =
ds
t+∆ts
=
ds
s
(3-18)
The appropriate integrated measure is logarithmic
εlog =
t+∆ts∫
ts
ds
s
= ln
t+∆ts
ts
(3-19)
The necessary parameter for the Biot and Hencky strains can be calculated with help of
Method (b) or (c). Alternatively, the Green-Lagrange definition corresponds to Method
(a), with
dεquad =
s · ds
ts2
(3-20)
that results for a defined line segment change in
εquad =
t+∆ts∫
ts
s
ts2
ds =
1
2
[
t+∆ts2 − ts2
ts2
]
=
1
2
[
t+∆ts2
ts2
− 1
]
(3-21)
The reason for application of different strain measures is either the simplicity of treatment
or the correctness of the superposition of different strain increments. If any increment is
calculated with respect to the initial configuration, the superposition of the Biot strains is
correct, as
εnom =
∆s1 + ∆s2
ts
(3-22)
This is identical to the superposition of the single increments
εnom = ∆εnom,1 + ∆εnom,2 =
∆s1
ts
+
∆s2
ts
=
∆s1 + ∆s2
ts
(3-23)
If the original length of the considered line element cannot be determined, the logarithmic
measure should be applied
εlog = ln
ts+ ∆s1 + ∆s2
ts
(3-24)
and accordingly for the assembled strain increments
εlog = ∆εlog,1 + ∆εlog,2 (3-25)
thus
εlog = ln
ts+ ∆s1
ts
+ ln
ts+ ∆s1 + ∆s2
ts+ ∆s1
= ln
ts+ ∆s1 + ∆s2
ts
(3-26)
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The calculation of Green-Lagrange strains is relative straighforward, as avoiding trans-
formations. The governing equations require a incremental formulation [22] involving li-
nearizations. Alternatively, a recalculation into Biot or Hencky strains can be considered.
All strain measure can be transformed into each other
εlog = ln(εnom + 1) (3-27)
εquad = 0.5(ε
2
nom + 1) (3-28)
Moreover, recalling the differences in the linear and nominal strain measures, a direct
link to the Cauchy measure can be established stating a transformation (indicated here as
operator T )
εnom =
t+∆ts
ts
− 1 = T
t+∆tx
tx
− 1 = T (εC + 1)− 1 (3-29)
This relation layouts a practical strategy switching from geometric linear to nonlinear
calculations.
It should be noted, that other strain measures exist, especially those of the Eulerian for-
mulation type [22]. In structural engineering traditionally Lagrangian formulations and,
out of these, the nominal (Biot) measure can be advantageous, because it maintains the
affinity between the stress/strain and force/deformation relationship. It is therefore a na-
tural extension to the linear theory. In most practical cases, the required knowledge of the
undeformed initial configuration is given.
3.6 Deformation gradient (3D-continua)
In the previous section, the strain definition was illustrated for one dimensional systems.
For arbitrary systems, the derivation of the strain/displacement relationship can be gene-
ralized with use of the deformation gradient Xˆ . Infinitesimal bodies with xˆi as it′s local
origin and dxˆi as the extent are considered. For time increments dt the motion is given in
Lagrangian formulation
t+∆tdxˆ = Xˆ tdxˆ (3-30)
and it′s inverse (Eulerian)
tdxˆ = Xˆ−1 t+∆tdxˆ (3-31)
related by the deformation gradient Xˆ
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Xˆ = ∇t+∆txˆ =

t+∆t∂x1
t∂x1
t+∆t∂x1
t∂x2
t+∆t∂x1
t∂x3
t+∆t∂x2
t∂x1
t+∆t∂x2
t∂x2
t+∆t∂x2
t∂x3
t+∆t∂x3
t∂x1
t+∆t∂x3
t∂x2
t+∆t∂x3
t∂x3
 (3-32)
This deformation gradient serves as transformation for other quantities too, e.g. as for the
normal tensors of surfaces
t+∆tnˆ = Xˆ−T tnˆ (3-33)
The changes in volumes in three dimensional bodies
t+∆tdV = det(Xˆ) tdV (3-34)
that are as well appropriate for the special cases of one and two dimensional problems,
thus involving lengths and areas. Hence, the mapping of a directed surface element area
from the initial to the current configuration is given by the Nanson formula [223]
t+∆tnˆ t+∆tdA = det(Xˆ)Xˆ−T tnˆ tdA (3-35)
An associated deflection gradient can be derived from Eq. (3-8) by
∇uˆ = ∇t+∆txˆ−∇txˆ = Xˆ − XˆXˆ−1 = Xˆ − Iˆ (3-36)
with Iˆ as the unity tensor, resulting in
∇uˆ =

∂u1
t∂x1
∂u1
t∂x2
∂u1
t∂x3
∂u2
t∂x1
∂u2
t∂x2
∂u2
t∂x3
∂u3
t∂x1
∂u3
t∂x2
∂u3
t∂x3
 (3-37)
3.7 Tensor strain measures
As outlined before, the total strains are derived from their relationship to the displace-
ments
εˆ(x) = ε(uˆ(x)) =
[
ε11 ε12 ε13
ε21 ε22 ε23
ε31 ε32 ε33
]
(3-38)
One appropriate, but more theoretical linear strain measure is the Cauchy strain
εˆC = Xˆ − Iˆ (3-39)
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This is more often applied in it′s symmetric form, that is preferred in small deformation
mechanics and called engineering strain
εˆeng = sym(εˆC) =
1
2
(Xˆ + XˆT )− Iˆ (3-40)
For large deformation compatible strain measures, the properties within the deformation
gradient need to be explored. For consideration of rigid body rotations the deformation
gradient is splitted using polar decomposition
Xˆ = LˆT · Uˆ (3-41)
that divides the deformation gradient into a left orthogonal rotation tensor Lˆ determining
the rigid body rotations, and a symmetric tensor Uˆ , known as the stretch tensor. The
rotation tensor is identical to the rotational transformation matrix introduced in Eq. (3-9).
Alternatively, the polar decomposition can be expressed in terms of the right rotation
tensor Rˆ
Xˆ = Uˆ · Rˆ−1 (3-42)
thus
Uˆ = Xˆ · Rˆ with Rˆ = Xˆ−1LˆXˆ (3-43)
The polar decomposition is commonly calculated from the Cauchy tensor, defined as
Cˆ = XˆT Xˆ = UˆT LˆLˆT Uˆ = UˆT Uˆ (3-44)
It can be seen that this tensor is insensitive to rotations. According to this approach (Tab. 3-
2), the stretch tensor can be calculated from the eigenvectors TˆC of the Cauchy tensor
Uˆ = TˆCΛˆTˆ
T
C (3-45)
with the principal stretch tensor
Λˆ =
(
Tˆ TC CˆTˆC
) 1
2
(3-46)
Alternatively, the transformation matrices Lˆ and Rˆ can be directly calculated from the
geometry gradient Xˆ , as it is illustrated in Tab. 3-3. For three-dimensional problems the
procedure is iterative. In practice, only a small number of iterations is required to gain suf-
ficent accuracy. The method is extremely fast for two dimensional deformation gradients,
as no iterations are necessary. The procedure is summarized in Tab. 3-4.
In order to avoid square root operations during strain determinations (as discussed for
Method (a) in Sec. 3.5), modifications of the Cauchy strains are often directly used as
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Table 3-2 Polar decomposition of deformation gradient (regular approach)
Left polar decomposition of deformation gradient
X = L-1 U = LT U
X Deformation gradient
L Left orthogonal rotation matrix
U Positive definite stretch matrix
Deformation gradient
X
Quadratic form
C = XTX Cauchy strains
Eigenvectors
TC = eig(C)
Decoupled form

2 = TC
T C Tc
Stretch matrix
U = TC 
0.5 Tc
T
Left rotation matrix
L = U X-1
Right polar decomposition of deformation gradient
X = U  R-1
X Deformation gradient
R Right rotation matrix
U Positive definite stretch matrix
Right rotation matrix
R = X-1 U = X-1 L X
strain measures [22,223]. For example, the Cauchy strains are the basis for the Green-
Lagrangian tensor
εˆquad =
1
2
(
XˆT Xˆ − Iˆ
)
=
1
2
(
Cˆ − Iˆ
)
(3-47)
The advantage is the simplicity of the derived mechanical relations. The Hencky strains (3-
19) are calculated as
εˆlog = ln Uˆ (3-48)
For practical purposes, nominal measures according to Eq. (3-17) are often preferred,
generalized in three dimensions:
εˆnom = Uˆ − Iˆ (3-49)
Contradictory to engineering measures, this formulation avoids the influence of the rigid
body motion and has the advantage of material compatiblity to linear strains.
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Table 3-3 Polar decomposition of geometry gradient (Orthogonal transformation approach)
Orthogonal transformation matrix
22
kk
kk
bac
]i,j[X]j,i[Xb
]j,j[X]i,i[Xa








































	






1
0
1
c
a
c
bj
1
1
c
b
c
ai
1
0
1
Tk



X0 = X
Xk+1 = Tk Xk
L0 = I
Lk+1 = Tk Lk
j=i+1
i=1
j := j+1
i := i+1
j < m
y
n
n
y
i< m
y
|Xk| - |Xk+1| < 
n
Left rotation matrix
L = Lk+1
Positive definite (m,m) Matrix
X = L
T
U = U R
-1
Right rotation matrix
R = X
-1
L X
Stretch matrix
U = Xk+1 = Lk+1 X = L X
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Table 3-4 Polar decomposition of 2D-geometry gradient (Orthogonal transformation approach)
Positive definite (2,2) Matrix
X = L
T
U = U R
-1
Parameter
22 bac
]0,1[X]1,0[Xb
]1,1[X]0,0[Xa



Stretch matrix
U = L X = X R
Parameter
22
22
]0,1[X]0,0[Xg
]1,1[X]1,0[Xf
]1,1[X]0,1[X]1,0[X]0,0[Xe
]0,1[X]1,0[X]1,1[X]0,0[Xd




Left transformation matrix




	




ab
ba
c
1L
Right transformation matrix




	





ebdagb
fbebda
dc
1R
Generalizing, a common form of strain calculations can be declared. It is convenient to
understand the large strain theory as an extension to the linear theory. Then, any strain
calculation can be stated in a linear form
εˆ = Xˆ · Tˆu − Iˆ (3-50)
with Tˆu as the transformation tensor of the kinematic conditions, that contains strain mea-
sure transformations and rigid body rotations. The tensor is calculated, if ε is exchanged
by any appropriate strain measure. It is obvious, that for Cauchy strains Tˆu = Iˆ and for
nominal strains Tˆu = Rˆ.
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3.8 Kinematic condition
The kinematic condition relates the internal to the external strain configuration. Combi-
ning different internal components, the total strains can be assembled from several parts
e.g. from elastic, plastic and predefinded parts, thus
dε = dεtotal − (dεe + dεp + dε0 + . . .) (3-51)
This is true if all components are defined on the same strain measure basis. Otherwise,
transformations to a reference measure must be conducted. Finally, the kinematic condi-
tion reads
dε = 0 ∈ V (3-52)
3.9 Material law
The material relation is either given as a function of strains
σˆ = σ(εˆ) (3-53)
or as it′s reverse
εˆ = ε(σˆ) (3-54)
An often applied differential stress-strain relationship is the special case of elastic mate-
rial, the relation between strains and stresses is defined by Hook′s law
εˆe = Dˆσˆ (3-55)
with Dˆ as a forth order constitutive tensor. In practical cases, Dˆ often simplifies due
to symmetric properties, e.g. of isotropic or orthotropic materials. The determination of
the material tensor Dˆ is dependend on the selected measures for the stresses and strains.
The use of work-conjugated pairs of strains and stresses is often applied. Transformations
between different stress measures can be considered in the eqilibrium condition. Changing
strain measures is conducted in the kinematic condition. Hence, the energy balance may
require a modification in the material tensors Dˆ as well. An example is given in Fig. 3-5.
Very often, hyper-elastic material laws are considered in software codes using the large
deformation theory [1,6].
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Figure 3-5 Differences in nominal and logarithmic strain measures for a
linear force/ displacement relationship
In order to determine the appropriate components of the material tensor, multi-axial tests
can be conducted. In these tests, the initial and current geometry can be monitored for a
given load intensity. After loading, the deformation gradient X can be calculated directly
from the geometry changes. This is the basis to determine the strains ε, dependend on
the selected measure, e.g. with Eq. (3-47-3-49). On the other hand, the force is used to
determine the stresses, e.g. the Cauchy stresses in the direction i
σi =
fi
t+∆tAi
(3-56)
From this, transformations into selected stress measures can be calculated. The selecti-
on of appropriate stress-strain pairs is mostly done with a view to effective handling in
calculation. In material science the combination of Green-Lagrangian strains with 2nd
Piola-Kirchhoff stresses is preferred. In structural engineering, most material laws are
given for nominal stress-strain parameters, that can be adopted from the geometrically
linear theory.
Plastic deformations εp can develop if a yield function Y is fulfilled:
Y (ε) = 0 (3-57)
Within this study, Y is always assumed to be a convex function. A formulation in terms
of stresses σ is more often preferred, leading to an expression for perfect plasticity
YY F (σ) = 0 (3-58)
The appropriate plastic strains are calculated from
dεp = dλ
∂YPS
∂σ
(3-59)
with the plastic multiplier λ, having the property of non-negativity
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λ ≥ 0 (3-60)
The multiplier is a general unknown of the augmented Lagrange problem and can be
calculated by introduction of the extended kinematic condition into the yield function.
Beyond perfect plasticity, as in Eq. (3-58), real materials develop hardening effects, thus
the yield function can be extended, e.g. in dependency to the plastic multipiers
YY F (σ, λ) = 0 (3-61)
In compliance with the Drucker stability postulate [71], the product of the stress and
plastic deformations rate is positive
dσdεp ≥ 0 (3-62)
The yield law is called "associated" if the derivatives of the yield condition in the yield
function Eq. (3-58) and plastic strain condtion Eq. (3-59) are identical
∂YPS
∂σ
=
∂YY F
∂σ
=
∂Y
∂σ
(3-63)
Large strain problems often raise questions about the volumetric behavior of the consi-
dered body during extreme excitation. The rate in volume change can be described as a
function of the current deformation state and time
dV = V (t+dtdx, dt) (3-64)
or even as a inequality condition
dV ≤ V (t+dtdx, dt) (3-65)
A special case is the isochoric behavior, where
dV = 0 (3-66)
The change in volume within the time step dt can be evaluated with the change of the
geometric gradient
dV =
det(t+dtXˆ)
det(tXˆ)
(3-67)
3.10 Stresses and Equilibrium
The equlibrium ensures the equivalence of all forces in the system. Within this context it
provides a relation between the external forces and stresses (internal forces) in the body.
Generally for an infinitesimal volume, the internal stresses are
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τˆ = −
t+∆tdφˆ
t+∆tdA
(3-68)
for the current area t+∆tdA loaded by external forces t+∆tdφˆ. All parameters are given in
the current configuration and same direction t+∆tnˆ, that describes the orientation of the
loaded surface within the coordinate system.
The equilibrium requires the sum of all internal forces to vanish. The equation can be
directly obtained from Eq. (3-68), integrating over the appropriate regions
τˆ t+∆tdA+ t+∆tdφˆ = 0 (3-69)
The transformation between surface-oriented stresses τˆ and volumetric-oriented Cauchy
stresses σˆC can be formulated as
τˆ = σˆC
t+∆tnˆ (3-70)
with the vector of direction cosines t+∆tnˆ of the normal to the plane on which the forces
act. The Cauchy stresses can be assigned to three coordinate directions to form a 2nd
order tensor
σˆC =
[
σ11 σ12 σ13
σ21 σ22 σ23
σ31 σ32 σ33
]
(3-71)
With substitution of Eq. (3-70) into Eq. (3-69), the equilibrium reads
σˆC
t+∆tnˆ t+∆tdA+ t+∆tdφˆ = 0 (3-72)
Furthermore, the stresses in the current configuration of an infinitesimal volume can be
related to the surface in the initial configuration by application of Eq. (3-35), thus giving
σˆC det(Xˆ)Xˆ
−T tnˆ tdA+ t+∆tdφˆ = 0 (3-73)
Here another stress measure can be defined by the 1st Piola-Kirchhoff stress tensor
σP = σˆC det(Xˆ)Xˆ
−T (3-74)
thus the equilibrium is
σˆP
tnˆ tdA+ t+∆tdφˆ = 0 (3-75)
Using the Gauss/Ostrogradski theorem [39]
σˆP
tnˆtdA =
∂
∂x
σˆP
tdV (3-76)
leads to
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∂
∂x
σˆP
tdV + t+∆tdφˆ = 0 (3-77)
This is the most common applied form of equilibrium conditions. It can be modified to fit
for other stress measures. To provide a general form that is not dependent on the applied
stress definition, the equilibrium conditions can be witten as
∂
∂x
σˆ Ts
tdV + t+∆tdφˆ = 0 (3-78)
Herein σ is the selected stress and Tˆs is the appropriate transformation tensor of the equi-
librium conditions, governing the stress measure switches and rigid body transformations.
For instance, some implementations of the Hencky type theory use, e.g. [6]
σTs = σlog det(Xˆ)Xˆ
−T (3-79)
As the nominal (Biot) stresses are
σnom = LσP (3-80)
the implementation is as follows
σTs = σnomL
T (3-81)
If the forces are given in the initial configuration, the following transformation holds
tdφˆ = X−1 t+∆tdφˆ (3-82)
Then, the equilibrium is as follows
∂
∂x
σˆP
tdV + Xˆ tdφˆ = 0 (3-83)
or re-arranged
∂
∂x
Xˆ−1σˆP tdV + tdφˆ = 0 (3-84)
and with introduction of the 2st Piola-Kirchhoff stress
σˆquad = Xˆ
−1 σˆC det(Xˆ)Xˆ−T = Xˆ−1 σˆP (3-85)
a special form of the equilibrium conditions is obtained
∂
∂x
σˆquad
tdV + tdφˆ = 0 (3-86)
The stress measures can be exchanged by other measures. These basics are intensively
shown throughout the literature, e.g. [22,14,32,170].
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Generally, pairs of strain and stress measures can almost arbitrarely be selected. However,
reasonable combinations are only obtained, if the pairs of strains ε and stresses σ have
the same configuration basis and being "work-conjugate". They can be directly used to
express the internal work rate
dWintern = σdε (3-87)
that is typically derrived by transformations from the reference pair Cauchy stresses σC
and tensor of deformation velocity D, as in [168]
dWintern = σdε = σCD (3-88)
for pairs in the current configuration and
dWintern = σdε = σCD detX (3-89)
for pairs in the initial configuration, involving the volumetric change in the transformati-
on.
3.11 Static and geometric boundary conditions
The static boundary condition provides an equation, that specifies the stresses at the sur-
face Ss of the considered volume
σˆnˆs − σˆ0 = 0 ∈ Ss (3-90)
It is obvious, that this formulation is formally similar to Eq. (3-70).
The geometric boundary condition relates the deflections uˆ of material points at the sur-
face Su to given deflections uˆ0
uˆnˆu − uˆ0 = 0 ∈ Su (3-91)
The direction cosines are given with the tensors nˆs and nˆu.
3.12 Static forces, inertia and damping
Forces within the structure can be of different origin. In structural dynamics, according to
d′Alemberts principle, the forces can be separated due to static effects dˆφStat, inertia dˆφM
and damping dˆφC , and so on:
dφˆ = dφˆM + dφˆC + dφˆStat + . . . (3-92)
The static forces are distributed throughout the volume V , or along a surface S or as
concentrated forces
dφˆStat = ϕˆV dV + ϕˆSdSf + fj (3-93)
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The inertia forces are dependent on the density ρ, and the acceleration ˆ¨u within the body
dφˆM = ρˆˆ¨udV (3-94)
The damping can be given similarely, introducing the damping density ν and the velocity
ˆ˙u
dˆφC = νˆ ˆ˙udV (3-95)
It should be noted, that all of these quantities can change throughout motion and deforma-
tions. The appropriate transformations need to be applied, typically volumetric adaptions
as in Eq. (3-34).
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4.1 Discretization
For numerical evaluation only a finite set of parameters needs to be considered. For the
necessary approximation of continuum mechanical problems, discretization procedures
for time and space are applied. Subspaces (elements) or time steps are selected, that be-
have less complex as the overall system and therefore can be simplified. In the resulting
meshes, the governing functions of the discrete problem are expressed with respect to
a limited number of reasonable selected times or positions. Besides others, often used
discretization methods for solving boundary value problems in structural dynamics are:
• Finite Element Method (FEM) [22,230]
• Element Free Galerkin method (EFG) [27,28,29]
that are considered within this study. The concepts apply different discretization strate-
gies. In the traditional FEM and EFG, the time discretization is done with help of finite
differences, whereas trial functions are applied for volume discretization (Tab. 4-1). In the
following sections the basic approaches are summarized.
For numerical calculations it is necessary to derive a matrix/vector form of the gover-
ning equations and inequalities. Appropriate tensor-matrix transformation operators need
to be defined. In the appendix Sec. 11.1, examples for three-dimensional operators are
provided.
Table 4-1 Discretization categories in structural dynamics
Dynamic problem (Hamiltonian system)
Finite Difference Methods Space-Time Element
Methods
Finite
differences
Finite
differences
Discrete
time
Discrete
space
Traditional variational
methods (FEM, EFG,…)
Discrete
time
Discrete
space
Discrete
time
Discrete
space
Trial
functions
Trial
functions
Trial
functions
Finite
differences
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4.2 Geometry
The behavior of the element is expressed as functions of the parameters given in a grid
of discrete points (nodes, times). The nodes can be identified at a discrete time t in a
Cartesian coordinate system by the location matrix
txˆN = diag [
tx1,
tx2,
tx3]
T ∈ V (4-1)
The directions are independent, so a vector form
txN =
txˆN · I (4-2)
with I as the unity vector is often used as well. After a time step ∆t the same node is
characterized by
t+∆txˆN = diag
[
t+∆tx1,
t+∆tx2,
t+∆tx3
]T ∈ V (4-3)
The subspaces considered as elements (e.g. in FDM, FEM) or supports (e.g. in EFG)
are defined by associated nodes. The node coordinates, belonging to one element, can be
assembled, independent from the considered time
xE =
[
xTN1, . . . , x
T
Nn
]T (4-4)
Any point within the element can be addressed by geometric field equations
x = Hg(x) · xE (4-5)
that consists of the interpolation matrix Hg
Hg(x) = Pg(x) ·Gg(xE)−1 (4-6)
The matrix Pg is the polynomial interpolation function, commonly consisting of complete
polynomials of the linear Lagrange type. The appropriate coefficients are provided with
the inverse of the nodal polynomial function
Gg(xE) = [Pg(xN1), . . . , Pg(xNn)]
T (4-7)
Coordinates in different times can be assessed by implementing directly
t+∆tx = Hg(
tx) · t+∆txE (4-8)
where the shape matrix can be defined for a reference system (time t). The derivative
relation at different times was introduced in Eq. (3-30) with the geometry gradient
Xˆg =
t+∆txˆE · ∂Hg(
txˆ)
∂x
(4-9)
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For different times the derivatives can be directly calculated from:
∂Hg(
t+∆txˆ)
∂x
=
∂Hg(
txˆ)
∂x
· Xˆ−1g (4-10)
4.3 Displacements
The difference in coordinate positions through time is the displacement u
uˆN =
t+∆txN − txN = diag [u1, u2, u3]T ∈ V (4-11)
The element′s nodal displacements can be assembled as
uˆE =
[
uˆTN1, . . . , uˆ
T
Nn
]T (4-12)
The displacement behavior between the nodes of a subregion is described by shape (or
trial) functions, that are usually formed from polynomials with potentials from x and
appropriate coefficients au
uˆ(x) = Pˆu(x) · aˆu (4-13)
The polynomial matrix of the displacements Pˆu(x) is preselected in FEM, according to
the order of the selected shape function. The coefficient matrix au can be calculated from
the node values
uˆE = Gˆu · aˆu (4-14)
with
Gˆu = [Pu(xˆN1), . . . , Pu(xˆNn)]
T (4-15)
If the number of unknowns in the element and the number of shape functions as well as
the shape function order are compatible, the matrix Gu is invertible, then
aˆu = Gˆ
−1
u · uˆE (4-16)
Combining Eq. (4-13) and (4-16) leads to
uˆ(x) = Pˆu(x)Gˆ
−1
u · uˆE (4-17)
thus any material point in the considered subregion can be addressed. The direct invertibi-
lity of Gu is requested in FEM. In other methods, like the Element Free Galerkin method,
the matrix Gu is non-quadratic, from over-determination. This can be eliminated by in-
terpolation methods. Besides others concepts [156], most popular in this context is the
Moving Least Square method [136]. The method first constructs a non-singular quadratic
matrix
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Γˆ1 = wˆEFG · GˆEFGGˆTEFG (4-18)
whereGEFG is constructed similar to (4-15), but is in general non-quadratic. Additionally
a weight vector wEFG is introduced that evaluates the contribution of the considered node
to the result at the considered point x. Often spline type functions are used e.g. the cubic
spline interpolation function with radius r around the considered point x [27]
w(r) =

2
3
− 4r2 + 4r3 for r ≤ 0.5
4
3
− 4r + 4r2 for 0.5 < r ≤ 1.0
0 for r > 1.0
(4-19)
An example is given in Fig. 4-1. A second matrix is defined
Γˆ2 = wˆEFG · GˆEFG (4-20)
that together with Eq. (4-18) gives finally
Gˆ−1u = Γˆ
−1
1 Γˆ2 (4-21)
so that Eq. (4-17) can be used similarly to the FEM concept. Equation (4-17) is commonly
shortened to
uˆ(x) = Hˆu(x) · uˆE (4-22)
with Hˆu(x) as the matrix of the displacement shape function. In case that Hˆu(x) is iden-
tical with the interpolation matrix of the geometry Hˆg(x) from Eq. (4-5), the formed
element is called ′isoparametric′.
The nodal deformations can be expressed in vector form as
uN = uˆN · I (4-23)
Accordingly, the element displacements are
uE =
[
uTN1, . . . , u
T
Nn
]T (4-24)
4.4 Geometric boundary conditions
The geometric boundary conditions relate the displacements on the surface of a body to a
set of pre-defined displacements. In discretized systems, continuous boundary definitions
are transformed into discrete formulations by application of form functions, e.g. in a linear
formulation the geometric boundary condition reads
Nu(x)Hu(x)uE − u0(x) = Nu(x)Hu(x)uE −Hu(x)u0(xE)
= Nu(x)uE − u0(xE) = 0 ∈ Su (4-25)
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r
xN
Cubic spline weight function
Figure 4-1 Example weight function
The matrix Nu is the direction matrix, that additionally identifies a material point to be
a part of the geometrically predetermined boundary Su. Any applied kinematic boundary
condition induces a resisting support force cs as a dual parameter.
A special case of geometric boundary conditions are contact problems. They can be ma-
thematically formulated as inequality conditions
Nu(x)uE − u0(xE) ≤ 0 (4-26)
Whereas the consideration of contact conditions in traditional finite element calculations
involves the organization of an iterative calculation strategy. The consideration of such
inequality conditions within optimization problems is straightforward.
4.5 Total strain/displacement relationship
As sketched in Sec. 3.7, the strain measures for large deformations can be interpreted as
an extension of the linear (Cauchy) theory. The basic derivation of the linear coefficient
matrices from continuum mechanics is illustrated in Tab. 4-2 including the engineering
simplifications. The linear strains can be derived from the symmetric part of the displace-
ment derivatives
Bˆu(x) =
(
∂
∂x
)
(4-27)
The ignorance of the antimetric part, that contains the rotational components, is characte-
ristic for linear approximations.
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Table 4-2 Derivation of engineering operator matrix of kinematic conditions
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The derivative matrix of the displacement field with respect to element shape functions
can be directly calculated from the shape functions Eq. (4-22)(
∂Pˆu(x) · Gˆ−1u
∂x
)
= Bˆu(x)Hˆu(x) (4-28)
In Sec. 3.7 a general form of the kinematic condition was proposed, that can be stated
independently from the selected strain measure. The general transformation tensor Tˆu is
within the kinematic condition
t+∆tεˆ(x) = t+∆tTˆu(x)Bˆu(x)Hˆu(x)
t+∆txE − Iˆ (4-29)
As known from Sec. 3, the strain measures can be derived from the deformation gradient
Xu
t+∆tXˆu(x) = Bˆu(x)Hˆu(x)
t+∆txE (4-30)
thus
t+∆tεˆ(x) = t+∆tTˆu(x)
t+∆tXˆu(x)− Iˆ (4-31)
The transformation tensor t+∆tTˆu(x) is dependent on the selected strain measure and can
be generally calculated from reversing Eq. (4-31), thus
t+∆tTˆu(x) = (
t+∆tεˆ(x)− Iˆ)t+∆tXˆ−1u (x) (4-32)
while replacing the strains t+∆tεˆ(x), e.g. with either of
t+∆tεˆC(x) =
t+∆tXˆu(x)− Iˆ (4-33)
t+∆tεˆnom(x) =
t+∆tLˆt+∆tXˆu(x)− Iˆ = Uˆ − Iˆ (4-34)
t+∆tεˆlog(x) = ln(
t+∆tLˆt+∆tXˆu(x)) = ln Uˆ (4-35)
t+∆tεˆquad(x) = 0.5 ∗ (t+∆tXˆTu (x)t+∆tXˆu(x)− Iˆ) = 0.5(Cˆ − Iˆ) (4-36)
Now with Eq. (4-32) and (4-33) any of the strain measures can be written as a function of
the Cauchy strains
t+∆tεˆ(x) = t+∆tTˆu(x)
t+∆tεˆC(x) (4-37)
Such strains can evolve from previous strain states, thus Eq. (4-29) can be written as
t+∆tεˆ(x) = Tˆu(x)Bˆu(x)Hˆu(x)(
txE + uE)− Iˆ (4-38)
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Separating an initial strain condition for time t
εˆ0 =
tεˆC = Bˆu(x)Hˆu(x)
txE − Iˆ (4-39)
that itself needs to be a valid Cauchy strain, the equation turns to
t+∆tεˆ(x) = t+∆tTˆu(x)(εˆ0 + Iˆ + Bˆu(x)Hˆu(x)uE)− Iˆ (4-40)
The coefficients of the deformations uE are simplified, using
Aˆu(x) =
t+∆tTˆu(x)Bˆu(x)Hˆu(x) (4-41)
and transformed
Au(x) = spr(Aˆu(x)) (4-42)
with spr as the transcription operator that shifts the tensor form into an equivalent matrix
appearance (Sec. 11.1). Accordingly, the transformation tensor t+∆tTˆu(x) of the initial
strains reads in matrix form
Tu(x) = arr(
t+∆tTˆu(x)) (4-43)
And, the vector forms of the strains and initial strains read
ε(x) = vec(ˆt+∆tε(x)) (4-44)
ε0(x) = vec(
tεˆC(x)) = vec(εˆ0(x)) (4-45)
If static boundary conditions are defined (see Sec. 4.9), the dual support displacements cu
need consideration within the kinematic conditions. Summarizing the matrix form of the
kinematic conditions, the following expression is derived
ε = Au(x)uE + Tu(x)(ε0 + I)− I +NTs (x)cu(x) (4-46)
The calculation of all matrices simplifies, if isoparametric elements are applied. Then the
shape functions of geometry and displacements are identical and therefore
Xˆg(x) = Xˆu(x) = Xˆ(x) (4-47)
4.6 Handling of strain components and increments
As defined in Sec. 3 it is assumed that in linear theory the total strains can be calculated
from different strain components e.g.
εC =
∫
dεC =
∑
i ∆εC,i (4-48)
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e.g as a combination of elastic and plastic contributions.
In nonlinear theory this concept can be adopted almost similarly. As εˆ0 in Eq. (4-40) could
be considered as the sum of different Cauchy strain components, the following equation
can be stated
t+∆tεˆ(x) = t+∆tTˆu(x)
(∑
i(εˆC,i) + I + Bˆu(x)Hˆu(x)uE
)
− I (4-49)
Either component must be given in a compatible strain measure. Difference in measures
A and B can be expressed using the matrix equation
Tˆε,A−B = (εˆA + Iˆ)(εˆB + Iˆ)−1 (4-50)
and used for strain transformations. For the transformation of material laws, a useful direct
transformation formula is
TˆD,A−B = εˆAεˆ−1B (4-51)
provided that εˆB is not evaluated at the zero point. As indicated, the transformation is
generally strain dependent. Therefore the transformed material tensor is
DA(εˆA) = TˆD,A−BDB(εˆB) (4-52)
Mostly, the available solid mechanics software is based on persistent nonlinear approaches
as symbolized in Tab. 4-4. Alternatively, interfaces between measures (e.g. nonlinear and
linear) can be installed at any position as it is illustrated in Tabs. 4-4-4-6, involving strains,
stresses or forces separately within the nonlinear measure range. Most compatibility with
traditional engineering approaches is obtained, if the nominal strain approach is used
throughout any calculation or if the transformations are organized as indicated in Tab. 4-
6.
However, the tasks in finite element analysis are widely spreaded, that′s why given finite
element programs select one or more strain measures and material descriptions that in
combination fits best for the intended situation. To be consistent with most of the appli-
cations, tools for least square fittings for determination of appropriate material constants
have to be provided e.g. [1].
4.7 Stresses and internal forces
With introduction of appropriate stress shape functions, all stresses within an element can
be expressed as functions of the nodal stress values σˆN .
σˆN =
[
σ11 σ12 σ13
σ21 σ22 σ23
σ31 σ32 σ33
]
(4-53)
All nodal stresses within an element can be summarized within a matrix
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Table 4-3 Linear/nominal strain measures
linear
Deflections
u
Forces
f
Strains
0ther
Strains
elastic
Stresses

linear
Strains
ges
Strains
0
linear
linear
linear
linear
linear
Affine material
law
= Operator
Table 4-4 Use of nonlinear strain measures (nonlinear strains, stresses and forces)
non-linear measures
linear
Deflections
u
Forces
f
Strains
0ther
Strains
elastic
Stresses

non-linear
Strains
ges
Strains
0
linear
linear
linear
non-linear
non-linear
Non-affine
material law
= Operator
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Table 4-5 Use of nonlinear strain measures (nonlinear strains and stresses)
non-linear measures
non-linear
Deflections
u
Forces
f
Strains
0ther
Strains
elastic
Stresses

non-linear
Strains
ges
Strains
0
linear
linear
linear
non-linear
linear
Non-affine
material law
= Operator
Table 4-6 Use of nonlinear strain measures (nonlinear strains)
non-linear
measures
Deflections
u
Forces
f
Strains
0ther
Strains
elastic
Stresses

non-linear
Strains
ges
Strains
0
linear
linear
linear
non-linear
linear
Affine material
law
non-linear
= Operator
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σˆE =
[
σN1
T , . . . , σNn
T
]T (4-54)
The shape functions, are commonly formed from polynomials with potentials from x and
appropriate coefficients aˆs
σˆ(x) = Pˆs(x) · aˆs (4-55)
with Pˆs as the matrix of basis functions. The coefficient matrix aˆs can be calculated from
the node values
σˆE = Gˆs · aˆs (4-56)
with
Gˆs =
[
Pˆ Ts (xN1), . . . , Pˆ
T
s (xNn)
]T
(4-57)
If the number of unknowns in the element and the number of shape functions as well as
the shape function order are compatible, the matrix Gˆs is invertible, then
aˆs = Gˆ
−1
s · σˆE (4-58)
Combining Eq. (4-55) and (4-58) leads to
σˆ(x) = Pˆs(x)Gˆ
−1
s · uˆE (4-59)
Approaches for the Element Free Galerkin method are formally possible, similar to the
approaches of Eq. (4-18-4-22). Equation (4-59) can be shortened to
σˆ(x) = Hˆs(x) · σˆE (4-60)
with Hˆs(x) the matrix of the stress shape function.
Dependent on the problem, it is sometimes useful to use partly integrated stresses (stress
resultants or internal forces) in order to reduce the dimension of the problem (longitudinal
forces, transversal forces, moments). These parameters are derived by introduction of
cross-sections with e.g. area, moment of inertia and height, and integration with respect
to the stresses in such cross-sections. They are mostly used to simplify the calculation of
such structural elements, whose dimensions have been reduced in the mechanical model,
e.g. beams, plates and shells. As an example, the calculation of a bending moment in a
simple beam element is given
Mˆx =
∫
yˆσˆ(x, y)dxdy (4-61)
As internal forces are just integral parameters directly dependent on the stresses, the me-
chanics in terms of internal forces is not different from that in terms of stresses. For
generalizing the mathematical treatment of stresses and internal forces within mechanical
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procedures of this study, a superior variable s is introduced, that represents either stresses
or internal forces. The assignment to the appropriate variable is then dependent on the
selected element formulation.
The stresses, and internal forces respectively, can be expressed in vector form
σ(x) = vec(σˆ(x)) (4-62)
4.8 Material law
In a general material law the stresses are defined as the function of the strains or vice
versa, as mentioned in Sec. 3. The number of available material laws is overwhelming. In
this study, only two material law types are selected for detailed consideration
• Linear elastic material law
• Linear elastic - plastic material law
that have a major practical relevancy for seismic design purposes.
4.8.1 Linear elastic material law
For linear elastic materials, or elastic parts of strain components, the relationship is
σˆ(x) = Dˆ(x)εˆe(x) (4-63)
determined by the elasticity tensor Dˆ(x). The derivation of Dˆ(x) out of continuum mecha-
nical considerations is illustrated in Tab. 4-7. With application of symmetry conditions,
the important isotropic and orthotropic cases can be derived. Two dimensional special ca-
ses are discussed in Tab. 4-8. The transformation into matrix form is generally given by
the operation
D(x) = mat(D˜(x)) (4-64)
with the 2nd order pseudo-tensor D˜(x), that have been condensed for orthotropic elastic
material out of the 4th order tensor Dˆ(x).
Equation (4-60) can be directly used to replace the volume stresses σˆ(x) in the elastic
material law Eq. (4-63) by the element′s nodal stresses σˆE
εˆe = Dˆ(x)
−1Hˆs(x) · σˆE (4-65)
If the strains are also to be calculated at the nodes of elements the following expression
can be applied
εˆE,e = Hˆ
T
s (x)Dˆ(x)
−1Hˆs(x) · σˆE (4-66)
With
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Table 4-7 Elastic material matrix D
Symmetry conditions
klijjiklijkl DDD 
Transformation into vector/matrix formulation
4th-order material tensor
ijklDDˆ 
Material matrix (spatial)
































	
	
	
	
	
	
	


2
21
0
2
21
.symm
00
2
21
0001
0001
0001
)21)(1(
E)D~(matD
Isotropic elastic material










	
		

	
1.symm
1
1
E
1D~ 1
2nd-order pseudo-tensor
ijDD
~

Qˆ(x) = HˆTs (x)Dˆ(x)
−1Hˆs(x) (4-67)
the equation simplifies to
εˆE,e = Qˆ(x) · σˆE (4-68)
The handling of compressible/incompressible material can be organized by substituti-
on of Eq. (4-9) into (3-67), that leads to a nonlinear matrix function. It can be directly
introduced as a subsidiary condition of an optimization problem.
The formulation of elasto-plastic material behavior as inequality conditions of an optimi-
zation problem makes the implementation very convenient. The commonly applied proce-
dures of prediction and correction of the stress state as in classical incremental approaches
need not explicitly be performed. The problem is solved as a nonlinear problem. The ne-
cessary iterations need not to be organized by the user, they are part of the optimization
algorithm.
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Table 4-8 Elastic isotropic material matrix D (plane special cases)
Inverse 2nd-order material tensor (spatial)











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
	

1
1
1
E
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Isotropic elastic behavior
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Elastic-plastic material laws commonly apply the superposition approach, starting from
an elastic basis and adding plastic components
dεˆ = dεˆe + dεˆp (4-69)
Except for pure linear elasticity, the total strains within a body are generally history depen-
dent. Those material laws will be usually combined with a yield hinge assumption, where
the plastic strains are concentrated in discrete points or lines, as introduced in Sec. 3.9.
Following, the derivation of matrix notations for selected elasto-plastic material laws are
exemplarily demonstrated. The matrix forms allow for convenient numerical treatment for
the yield condition as well as for gradient determinations. Only the case of "associated"
yield rules is illustrated. It should be noted, that the selected material laws are appropria-
te for most design purposes. Dependent on the considered problem, analysis tasks may
require more complex descriptions [22,223].
4.8.2 Linear plasticity condition
The yield condition is a linear function, given as
YˆL(x) = L
T
p,L(x)σˆ(x)− σˆlim(x) = 0 ∈ Vp (4-70)
The linear coefficients Lp,L(x) read
LTp,L(x) = [ Lp,1 · · · Lp,ns ] (4-71)
with the number of interacting stress components nS at the plasticize volume part Vp. The
constant part of the equation is σˆlim.
Equation (4-70) can be extended for the case of hardening materials, here given as a
function of the plastic strains
YˆL = Yˆ (σ, εp) (4-72)
The hardening can be incorparated in Eq. (4-70) as follows
LTp,L(σˆ(x)− Ah(λ(x)))− σˆlim(x) = 0 ∈ Vp (4-73)
with the hardening function Ah, that is dependent on the plastic multipliers or plastic
deformation. For example, it can be defined as a polygonal approach, i.e. as a function of
the plastic strains
Ah(εˆp(x)) =
nh∑
i=1
hi(x)ε
i
p(x) (4-74)
with nh as the polynomial degree. Examples are shown in Fig. 4-2.
The plastic strain components are calculated from
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Figure 4-2 Hardening concepts
εˆp(x) = L
T
p,L(x) · λ(x) ∈ Vp (4-75)
More generally, for linear hardening, the corresponding relation can be given in matrix
form
Ah(λ(x)) = Ah(x)λ(x) (4-76)
In the correspondent isotropic hardening rule, matrix Ah is computable at point x from
Ah,iso(x) = hσˆlim(x)
Tσlim(x) (4-77)
As well, Prager′s kinematic hardening approach reads
Ah,kin(x) = hL
T
p,LLp,L (4-78)
with h as the hardening modulus [133]. Koiter′s hardening is stating the independence of
the hardening modes with the implementation of a pure diagonal hardening matrix [61].
Linear plasticity is numerically effective to express a yield function. If possible, nonli-
near problems should be linearized, as can be seen in the example of Fig. 4-3. Here an
interaction condition of two stress/internal force components is implemented as a linear
condition. The coefficient L_p,L contains the yield plane parameters aij and σlim is the
distance bi.
4.8.3 von Mises yield criterion
The von Mises yield criterion [153] is given at a material point as a function of the second
stress deviator invariant J2
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-s1
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a4M
a4N
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a1N
a1M
b1b2
b3
a2N
a2M
a3N
a3M direction vector
of the yield function
Figure 4-3 Linearization of plasticity conditions
YˆvM(σˆ(x)) =
√
J2(x)− σˆlim,vM(x) ≤ 0 ∈ Vp (4-79)
As in Eq. 4.8.2, the condition can be extended for hardening materials.
The invariant is in three dimensions
J2(x) =
1
6
[
(σ11 − σ22)2 + (σ11 − σ33)2 + (σ22 − σ33)2
]
+ σ212 + σ
2
23 + σ
2
31 (4-80)
and is always a positive number. From the inequality (4-79) it is obvious, that the von Mi-
ses limit stress σlim,vM(x) is always greater or equal to
√
J2(x), hence it is also positive.
Thus the condition still holds for the squares
J2(x) ≤ σˆ2lim,vM(x) (4-81)
The invariant J2(x) can be expressed in matrix form
J2(x) =
1
2
σT (x)Qp,vMσ(x) (4-82)
where σ(x) is the stress component vector and Qp,vM is a constant coefficient matrix
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Qp,vM =

2
3
−1
3
−1
3
−1
3
2
3
−1
3
−1
3
−1
3
2
3
2
2
2

(4-83)
Thus the von Mises yield criterion becomes finally a quadratic inequality
1
2
σT (x)Qp,vMσ(x)− σ2lim,vM(x) ≤ 0 (4-84)
4.8.4 Drucker-Prager yield criterion
The Drucker-Prager yield criterion [72] is an extension to the von Mises approach, given
as a function of the first stress invariant I1 and the second stress deviator invariant J2
YDP (σ(x)) = αDP I1(x) +
√
J2(x)− τDP ≤ 0 ∈ Vp (4-85)
The parameter αDP is a friction coefficient, that estimates the influence of pressure on the
yield limit, important for materials with cohesive frictional properties such as concrete.
The parameter τDP is the limit yield stress under pure shear loading. The parameters αDP
and τDP are commonly calculated from the friction angle φ and the cohesion c
αDP =
6 sin(φ)√
3(3− sin(φ)) (4-86)
τDP =
6c cos(φ)√
3(3− sin(φ)) (4-87)
With rearrangement of (4-85)√
J2(x) ≤ τDP − αDP I1(x) (4-88)
it is obvious, that from the non-negativity of
√
J2(x) follows the non-negativity of the
right side of the inequality. Thus the condition is equal to it′s quadratic form
J2(x) ≤ (τDP − αDP I1(x))2 (4-89)
or
J2(x) ≤ τ 2DP − 2τDPαDP I1(x) + α2DP I21 (x) (4-90)
The third term is given as:
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2τDPαDP I1(x) = 2τDPαDP
1
3
(σ11 + σ22 + σ33) (4-91)
that is in matrix notation
2τDPαDP I1(x) = L
T
p,DPσ(x) (4-92)
with the vector
Lp,DP =
[
2τDPαDP
3
2τDPαDP
3
2τDPαDP
3
0 0 0
]T
(4-93)
Accordingly, the forth term of (4-90) is in matrix notation
α2DP I
2
1 (x) =
1
2
σT (x)Qp,2σ (4-94)
with
Qp,2 =
2α2
9

1 1 1
1 1 1
1 1 1
0
0
0
 (4-95)
Including Eq. (4-82), the yield criterion is
1
2
σT (x)Qp,vMσ(x)− 1
2
σT (x)Qp,2σ(x) + L
T
p,DPσ(x) ≤ τ 2DP (4-96)
or combined, in a quadratic form
1
2
σT (x)Qp,DPσ(x) + L
T
p,DPσ(x) ≤ τ 2DP (4-97)
with
Qp,DP =
2
9

3− α2 −0.5 (3 + α2) −0.5 (3 + α2)
−0.5 (3 + α2) 3− α2 −0.5 (3 + α2)
−0.5 (3 + α2) −0.5 (3 + α2) 3− α2
9
9
9
 (4-98)
Respectively, the condition can be extended for hardening materials.
4.9 Static boundary conditions
Static boundary conditions relate the stresses on the surface of a body to a set of pre-
defined stresses. As well as for the kinematic boundary conditions, continous boundary
definitions are transformed into discrete formulations by application of form functions,
e.g. in a linear formulation the static boundary condition reads
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Ns(x)Hs(x)σE − σ0(x) = Ns(x)Hs(x)σE − Hs(x)σ0(xE) = Ns(x)σE − σ0(xE) =
0 ∈ Ss (4-99)
The matrix Ns is the direction matrix, that additionally identifies a material point to be a
part of the statically predetermined boundary Ss. Similarly to stresses, the static boundary
conditions can be defined for internla force values. Any applied static boundary condition
induces a support displacement cu as a dual parameter.
4.10 Equilibrium condition
The equilibrium condition connects the external with the internal forces/stresses. Gene-
rally, the equilibrium condition can be formulated
Bˆs(x)Tˆs(x)σˆ(x) + ϕˆ(x) = 0 ∈ V (4-100)
where Bˆs(x) is a derivative tensor. Table 4-9 is illustrating the derivation of the appropriate
linear derivative matrix Bs from continuum mechanics. In comparison with the operator
matrix of the kinematic conditions Bu it becomes obvious, that Bs is the transpose of Bu.
Thus, because the problem is formulated in the reel number space, the operators fulfill the
property of self-adjointness.
Using the stress shape functions defined in Sec. 4.7, the equilibrium condition (4-100) can
be defined as
Bˆs(x)Tˆs(x)Hˆs(x)σˆE + ϕˆ(x) = 0 (4-101)
Similarly to the strain/displacement conditions, the coefficients can be assembled in one
operator
Aˆs(x) = Bˆs(x)Tˆs(x)Hˆs(x) (4-102)
Then Eq. (4-100) is shorter
Aˆs(x)σˆE + ϕˆ(x) = 0 (4-103)
The matrix formulation is obtained by application of tensor-matrix transformations
As(x)
T = spr(Aˆs(x)
T ) (4-104)
If the motion of the material point is restricted by geometric boundary conditions, the
resulting reaction forces cs are considered within the equilibrium conditions. The equili-
brium condition in matrix notation is
As(x)σE +N
T
u cs + ϕ(x) = 0 (4-105)
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Table 4-9 Derivation of operator matrix of equilibrium conditions
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4.11 Forces
As well, external forces are discretized, while assuming conservative loads within this
study. The function of the forces can be given as a shape functions Hϕ. Following the
procedure in Sec. 4.3 and 4.7, the shape function can be derived
ϕ(x) = Hϕ(x) · ϕE (4-106)
dependent on the nodal forces ϕNi within the element
ϕE = [ϕN1, . . . , ϕNn]
T (4-107)
According to d′Alembert′s principle, inertia and damping forces are superposed as already
indicated in Eq. (3-92). For these components, discrete descriptions can be provided as
well. The mass is dependent on the mass density ρ and the distribution in the vicinity of
x, given by the shape functions Hm
ϕM(x) = ρ(x)u¨(x) =
t+∆tHm(x)ρE
t+∆tHTu (x)u¨E (4-108)
With respect to the change of the material direction, during deformations the relation turns
to
ϕM(x) = Hm(x)L(x)ρEL
T (x)HTu (x)u¨E (4-109)
The damping is mostly treated separately, dependent on the stiffness and masses (Rayleigh
approach). Nevertheless a general formula with the damping density ν and the damping
distribution function Hc can be given
ϕC(x) = ν(x)u˙(x) = Hc(x)L(x)νEL
T (x)HTu (x)u˙E (4-110)
4.12 Geometric nonlinear numerics for material point
The relations derived in the last section can be implemented for the numerical solution
of tasks in engineering. The appropriate governing equations are as follows for physical
linearity:
Equilibrium condition:
As(x)σE +Hϕ(x)ϕE = 0 ∈ V (4-111)
Kinematic condition:
Au(x)uE + Tu(x)(ε0(x) + I)− I = ε(x) ∈ V (4-112)
Linear elastic material law:
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σE = Q
−1(x)ε(x) ∈ V (4-113)
and the geometric and static boundary conditions
Nu(x)uE − u0(xE) = 0 ∈ V (4-114)
Ns(x)σE − σ0(xE) = 0 ∈ V (4-115)
Equations (4-111-4-113) can be combined to
KNL(x)uE + ϕgeo(x) = −Hϕ(x)ϕE (4-116)
with
KNL(x) = As(x)Q
−1(x)Au(x) (4-117)
ϕgeo = As(x)Q
−1(x) (Tu(x)(ε0(x) + I)− I) (4-118)
In dynamics, ϕ contains inertia and damping forces. Then Eq. (4-116) is known as the
′equation of motion′, i.e. for elastic problems
KNL(x)uE + ϕgeo(x) + ϕStat(x) = −ϕM(x)− ϕC(x) (4-119)
The boundary conditions can be included according to the preceding sections. The engi-
neering simplifications are given if
Tu = I (4-120)
and
As = A
T
u (4-121)
If the structure is subjected to large deformations, considerable differences in geometric
linear and nonlinear calculation can be expected, as illustrated in the example of Fig. 4-4.
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Elastic shell structure Large strain theorySmall strain theory
Figure 4-4 Comparison of geometric linear and nonlinear calculation of an
extremely loaded shell structure
4.13 Physical nonlinear numerics at material points (elasto-plastic systems)
Generalizing all physical nonlinear matrix equations and equalities, a basic condition
scheme can be provided with Tab. 4-10. Here the conditions are summarized for linear
yield functions and linear boundary conditions. It contains all governing functions with
respect to a primal variable set, specified at the top of the scheme. Associated to any func-
tion, a dual variable at the very left of the table is given. Such dual variables are identical
to the associated Lagrange multipliers of the function, that are often given as part of the
results of nonlinear optimization problems. The condition system is complete, because the
scheme is symmetric and can be rotated by 90 degree and the primal variables become the
dual and vice versa. Within the system the inequality conditions of the yield conditions
are eliminated by introduction of the dual slack variables λ and y. Such slack variables
are generally non-negative (non-negativity conditions in the dual formulations).
If appropriate in practical calculations, this general scheme can be simplified. Some equa-
tions can be used to substitute variables, as the material law can be introduced in the kine-
matic condition. In such a case the strains can be eliminated, as demonstrated in Tab. 4-11.
Furthermore, symmetric schemes can be transformed into non-symmetric, if conditions
are only substituted in the primal system. An example is given in Tab. 4-12, where the
slack variables are eliminate and the boundary conditions are included in the equilibrium
and extended kinematic condition.
A purely kinematic formulation is given in Tab. 4-13, where only kinematic parameters,
the displacement u and the Lagrange multipliers of the plasticity conditions λ (related to
the plastic strains) are the remaining unknowns of the mechanical system. Such schemes
are often applicable in structural optimization, because most structural conditions (such
as the material law) can be defined as a function of kinematic parameters.
In such schemes, all mechanical properties are provided. Such schemes are perfectly sui-
ted as a set of subsidiary conditions in nonlinear optimization. The advantage of the re-
duced schemes is the reduced number of unknowns. Because of the arbitrary objective
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Table 4-10 Detailed relation scheme of mechanical quantities for elastic-plastic structures
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Table 4-11 Reduced relation scheme of mechanical quantities for elastic-plastic structures (Strains
eliminated)
Primal variable

cu cs u  y 1

T
-D-1 NS B -
-
LP =0
Ext. kinematic
condition
cu
T NST = 0
Static boundary
condition
cs
T NU = u0
Geom. boundary
condition
uT BT NUT =-  Equilibrium

T LPT 1 =-lim
Plasticity
condition
D
u
a
lv
a
ria
bl
es
y T 1
 0 Non-negativity

TY = 0 Complementarity
function, a variety of different optimization task can be solves, e.g. the calculation of the
deformation based limit state.
4.14 Gaussian volume integration
The governing system equations, described in the previous sections, are formulated for
material points within elements/supports. The assessment of the entire body needs inte-
gration of the functions p(x) over the given volume.
y =
∫
p(x)dV (4-122)
The integration can be simplified, because the volume is divided in several elements and
the single contribution to the parameter is summarized
y =
nE∑
i=1
yi =
nE∑
i=1
∫
p(xE,i)dVi (4-123)
Within elements,all parameters are described in terms of nodal parameters and definition
of shape functions for all parameters. The numerical integration within elements is easily
done by Gauss integration [22]. The integral is exchange by a sum of weighted function
values at nG distinct points xG (integration or Gauss points)
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Table 4-12 Simplified relation scheme of mechanical quantities for elastic-plastic structures
(Strains, slack variables eliminated, boundary conditions introduced)
Primal variables
 u  1

T
-D-1 B -
-
LP =0
Ext. kinematic
condition
uT BT =  Equilibrium

T LPT  lim Plasticity condition
D
u
a
lv
a
ria
bl
es
y T 1


0
0
Non-negativity

T ( LPT lim ) = 0 Complementarity-
yi ≈
nG∑
j=1
wj(xG,j)p(xG,j) (4-124)
For standard finite elements, especially for isoparametric types, the Gaussian parameters,
the position of the integration points within the element xG and the associated weights
wi(xG), are provided in tables [22].
For numerical calculation of Gauss integration parameters, a nonlinear optimization pro-
blem can be solved. The procedure is illustrated in Tab. 4-14 for a trapezoid area. For
arbitrary elements, the integration value can than be assembled from the values of a group
of trapezoid areas, as illustrated in Tab. 4-15. The elements edges are forming several
trapezoid areas, defined by the lines between nodes. The integrals are calculated for these
partial area according Tab. 4-14. The resulting values are positive or negative, depending
on the direction of the trapezoidal boundary lines. The direction of the lines is defined by
the numbering of the nodes. A continuous, clock wise numbering of the nodes is ensuring
a positive value of the integral.
For integrals of linear matrix functions p(x) = P · x,
yi =
∫
P · x dx (4-125)
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Table 4-13 Simplified relation scheme of mechanical quantities for elastic-plastic structures
(Stresses and strains eliminated, boundary conditions introduced)
Primal variables
u  1
uT BT D B - BT D LP =  Ext. Equilibrium

T LPT D B-
-
LpT D Lp lim Plasticity condition
D
u
a
lv
a
ria
bl
es
y T 1
 0
Non-negativity

T ( LPT D B LpT D Lp lim ) = 0 Complementarity
the Gauss integration can be formally expressed as a matrix multiplication. The integra-
tion matrix W contains the weights of the Gaussian points as diagonal values. The as-
sociated coefficient matrix PG of the linear function p(x) is a vector of submatrices, that
have been built with respect to all nG Gaussian points within an element i. The integration
becomes
yi = PG ·W · xG = [ p1 · · · pnG ]
 w1 0. . .
0 wnG
 ·
 x1...
xnG
 (4-126)
4.15 Element matrices and vectors
As described in the previous sections, finite element concepts divide the considered bodies
into several subregions (elements), that′s behavior can be described with help of simpler
approximations. Those approximations are the shape functions, that are provided for all
governing parameters. The appropriate system equations require the integration of the
volume of the body or of the surfaces for boundary conditions. With help of numerical in-
tegration, the governing equations can be transformed into matrix/vector formulations for
effective numerical treatment. Following, the main concepts for derivation of important
system matrices are discussed.
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Table 4-14 Gauss integration parameter derivation (2D example, trapezoidal object)
Integral over trapezoidal area
 

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1x
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Table 4-15 Integration of arbitrary volumes (2D example)
Arbitrary element
Separation in simpler elements – Calculation of integrals (Trapezoids)
x
y
J
(1)
J
(3)
J
(4)
J
(5)
J
(2)
Re-combination of partial areas
x
y
Positive area
Partial trapezoidal area
Negative area
Integral


i
)i(JJ
The concept covers the provision of the vectors of the external state variables, the forces
fE and displacements uE , at the nodes of the element. The appropriate values within the
element are calculated with help of shape functions. The internal state variable vectors
are denoted by the internal forces s and deformations e. These notations are introdu-
ced for generalization, to provide unique variable names for different types of internal
parameters. For instance for continuum elements is s = σ the stresses and e = ε are
the strains, for non-continuum elements, like beams and plates, the variable s denotes
integrated stresses (stress resultants) Fx, Fy,Mz, . . . and e is the vector of displacement
differences ∆ux,∆uy,∆φz, . . ..
At the integration points, the vectors of deformations eG and internal forces sG are cal-
culated, that are the basis for the integration over the body volume. From this, the static
term of the equilibrium condition is in matrix notation∫
Bs(x)Ts(x)s(x)dV = Bs(xG)Ts(xG)WsG (4-127)
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The external forces need to be known at the nodes, thus distributed forces must be inte-
grated over the loaded region, here shown for volumetric forces
fE =
∫
ϕ(x)dV = HTf (xG,f )Wϕ(xG,f ) = H
T
f (xG,f )WHφ(xG,f )ϕ(xE) (4-128)
with Hf as the distribution function of the forces. For integration, the Gauss approach is
applied as well. The used integration points xG,f are dependent on the complexity of the
shape function Hφ. Accordingly, the mass and damping terms are provided∫
Hm(x)L(x)ρEL
T (x)HTu (x)u¨EdV
= Hm(xG,m)L(xG,m)ρEWL
T (xG,u)H
T
u (xG,u)u¨E
= Mu¨E
(4-129)
∫
Hc(x)L(x)νEL
T (x)HTu (x)u˙EdV
= Hc(xG,c)L(xG)νEL
T (xG,u)WH
T
u (xG,u)u˙E
= Cu˙E
(4-130)
Within the kinematic conditions, the total strains are calculated at the integration points
eG =
∫
Tu(x)Bu(x)u(x)dV = WTu(xG)Bu(xG)uE (4-131)
Accordingly, the linear elastic strains are
eG,e =
∫
D(x)s(x)dV = D(xG)WsG (4-132)
Following the concept of yield hinges, the plastic conditions are described at distinct
points, typically at the integration points where the stresses are known. Thus the plastic
strains are derived from
eG,p = Ap(xG)λ (4-133)
with the vector λ, that contains the plastic multipliers of np plasticity conditions
λ = [ λ1 · · · λnp ]T ≥ 0 (4-134)
The matrix Ap is the coefficient matrix of the linear plasticity condition
ATp sG − sG,lim ≤ 0 (4-135)
incorporating several yield conditions at integration points with
Ap = [ p,1(xG) · · · p,np(xG) ]T (4-136)
The constant part is a vector
sG,lim = [ σlim,1 · · · σlim,np ]T (4-137)
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Accordingly, all boundary conditions are formulated at the element nodes or integration
points
NuuE = uE,0 (4-138)
NssG = sG,0 (4-139)
In this concept, the knowledge of shape functions for the stresses/strains is not necessary.
However, as shown with Eq. (4-103) the strains and stresses can be made dependable from
the nodal strains and stresses by application of stress shape functions. Then all system
equations can be summarized, e.g. for elastic material
AssE +N
T
u cE,s +Mu¨E + Cu˙E + fE = 0 (4-140)
AuuE −QsE − Apλ+NTs cE,u = eE,0 (4-141)
NuuE = uE,0 (4-142)
NssE = sE,0 (4-143)
ATp sE ≤ sE,lim (4-144)
λ ≥ 0 (4-145)
4.16 Cross-sectional models for longitudinal force and bending moment problems
4.16.1 Separation of the volume integration
As mentioned in Sec. 4.7, for certain types of structures it is convenient to separate the
integration of the entire volume into a structural part and a cross-sectional part. The re-
sulting problems become simpler, as the number of integration dimensions is decreased
in either analysis. For instance, the considered dimension of a beam element reduces to
one in the structural model and down to two in the cross-sectional part. If the dimensions
of the cross section are small compared to the dimensions in the structural model, some
simplifications can be applied to summarize the behavior of the entire cross section with a
few number of parameters. As well, this strategy requires integrated loads or excitations,
compatible with their internal counterparts.
The properties of the cross-section are expressed in terms of areas, moments of inertia
and internal forces. These parameters are traditionally applied, e.g. for elastic materials to
derive longitudinal forces in a beam, that are the integrated stresses, parallel to the main
structural dimension x
N =
∫
σx(x, y, z) dydz =
∫
E(x, y, z)εx(x, y, z) dydz (4-146)
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The integration is simplified by introduction of the area
A(x) =
ze∫
za
ye∫
ya
dydz (4-147)
and the assumption of an average material in the cross section
E(x) = E(x, y, z) (4-148)
and the average strain calculated by the mean value theorem
ε¯(x) =
1
(ze − za)(ye − ya)
ze∫
za
ye∫
ya
εx(x, y, z)dydz (4-149)
This expression simplifies with the introduction of the Bernoulli hypothesis. Hereafter
plane cross sections remain plane after deformation. The resulting strain plane (Bernoul-
li plane) is completely defined by three parameters, e.g. with the strain values at three
distinct points, not lying on one line. More often the parameter triple consist of one repre-
sentative strain εm at a reference point m and two curvature values κy and κz, that are the
rotation angles of the Bernoulli plane in the coordinate system (y, z). The strains at point
i can be calculated with the equations
εi(x) = εm(x) + κy(zi − zm) + κz(yi − ym) (4-150)
It should be noted, that the reference point m is not necessarily the center of gravity of the
cross section. However this is often preferred, because the strain at the center of gravity
is the mean strain, given as a property of the Bernoulli plane for homogeneous materials.
The mean strain in turn can be used for determination of the appropriate longitudinal force
N(x) = E(x)A(x)ε¯(x) (4-151)
However, the governing equations can be formulated at any point m, provided that any
mechanical parameter can be transferred to be compatible to the conditions at m.
The moments My and Mz can be similarly defined. The dependent strain components are
the curvatures κy and κz
My(x) = E(x)Iy(x)κy (4-152)
Mz(x) = E(x)Iz(x)κz (4-153)
with application of the moments of inertia Iy and Iz.
All made assumptions qualify this approach for the treatment of elastic or linearized ma-
terials. However, if physically nonlinear behavior or hybrid structures are considered, the
necessary averaging of parameters over the entire cross section can be complex. Fur-
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Figure 4-5 Integration over bounds using coordinate rotations into the
Bernoulli-plane
thermore, the obtained values may not sufficiently represent the real behavior anymore.
Alternatives are described in the following sections.
4.16.2 Direct integration of homogeneous cross sections
The analytical integration over the area of the cross section in order to determine the inter-
nal parameters is a practical opportunity, if the material law and kinematic condition are
mathematically simple. For this purpose, the boundary of the cross section is discretized
in several parts, so that the integration can be calculated with respect to the area under
these curves. Such a strategy is comparable to the finite element method, in forming frag-
ments (elements) that can be treated simpler than the overall region. Thus, the internal
forces of the entire cross section are determined from the sum of the results obtained
from the segments
N(x) =
∑
i
Ni =
∑
i
zi+1∫
zi
y(z)∫
0
σ(y, z) dydz (4-154)
My(x) =
∑
i
My,i =
∑
i
zi+1∫
zi
y(z)∫
0
σ(y, z)z dydz (4-155)
Mz(x) =
∑
i
Mz,i =
∑
i
zi+1∫
zi
y(z)∫
0
σ(y, z)y dydz (4-156)
With application of the Bernoulli hypothesis, the integration simplifies considerable for
homogeneous cross sections. The stain state is dependent on three parameters εm, κy and
κz (see [81,187]). In the coordinate system (y, z) all parameters are generally a function
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of two directions. However, the properties of the Bernoulli plane allow for an additional
simplification. For a given loading state and if the curvature in the cross section is different
from zero, a unique distribution of isolines can be determined, where strains and stresses
remain constant. Their direction is given as the angle α in the original coordinate system
(y, z). As the strains are constant, the appropriate orthogonal curvature is zero.
Transforming the problem into this direction, gives the new coordinate system (ξ, η) that
is defined at the same origin as the original system, but is rotated so that the ξ direction is
parallel to the strain isolines in the Bernoulli plane (see Fig. 4-5). Now the set of unknowns
is εm, κ = κξ and α. The coordinates transform according to
ξi = yi cos(α) + zi sin(α) (4-157)
ηi = zi cos(α)− yi sin(α) (4-158)
Then the strains and stresses are a function of the orthogonal coordinates η only
ε(η) = εm + κη (4-159)
σ(η) = σ(ε(η)) (4-160)
Consequently, the discretization of the boundary and determination of the internal forces
is done in the same coordinate system
N(x) =
∑
i
Ni =
∑
i
ηi+1∫
ηi
ξ(η)∫
0
σ(η) dξdη (4-161)
Mξ(x) =
∑
i
Mξ,i =
∑
i
ηi+1∫
ηi
ξ(η)∫
0
σ(η)η dξdη (4-162)
Mη(x) =
∑
i
Mη,i =
∑
i
ηi+1∫
ηi
ξ(η)∫
0
σ(η)ξ dξdη (4-163)
The back-transformed internal forces at the origin of the (x, y) coordinate system are
Mx(x) = Mξ(x) cos(α)−Mη(x) sin(α) (4-164)
My(x) = Mη(x) cos(α) +Mξ(x) sin(α) (4-165)
that must be equivalent to the external forces at this point.
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Figure 4-6 Model of a polygonally bounded cross section
4.16.3 Polygonally bounded cross sections
The application of the direct integration model from Section 4.16.2 within numerical pro-
grams, requires the boundary functions ξ(η) to be relatively simple. An efficient strategy
uses the approximation of an arbitrary boundary with piecewise linear functions [81]
ξ(η) = m1(η − ηi) + ξi = m1η −m0 (4-166)
which are evaluated in the interval between adjacent boundary points i and i + 1, thus
forming altogether a polygon. Here m1 is the gradient
m1 =

ξi+1 − ξi
ηi+1 − ηi for ηi+1 6= ηi
0 for ηi+1 = ηi
(4-167)
and m0 represents the constant part of the line equation
m0 =
{
m0ηi − ξi for ηi+1 6= ηi
0 for ηi+1 = ηi
(4-168)
with the conditions for vanishing integration regions (ηi+1 = ηi).
The obtained integration regions are trapezoids (similar to elements), as illustrated in
Fig. 4-6. Here is indicated, that for the proper integration, all line functions of the trape-
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zoids are to be defined following the same direction of circumscription. The internal force
components, as defined in Eq. (4-161-4-163) for one trapezoid are
Ni(x) =
ηi+1∫
ηi
m1η−m0∫
0
σ(η)dξdη = m1∆y1 −m0∆y0 (4-169)
Mξ,i(x) =
ηi+1∫
ηi
m1η−m0∫
0
σ(η)ηdξdη = m1∆y2 −m0∆y1 (4-170)
Mη,i(x) =
ηi+1∫
ηi
m1η−m0∫
0
σ(η)ξdξdη = m21∆y2 − 2m1m0∆y1 +m20∆y0 (4-171)
The functions ∆yn of order n are integrals with respect to η
∆yn = yn(ηi+1)− yn(ηi) =
ηi+1∫
ηi
σ(η)ηndη (4-172)
If possible, the integrals can be solved in the present form, or can be transformed for
κ 6= 0 into a relation dependent on strains by application of Eq. (4-159)
yn(η) = yn(ε) =
1
κn+1
∫
σ(ε)(ε− εm)ndε (4-173)
Furthermore, dependent on the applied material law, integration by parts can lead to more
convenient forms, as suggested in [187]. Then the integrals read
y0(ε) =
1
κ
ψ0 (4-174)
y1(ε) =
1
κ2
[(ε− εm)ψ0 − ψ1] (4-175)
y2(ε) =
1
κ3
[
(ε− εm)2 ψ0 − 2 (ε− εm)ψ1 + 2ψ2
]
(4-176)
with
ψ0(ε) =
∫
σ(ε)dε (4-177)
ψ1(ε) =
∫
ψ0(ε)dε (4-178)
ψ2(ε) =
∫
ψ1(ε)dε (4-179)
As in [187], all integrals can be provided for non-smooth or composed material laws too.
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Figure 4-7 Illustration of cross section discretization as a fiber or layer
model, using rectangular shapes and averaged material properties
4.16.4 Layer and fiber models
The previously described polygonally bounded cross sections are characterized by the dis-
cretization of the cross section into relatively few elements with complex material laws.
With layer and fiber models, a contrary strategy is pursuited. The cross section is dis-
cretized into a relatively large number of fibers (elements) with simple geometry (like
rectangles), while each of the fibers can behave differently but according to a relatively
simple material law (preferentially linear or constant). This on the one hand increases the
number of unknowns in the problem but decreases considerable the efforts for integration.
Principally, one fiber is treated like one cross section in Sec. 4.16.1, with the averaging
over the fiber area. If the discretization is fine enough, the before-mentioned simplifica-
tions can be applied without greater loss of accuracy. The problem simplifies to a layer
model, if the material properties and strains in a cross section are constant in a unique
direction, denoted as coordinate directions (γ, ζ) in Fig. 4-7.
The basic assumption for this type of models is again the Bernoulli hypothesis, hence
Eq. (4-150) applies as well. In any fiber the stress and internal force state can be calculated
separately. In the equilibrium condition, all internal force and moment contributions from
the fibers are summarized
N(x) =
∑
j
Nj(x) (4-180)
Mz(x) =
∑
j
Mz,j(x) ≈
∑
j
Nj(x)yj (4-181)
My(x) =
∑
j
My,j(x) ≈
∑
j
Nj(x)zj (4-182)
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Figure 4-8 Example: Application of nonlinear material laws in layer models
of composite cross sections
using the distances yj and zj from a reference point m to the centers of gravity of the
fibers or layers j.
The application of nonlinear material behaviors is quite easy, because the nonlinear mate-
rial functions can be applied separately to each fiber. For example, a simple elasto-plastic
material law is
σi = σ(εi) ≤ σlim (4-183)
in form of a inequality condition. Although the stresses in the fibers are linear or constant,
the resulting stress distribution in the cross section is nonlinear, as illustrated in Fig. 4-8.
4.16.5 Composite cross sections
Composite cross sections combine several parts with different properties. The strains in
the components are related to each other, according to compatibility conditions, that spe-
cify the overall contribution of the part to the load transfer, or as bond conditions, descri-
bing the states at contact surfaces. Hereby cross sections need not necessarily be compact.
If such conditions are given as mathematical equations or inequalities, they can be intro-
duced as subsidiary conditions in optimization problems.
In structural engineering, most problems exhibit small deformations, thus the assumpti-
on of plane strains is appropriate. This already includes the assumption of perfect bond
between the components. As can be seen in Fig. 4-8, fiber and layer models are natu-
rally qualified for the analysis of composite cross sections. More details on the general
treatment of composite structures are discussed later in Sec. 4.17.
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4.16.6 Segment models
In the before-mentioned cross section models, the plane strain state has been assumed.
This is appropriate for thin cross sections. An extension are segment models for the ana-
lysis of divided cross sections. The main characteristic is, that the Bernoulli hypothesis
is not applied to the overall cross section, but locally for distinct segments. This is useful
also for cross sections with non-perfect bond conditions between components.
The bond between the segments is organized either by the assumption of a deformation
relation (e.g. rigid membrane effects) or definition of connection force functions (shear
connections) at coupling points. Hereby the deformations and coupling forces serve as
dual variables of the same problem. The definition with shear forces is often preferred,
as the integration of specialized bond rules can be easily conducted, e.g. to implement
an elasto-plastic behavior in the joints. Besides for member sections, segment models are
often applied for the analysis of cross sections if an entire structures is cutted horizontally
at the floor levels. Then the bearing walls form an appropriate cross section.
In order to describe the state of a structure between two components of a system, new va-
riables can be introduced according to the methods of sections in mechanics. It is neces-
sary to define appropriate coupling locations and parameters. In a kinematic formulation,
the displacements or rotations between two segments are related by a coupling function.
As dual variables, the coupling forces are derived. On the other hand, a static formula-
tion relates the forces in both components, triggering appropriate deformations as dual
parameters.
Any segment can be discretized in fibers (Sec, 4.16.4), or modeled as a polygonally boun-
ded cross section (Sec. 4.16.3) or by forming an equivalent beam model according to
(Sec. 4.16.1). Some methods are illustrated in Fig. 4-9. The equivalent beam model is
very effective, because of the small number of unknowns. It is often used in the enginee-
ring practice to simulate low and high-rise panel buildings [2,75]. Because all walls are
simulated as equivalent beams, given structural software can be applied. The necessary
coupling conditions need to be specified, e.g. as in Fig. 4-10. Then the connection nodes
are related to the beam nodes in a small deformation theory
uxk = uxm (4-184)
uyk = uym − κmb
2
(4-185)
κk = κm (4-186)
stating the membrane, shear and local Bernoulli condition for the displacements u and
plane rotations κ, given at the reference point m of the wall and the coupling point k.
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Figure 4-9 Derivation of segment models, using fiber or equivalent beam
discretizations
Accordingly to this kinematic condition, the relation can be formulated in a static (equili-
brium) formulation
txk = Nm + fN (4-187)
tyk = Vm + fV (4-188)
tφk = Mm − tykb
2
+ fM (4-189)
for the joint forces t and beam internal forces N , V , M and the external forces f . The
segments are connected by joint functions between two nodal parameters. An elastic-
perfectly plastic behavior in joints can be implemented with a inequality condition
tk ≤ tlim (4-190)
The behavior of continuously connected walls is analysed with help of the shear flow
between two walls, e.g. with a linear distribution
τk =
tk,B − tk,A
h
(4-191)
4.16.7 Matrix notation for cross section problems
As well as for structural problems, cross section calculations can be formulated in matrix
notation. Independent from the discretization method, cross sectional problem are cha-
racterized by internal parameters, as internal forces and strains in the discretized parts,
e.g.
s = [Nj,My,j, . . . ,] (4-192)
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Figure 4-10 Equivalent beam model for the analysis of wall structures
e = [εj, κy,j, . . . ,] (4-193)
The external parameters are discrete (integrated) external loads, such as longitudinal
forces and moments, and the deformations that are the parameters of the Bernoulli plane,
e.g.
f = [N,My,Mz] (4-194)
u = [εm, κy, κz] (4-195)
Then, for a fixed strain state the following form of the governing equations, including all
necessary transformations, can be derived, with the kinematic condition
Auu− e0 = e (4-196)
the material law
Q(e)s = e (4-197)
and the equilibrium condition
Ass+ f = 0 (4-198)
In comparison with the definition of structural problems in Sec. 4.15 it is obvious, that the
basic formulation of both the cross sectional and structural problems is identical. There-
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fore in the following, both problems are treated similarly, in the derivation of extremum
and optimization problems.
4.17 System matrices and vectors of general composite structures
The assembly of structural components consisting of
• Components derived by discretization (e.g. finite elements, meshless discretized regi-
ons, fibers)
• Structural components (e.g. reinforcement, concrete)
• Structural members (e.g. girders, plates)
• Partial structures (e.g. main building and extensions)
into a global model is required for analysis. Such components are characterized by diffe-
rent
• Loading (concentrated, distributed)
• Material behavior (material type, rheology dependent,temperature dependent,...)
• Pre-states (pre-strain, pre-stress,...)
Hereby the parameters of the components are related by definition of coupling conditions.
Basically two models for coupling can be distinguished.
Firstly, the "direct coupling" of parameters p1 of the component 1 and p2 of component 2
states a functional relation like
p1 = p(p2) (4-199)
or as an inequality condition
p1 ≤ p(p2) (4-200)
The relation is "explicit" if it is applied as an additional subsidiary condition. The varia-
bles belonging to the interface are still part of their origin models, thus the number of
unknowns in the problem remains constant. If on the other hand the relation is used to
eliminate the connected variable from the system, thus reducing the number of problem
unknowns, the coupling becomes "implicit". Then the interface variables (Index int) are
shared variables. In Tab. 4-16 the two forms of direct coupling are illustrated for the Pois-
son scheme of two elastic systems. The displacements u are implicitly coupled, whereas
for the internal forces s the coupling is explicit.
As an application example, direct coupling is used to connect different parts of a structure,
that have been discretized with different discretization methods, having the linked para-
meters be incompatible. This is given, e.g. if FEM and EFG models are coupled. Because
of the applied interpolation methods, the displacement variables uEFG of the EFG model
are not the real displacements at the nodes of the problem. However, the node displace-
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Table 4-16 Direct coupling of systems with different pre-deformation state (elastic example)
Component 1 Interface Component 2
s1 u1…uint-1 uint u2…uint-1 s2 1
AT1 f1 =0 Ext. equilibrium
Co
m
po
ne
n
t1
-Q1 A1 e0,1 =0
Ext. kinematic
condition
Hs,1 -Hs,2 =0
Coupling
condition
A2 -Q2 e0,2 =0
Ext. kinematic
condition
Co
m
po
ne
n
t2
AT2 f2 =0 Ext. equilibrium
Implicite
coupling
Explicite
coupling
Pre-
deformations
ments can be calculated from the shape function Eq. (4-22). Hence a possible coupling
condition can be
Hu,FEMuFEM −Hu,EFGuEFG = 0 (4-201)
commonly formulated explicitly as additional coupling conditions within optimization
problems. Examples are given in Sec. 7.3.4 and 7.3.5.
Another interesting application is the coupling of models from different model categories.
For instance, it can be used to connect a structural model with the appropriate cross section
problems. The structural model part typically consist of simple elements, such as beams.
At the predominant parts of the structure it is sufficient to state the material behavior of
the beams with simple moment-curvature relations. Only at selected points a connection
to a cross section model is established. This is useful, if extreme nonlinear responses
are anticipated, that can be more efficiently or realistically estimated with help of cross
section models. The application is especially advisable, if the interaction of internal forces
needs to be considered [92,188].
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Table 4-17 Indirect coupling of systems with different pre-deformation state (elastic example)
Component 1 Interface Component 2
s1 u1 uint tint u2 s2 1
AT1 f1 =0 Ext. equil.
Co
m
po
ne
n
t1
-Q1 A1 e0,1 =0
Ext.
kinematic.
condition
Nu,1 -Nu,int1 =0
-Nu,int2 Nu,2 =0
Kinematic
Coupling
condition
Ns,1 -Ns,int1 =0I
nt
er
fa
ce
-Ns,int2 Ns,2 =0
Static
Coupling
condition
A2 -Q2 e0,2 =0
Ext.
kinematic
condition
Co
m
po
ne
n
t2
AT2 f2 =0 Ext. equil.
Secondly, as already practiced for linking segment models in Sec. 4.16.6, it is sometimes
useful to introduce additional variables, that itself can now be better related to further
conditions. Then the coupling functions become, for the additional interface parameter
pint
pint = p(p1) (4-202)
pint = p(p2) (4-203)
to state an "indirect" connection. Respectively, the condition can be expressed as an ine-
quality condition. Furthermore, as p(p1) and p(p2) can be arbitrary functions, the variable
pint has not necessarily the same mechanical meaning as the connected variables. Ta-
ble 4-17 illustrates the indirect coupling for two elastic systems.
All coupling functions must establish the compatibility of the involved parameters. This
applies especially for the parameter transformation of different components into the same
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(often global) coordinate system direction. For continuum elements, the transformation
matrices L and R (obtained by polar decomposition according Sec. 3.7) already contain
the transformations from local to global directions. Using the engineering simplificati-
ons for the strain calculation, the transformation from local into global directions must
be explicitly provided. Then the matrices are L = T and R = T T as the appropriate
transformation matrices.
A special case of composite structures are hybrid structures. Hybrid structures are charac-
terized by the connection of at least two structural components, that alone can fulfill the
structural task. As for all composite structures, the advantages of the involved components
can be emphasized, while the disadvantages can be compensated to a certain extend.
Figure 4-11 is illustrating the coupling of composite and hybrid structures. Generally,
from this section it is obvious, that the treatment of coupling problem is generally straight-
forward within mathematical optimization.
4.18 Time integration
Following the Hamiltonian principle, the integration over time can be separated from the
calculation of quasi-static problems. For time discretization, the application of the Finite
Difference Method is often applied. Hereby the solution can be achieved with information
of the past (explicit methods), as well as current and past information (implicit methods).
Depending on the number of considered events in the past, the methods are called one- or
multi-step methods. Beyond traditional methods, as in [166], a comprehensive summary
about general treatment of linear multi-step time integration is given in [80]. A detailed
discussion of time integration within optimization problems is provided in Sec 8.
4.19 Calculation strategies
For analysis and design in earthquake engineering the following calculation strategies are
applied
• Modal decomposition analysis
• Simplified analysis
• Time history analysis
Modal decomposition methods evaluate the behavior of the structure without considering
the loading. The structure is modeled linearly. Using eigenvalue analysis, the problem
is transformed into the frequency domain. This information is valuable to estimate basic
motion forms in the structure and the vulnerability to excitation frequencies. It is part of all
simplified analysis methods. Furthermore, mainly due to complex eigenvalue analysis, the
dynamic stability of a structure can be characterized. The application of modal analysis
concepts on the basis of optimization algorithms is discussed in Sec. 5.
Simplified analysis methods avoid direct time history calculations of the structure. They
use modal decomposition in order to derive decoupled differential equations. For the ge-
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Figure 4-11 Examples for composite structures
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nerated SDOF systems, the time history analysis is performed. This information can be
gathered in advance and independent from the actual structure and is typically provided
as response spectra, that contain the maximum responses of several SDOF calculations
with varying eigenfrequencies. The main principle of simplified analysis is the transfor-
mation of the dynamic problem into an equivalent static problem, that exhibits approxi-
mately the same extreme reactions as the original problem. The following concepts can
be distinguished:
• Simplified linear analysis
• Simplified nonlinear analysis
The first group is often called "force based design" whereas the second is called "dis-
placement based design" [35], although in either method forces and displacements are
evaluated. The main difference is, that linear methods base on linearizations and linear
calculations, even if nonlinear structures are designed. The nonlinear methods however
involve nonlinear relation directly in the calculation concept. Both design concepts are
popular in codes, e.g. [24,105,73] and are herein discussed in Sec. 6 and 7.
Time history methods solve the dynamic problem directly by application of time integra-
tion methods. The solution is obtained at distinct times, commonly calculated in a step-
by step strategy. Time history analysis is considered to be the most precise calculation
concept. However it requires more information and numerical efforts. This complicates
optimization strategies, where the time history analysis is repeatedly performed in order
to monitor the effects of modified parameters. Furthermore, time history calculations for
design purposes require the consideration of several earthquake records, in order to obtain
a representative average solution. Examples for earthquake sets are given in the Appendix
Secs. 11.6 and 11.7. Strategies based on time history analysis are presented in Sec. 8.
As all types of analysis are known to have their limits and benefits, for structures of a
certain complexity a typical analysis requires mixed concepts. The simplified methods
are quick and conceptive and are therefore perfect means for pre-design and basic con-
figuration. Furthermore, in some countries the analysis based on spectra interpretation
is considered to be the basis of defining a minimum safety level [104,105,73]. The time
history analysis is applied to check the performance of the chosen design, to refine the
concept and to decide necessary changes.
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5.1 Eigenvalue problems
Exploring limit states is the main tasks in structural engineering in order to optimize the
behavior according to given criteria. Herein one analysis type deals with the evaluation
of the system performance, that can be defined by mathematical solvability limits. For
instance, the static problem
Ku = f (5-1)
can only be uniquely determined (i.e. is solvable), if the determinant of the system matrix
is greater than zero
detK > 0 (5-2)
In this case, the matrix is positive determinant or definite. Hence, in structural mechanics,
the investigation of zero-determinant conditions, generated as
det(K − . . .) = 0 (5-3)
becomes of practical interest, as they mark limit states of the structure, e.g. regarding
stability or resonance. Such problems are called eigenvalue problems as they describe
important properties of the system without regard of external influences.
The evaluation of eigenproblems can be simplified, if the problems (5-3) can be trans-
formed into a set of decoupled equations, thus providing only diagonal elements in the
matrices. Such forms can be obtained if appropriate orthogonal transformations can be
found.
For the simple case
det(K − Iλ) = 0 (5-4)
where I is the unity matrix and λ a scalar value, it is sufficient to find the diagonal matrix
K∗ with application of the orthogonal transformation matrix Φ
K∗ = ΦTKΦ (5-5)
The elements of the matrix K∗ can be separated by stating
K∗ = ΛI (5-6)
introducing the vector
Λ = diag (K∗) (5-7)
Then Eq. (5-5) is written
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ΦTKΦ− ΛI = 0 (5-8)
As Φ is orthogonal, the following condition holds
Φ−1 = ΦT (5-9)
Therefore Eq. (5-5) can be rewritten
KΦ− IΦΛ = 0 (5-10)
As Φ has the ability of decoupling in Eq. (5-5), this relation can be shortened for distinct
vectors of Φ
Φ = [u1, . . . , ui, . . . , un]
T (5-11)
and scalar components of Λ
Λ = [λ1, . . . , λi, . . . λn]
T (5-12)
thus giving
Kui − Iuiλi = 0 (5-13)
This formulation is called a real special eigenvalue problem and is identical to solving
problem (5-4). In general, this relation holds for 1 to n (dimension of matrix K) com-
ponents of Φ and Λ. The values λi,ui and Φ are called the eigenvalue, eigenvector and
modal matrix of the problem. The task is to find non-trivial solutions for λi and ui.
5.2 Special eigenvalue problems
For the solution of Eq. (5-13) specialized algorithms can be provided. As well, optimiza-
tion strategies can be utilized. They can be directly derived from the properties of eigen-
value problems:
• matrix Φ is orthogonal
• as for orthogonal transformations, the problem is independent from the scaling of
matrix Φ
• matrix K is positive definite, thus orthogonal transformations with Φ lead to a decou-
pled problem
• the eigenvalues can be sorted, generating λi ≤ λi+1. The index 1 is used for the
smallest eigenvalue in the following sections.
Summarizing, the following optimization problem for determination of the smallest ei-
genvalue and it′s associated eigenvector can be stated
O(u1, λ1) = λ1 →Min (5-14)
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Ku1 − Iu1λ1 = 0 (5-15)
uT1 u1 = 1 (5-16)
The last subsidiary condition regards for the scaling of the eigenvector, and can be almost
arbitrarily modified.
Different from other eigenvalue problem solvers, in the optimization version additional
possibilities of calculation control are offered, e.g. the calculation of the smallest eigen-
value that is beyond a certain limit λlim.Thiswillleadtothefollowingtask
O(ui, λi) = λi →Min (5-17)
Kui − Iuiλi = 0 (5-18)
uTi ui = 1 (5-19)
λi < λlim (5-20)
This form also offers a strategy to calculate successively all eigenvalues of matrix K.
Furthermore, the scaling condition itself, given in the form of Eq. (5-16) can be applied for
deriving an equivalent problem. Condition (5-15) can be multiplied with the eigenvector,
so
uT1Ku1 − uT1 Iu1λ1 = 0 (5-21)
With knowledge of Eq. (5-16) it becomes
uT1Ku1 = λ1 (5-22)
This relation can be introduced in the objective function Eq. (5-14), thus this subsidiary
condition and one variable are eliminated, leading to the following optimization problem
O(u1) = u
T
1Ku1 = λi →Min (5-23)
uT1 u1 = 1 (5-24)
For determination of the next eigenvalue λ2 and the associated eigenvector u2, the ortho-
gonality condition can be used
uT2 u1 = 0 (5-25)
by using the previous solution u1. Generalizing, the following optimization problem can
be stated
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O(ui+1) = u
T
i+1Kui+1 = λi+1 →Min (5-26)
uTi+1ui+1 = 1 (5-27)
uTi+1Φi = 0 (5-28)
As indicated, all eigenvalue/eigenvector pairs can now be determined, starting with the
smallest value and successively calculating the next. In the matrix Φi the vectors u1, . . . , ui
of previous calculation steps are collected.
5.3 Modal decomposition of undamped systems
Similar strategies are adopted for the analysis of dynamic systems, here first given by
neglecting the damping
Ku+Mu¨ = f(t) (5-29)
that for itself is a linear differential relation. Such linear problems can be solved by modal
decomposition, i.e. providing a set of basic solutions of a homogeneous problem
Ku+Mu¨ = 0 (5-30)
that afterwards can be appropriately superposed in order to get the final solution. The first
step is the substitution of the unknown displacement by a basic function
u = eiωt (5-31)
then providing the derivatives with respect to t
u˙ = iωeiωt = iωu (5-32)
u¨ = −ω2eiωt = −ω2u = −λu (5-33)
Equation (5-33) is now introduced into the homogeneous system Eq. (5-30)
Ku−Muλ = 0 (5-34)
thus giving the characteristic equation. As can be seen, this is a similar problem as Eq. (5-
13) and can be therefore solved with means of eigenvalue analysis.
Utilizing again an optimization approach, the problem can be stated as
O(ui+1) = u
T
i+1Kui+1 = λi+1 →Min (5-35)
uTi+1Mui+1 = 1 (5-36)
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uTi+1MΦi = 0 (5-37)
providing the eigenvalues λ and eigenvectors u of the system. As before, the purpose of
Equation (5-36) is to provide a fixed scaling for the eigenvectors, e.g. here given as a mass
proportional norm.
The values ωi =
√
λi are the circle frequencies of the system, indicating important reso-
nance frequencies of the structure. If the system is harmonically excited exactly at these
frequencies, the system is responding with the deformation shape given by the eigenvector
ui, known in dynamics also as modes, collected in the modal matrix Φ.
Despite neglecting the (practically small) damping in this kind of calculation, the know-
ledge of the eigenvectors and eigenfrequencies is essential for earthquake engineering
as they help to position the structural behavior against the frequencies of the earthquake
excitation. They help estimating the possible vulnerability of systems.
After determination of the modal matrix, the decomposition can be finished in a second
step, by application of the modal matrix Φ, introducing a set of generalized coordinates v
u = Φv (5-38)
Now Eq. (5-29) is given as
KΦv +MΦv¨ = f(t) (5-39)
With multiplication of the transposed modal matrix
ΦTKΦv + ΦTMΦv¨ = ΦTf(t) (5-40)
only diagonal matrices are left
K∗v +M∗v¨ = f ∗(t) (5-41)
Thus the problem decouples into a set of simple equations
K∗i yi +M
∗
i y¨i = f
∗
i (t) (5-42)
that can be solved e.g. by Duhamel integral or numerically by a step-by-step solving
approach. The application of the modal decoupling is shown in Sec. 6
5.4 Simplified modal decomposition of damped systems
A simplification for the modal decomposition of damped systems
Ku+ Cu˙+Mu¨ = f(t) (5-43)
can be established in structural engineering, as the relatively small damping is not signi-
ficantly influencing the quantity of eigenvalues and eigenvectors. First the eigenproblem
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Real part = observable part
Re
Im
Absolut value = total part
Imaginary part =
damped part
Figure 5-1 Real and imaginary parts of complex modes
is solved without acknowledgement of damping. Secondly, the decomposition regards the
damping
ΦTKΦyi + Φ
TCΦy¨i + Φ
TMΦy¨i = f
∗
i (t) (5-44)
or shorter
K∗v + C∗v˙ +M∗v¨ = f ∗(t) (5-45)
The matrix C∗ is not necessarily diagonal. However, using the Rayleigh approach that
compiles damping as
C = βKK + βMM (5-46)
results in a mass or stiffness proportional representation for what βM and βK are ap-
propriate scalar values. Using this or similar approaches, e.g. from [22], the generalized
matrix C∗ is diagonal as well. The resulting decoupled equations can be solved in the
known manner.
5.5 Modal decomposition of damped systems
The simplicity of the undamped or simplified analysis strategies described in the previous
section is given because the eigenvalue problems have only real solutions. This also means
that damping effects are not considered in the modal analysis. This will change to complex
solutions, if damping is directly involved. The contents and meaning of complex modes
is illustrated in Fig. 5-1 where it is obvious, that the real part of the system energy is
transformed into motion whereas the imaginary part is dissipated through damping.
Solving strategies based on mathematical optimization can be principally derived in the
same manner as in the previous sections. The homogeneous equation
Ku+ Cu˙+Mu¨ = 0 (5-47)
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is transferred into the characteristic equation
Ku+ Cuiω −Muω2 = 0 (5-48)
by application of the basic functions Eq. (5-31-5-33). As the eigenvector u needs norma-
lization, the following mass-proportional norm is stated
uMu = 1 + 0i (5-49)
thus giving a first form of an optimization problem
O(u, ω) = ω2 →Min (5-50)
Ku+ Cuiω −Muω2 = 0 (5-51)
uMu = 1 (5-52)
This form of optimization problem requires for solving not necessarily special algorithms
that are prepared for complex analysis. Conventional real solvers can be utilized too.
Complex calculations are only necessary before entering the interfaces of the optimization
algorithm. For computation, just the real and imaginary parts of complex numbers are
treated as separate variables. Hence, the eigenvector u is a real vector, but containing the
complex number components
u =
[
ureal1 , u
imag
1 , . . . , u
real
n , u
imag
n
]T
(5-53)
Thus the amount of unknowns and subsidiary conditions is typically doubled compared
with the appropriate real problem.
As described in Sec. 5.2, the equation is multiplied by the eigenvector u, giving
uKu+ uCuiω − uMuω2 = 0 (5-54)
With application of the norm Eq. (5-49), the optimization problem can be simplified
O(u, ω) = ω2 = uKu+ uCuiω →Min (5-55)
uMu = 1 (5-56)
The result is the smallest eigenvalue and the appropriate eigenform. By assembling the
eigenvectors in a complex modal matrix Φ the successive calculation of higher modes can
be performed
O(ui+1, ωi+1) = ω
2
i+1 = Kui+1 + Cui+1iωi+1 →Min (5-57)
ui+1Mui+1 = 1 (5-58)
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Figure 5-2 Example eigenvalue analysis (spatial model)
ΦiMui+1 = 0 (5-59)
with the orthogonality condition Eq. (5-59).
5.6 Solution by optimization strategies
All optimization problems for analysis of the previously described set of eigenvalue pro-
blems are quadratic complementarity problems, as they consists of quadratic objective
functions, linear subsidiary conditions except for the orthogonality condition that is qua-
dratic. They can be solved with specialized algorithms or ordinary nonlinear optimization
strategies, as in Sec. 2.
The solution of the real problem is typically non-problematic, as those problems are con-
vex, thus leading to an unique solution. However the complex problem as given in Sec. 5.5
is generally non-convex, resulting in the necessity of suitable starting vector provisions.
As the damping in structural engineering is typically small, the solutions of damped and
undamped problems are close and the real eigenvalue problem can provide these starting
vectors. Then, a positive side effect is, that the solution duration is decreased for the com-
plex system, as the algorithm needs only to search within the vicinity of the given start
solution.
5.7 Example dynamic eigenvalue analysis
The following example is demonstrating the analysis methods given in the previous chap-
ters. The structure of Fig. 5-2 is applied. For simplicity only a plane substructure is ana-
lysed as given in Fig. 5-3.
First, real and complex eigenvalue analyses are performed simultaneously. The results
for the eigenvalues are listed in Tab. 5-1. This example uses mass proportional damping.
As the mass is uniquely distributed in this example, the real part is constant for different
modes. In Tab. 5-2 a stiffness proportional version is shown for comparison. Here the
influence of the changing stiffness of columns and beams can be studied. For all cases,
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6.0 3.0 6.0
4.5
4.5
4.5
4.5
EI = 162000kNm²
EI = 156250kNm²
Columns:
Reinforced concrete frame
Girders:
Figure 5-3 Example eigenvalue analysis (plane frame)
the eigenforms are given in Tabs. 5-3, 5-4 and 5-5. Here also, the influence of damping is
obvious.
Table 5-1 Example: Real and complex eigenfrequencies using mass proportional damping
No. Eigenvalue Real Complex real part Complex imag part
1 8.1793 -0.326250 8.172686
2 25.492 -0.326250 25.489321
Table 5-2 Example: Real and complex eigenfrequencies using stiffness proportional damping
No. Eigenvalue Real Complex real part Complex imag part
1 8.1793 -0.511073 8.163213
2 25.492 -4.964206 25.003372
5.8 Classical stability (statics)
The classical stability (or buckling) analysis tries to determine a multiplier for the applied
forces that exactly describes the stability limit state. Often this principle is exchanged
for a multiplier for the internal forces or stresses in the structure. Then, two different
stiffness parts are distinguished, a linear part Klin and a geometric nonlinear part Kgeo
that is dependent on the internal force situation
u+ f = 0 (5-60)
Characterizing the solvability of the problem, the following eigenvalue problem can be
stated
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Table 5-3 Example: Real modes
Y
X
T =            0
Eigenform_Classical
u1 >
u1 <
u2 >
u2 <
-5.3024e-308
8.2097e-002
-2.8022e-003
2.8022e-003
Eigenform 1
Y
X
T =            1
Eigenform_Classical
u1 >
u1 <
u2 >
u2 <
-6.9283e-002
7.6636e-002
-7.5987e-003
7.5987e-003
Eigenform 2
Table 5-4 Example: Complex modes mass proportional damping
Y
X
T =            0
Eigenform_Real_1M
u1 >
u1 <
u2 >
u2 <
0.0000e+000
2.0695e-001
-7.0640e-003
7.0640e-003
Eigenform 1 real part
Y
X
T =            0
Eigenform_Imag_1M
u1 >
u1 <
u2 >
u2 <
-5.9760e-003
0.0000e+000
-2.0400e-004
2.0400e-004
Eigenform 1 imaginary part
Y
X
T =            0
Eigenform_Real_2M
u1 >
u1 <
u2 >
u2 <
-1.7437e-001
1.9288e-001
-1.9125e-002
1.9125e-002
Eigenform 2 real part
Y
X
T =            0
Eigenform_Imag_2M
u1 >
u1 <
u2 >
u2 <
-2.0000e-006
2.0000e-006
0.0000e+000
0.0000e+000
Eigenform 2 imaginary part
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Table 5-5 Example: Complex modes stiffness proportional damping
Y
X
T =            0
Eigenform_Real_1K
u1 >
u1 <
u2 >
u2 <
0.0000e+000
2.0694e-001
-7.0630e-003
7.0630e-003
Eigenform 1 real part
Y
X
T =            0
Eigenform_Imag_1K
u1 >
u1 <
u2 >
u2 <
-6.1260e-003
0.0000e+000
-2.0900e-004
2.0900e-004
Eigenform 1 imaginary part
Y
X
T =            0
Eigenform_Real_2K
u1 >
u1 <
u2 >
u2 <
-1.7437e-001
1.9288e-001
-1.9125e-002
1.9125e-002
Eigenform 2 real part
Y
X
T =            0
Eigenform_Imag_2K
u1 >
u1 <
u2 >
u2 <
-1.0000e-006
1.0000e-006
0.0000e+000
0.0000e+000
Eigenform 2 imaginary part
u = 0 (5-61)
The eigenvalue λ can serve as the required limit state multiplier. Two aspects need to be
fulfilled for the correctness of such a limit state problem. First, the pre-deformation state
necessary for the determination of the internal force state must be linearly dependent on
the force application. Secondly, the geometric stiffness matrix Kgeo needs to be indepen-
dent on the strain state. Such a prerequisite is only given, if the systems are linear, that′s
why this theory is called linear stability analysis.
In order to evaluate the stability of a general system, the situation near to the bifurcation
point need to be assessed. Or, the claim of determination of a multiplier will be abandoned.
Then the solvability of a given system under given excitations need to be assessed. The
situation is as follows, using the notation from Sec. 4
KNL u+ ϕgeo + f = 0 (5-62)
The definiteness of the problem is now only dependent on the properties of the nonlinear
stiffness matrix, thus can be solved with methods of Sec. 5.2.
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5.9 Dynamic stability
5.9.1 Lyapunov exponent
The dynamic stability analysis evaluates the behavior of dynamic systems in time. Hereby
a system can have the following basic states:
• The system is asymptotically stable (or dissipative). The solution has an attractor whe-
re most of the motion is concentrated. The phase space is contracting.
• The system is conservative (non dissipative) if the volume of a phase space remains
constant around a trajectory.
• The system behaves chaotic, i.e. small changes in excitation can result in extreme
responses.
The most general measure to distinguish between these three states is the Lyapunov ex-
ponent, that is determined for a dynamic function y(t, x, x0) as
λ = lim
t→∞
1
t
ln
∣∣∣∣dy(t, x, x0)dx
∣∣∣∣ (5-63)
This exponent is positive if chaotic, zero for conservative systems and negative for asym-
ptotically stable systems. The more negative the exponent, the greater the stability. As can
be seen, the Lyapunov exponent is basically a statistical parameter, being a mean value
for a dynamic process.
For multi-dimensional problems, the exponent is given as a spectrum of values
λ = [λ1, · · · , λi] (5-64)
that are the eigenvalues for the Jacobian matrix of the function y
J =
dy(t, x, x0)
dx
(5-65)
calculated by the eigenforms of the quadratic form
TJ = eig(JJ
T ) (5-66)
resulting in
λ = ln
[
(T TJ JJ
TTJ)
0.5
]
(5-67)
Usually, the evaluation of the maximum value is taken for system characterization. The
basics on that topic are provided e.g. in [212,173]
Theoretically, the determination of the Lyapunov exponent seams to be a convenient con-
cept of stability analysis, that can be also used for design of systems. The following opti-
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mization problem can be stated, here noted in dependency on the general system parame-
ter x
O(x) = λ(x)→Min (5-68)
y(x) = 0 (5-69)
x <= xlim (5-70)
containing a general description of the structure in the function y(x) and restrictions.
However, the calculation of λ(x) is quite costly, as it involves a huge number of times t
with a representative amount of excitations.
5.10 Simplified stability estimation
5.10.1 Method description
The dynamic stability of a dynamically excited structure can be determined by
• the geometric stability (buckling)
• the physical stability (kinematic chain)
or combined effects. In static calculations without inertia forces, these instabilities are ea-
sily detected, because no equilibrium can be found. In dynamic calculations, such effects
are complex and hard to detect.
However, for practical reasons in earthquake engineering, a simple eigenvalue analysis
can be helpful. As known, eigenvalue analyses are limited to linear problems. That′s why
the analysis can only be performed, if the time and system properties are linearized and
therefore all coefficients are constant. This simplification is possible to apply at distinct
times, if all nonlinear influences are introduced in the coefficient matrices, including geo-
metric and physical nonlinear effects, e.g. deformations and damages contained in the
structure. Then the method given in Tab. 5-6 can be applied. Compared with the Lyapu-
nov exponent, the procedure generates conservative but practically useful results.
5.10.2 Example simplified stability analysis
The above described method is illustrated with help of an example. The structure is given
in Fig. 5-4. The cross-sectional material behavior of the system is linear elastic - perfectly
plastic, i.e. the admissible moments in all beams ends are restricted to be greater than
-150 kNm. The structure is excited by an artificial earthquake (Fig. 5-5). For discussion
of results one beam end has been selected.
In a first calculation a linear and a nonlinear time history analysis is performed. The ben-
ding moment result for the selected beam end is illustrated in Fig. 5-6. The redistribution
effect of the moment is well visible.
Secondly, the structure is loaded at two load intensity levels:
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Table 5-6 Principle of a simplified stability estimation
Time integration
Excitation function
)t(f
-0,3
-0,2
-0,1
0
0,1
0,2
0,3
0 5 10 15 20
t[s]
a[m/s²]
Results
...,,,u P
Equation of motion
V0)t(fuCuMfuK geoNL  
Physical nonlinearity
plim
T
P S0L 
ttt 
Effective stiffness matrix
)E,t(KK effNLeff 
Complex eigenvalue analysis
V0CuiMuuK 2eff 		
i01uMu 
Evaluation of real parts
0)Re( 2 
	
0)Re( 2 	
Time history analysis
Simultaneous calculation in any time step
Eigenvalue analysis
Plot of real parts changes
-1,2
-1
-0,8
-0,6
-0,4
-0,2
0
0 5 10 15 20
t [s]
norm Re
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5
4
4
4
4
3 3
50
40
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C20/25
S500
E=3*10 kN/m²
7
g=10kN/m²
p=3.5kN/m²
[m][cm]
Cross sections
Considered beam end
n=0.3
r=2.5t/m³
Figure 5-4 Example: Structural configuration
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a [g]
Figure 5-5 Example: Artificial accelerograms
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nonlinear
linear
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M [kNm]
Figure 5-6 Example: Differences in moment development calculated in a
linear and nonlinear analysis at Load level 1
Table 5-7 Example: Comparison of real part eigenvalue differences
-1.2
-1
-0.8
-0.6
-0.4
-0.2
0
0 5 10 15 20
t [s]
norm  Re
Load level 1
-1.2
-1
-0.8
-0.6
-0.4
-0.2
0
0 5 10 15 20
t [s]
norm  Re
Load level 2
• Load level 1: Given load path effects in plastic hinges are not considered during de-
sign. The applied accelerogram intensity is 1.0.
• Load level 2: The structure is designed according to the shakedown limit state (see
Sec. 7.4), therefore the development of plastic hinges during excitation is controlled.
The appropriate accelerogram intensity is 0.71.
For both levels, the analysis steps given in Tab. 5-6 are performed. The appropriate results
for the real parts of first complex eigenvalues over time can be compared in Tab. 5-7. As
can be seen for Load level 1, the system becomes kinematic during the excitation. This
behavior was not directly discovered in the time history analysis, but in the simultaneously
performed complex eigenvalue analysis.
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0
0.001
0.002
0.003
0.004
0.005
0.006
0 5 10 15 20
Load level 1
Load level 2
t [s]
eps
Figure 5-7 Example: Development of concrete strains in the considered beam
end
In Load level 2, these problems vanish, as the adaptive limit state analysis avoids the
development of a kinematic chain. In Fig. 5-7 the total deformations are given for the
considered beam end. As can be seen, also for Load level 2 a more conservative behavior
is obtained, by showing lower strains in the concrete as the limit of 0.0035.
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Simplified linear methods base the analysis of nonlinear structures on linear models in
order to utilize the computational advantages. For this purpose, nonlinear problems are
transformed into equivalent linear models, that show approximately the same response
characteristics as the original problem. Load reduction coefficient concepts and equivalent
linearization strategies are applied.
6.1 Linear response spectrum analysis
The method uses modal decomposition of a discrete linear dynamic problem with nDOF
degrees of freedoms
Mu¨+ Cu˙+Ku+ f(t) = 0 (6-1)
with the excitation , commonly given as a function of the ground acceleration value u¨g
f(t) = MIinf u¨g (6-2)
where Iinf is the influence vector. This multi degree of freedom system (MDOF) is trans-
formed into a set of single degree of freedom systems (SDOF) by using orthogonal trans-
formations with help of nMode ≤ nDOF eigenforms, given in the modal matrix Φ and
generalized coordinates v [51]. With the substitution
u = Φv (6-3)
in Eq. (6-1) and multiplication with ΦT the following form is achieved
ΦTMΦv¨ + ΦTCΦv˙ + ΦTKΦv + ΦTMIinf u¨g = 0 (6-4)
that is, because of the orthogonality, identical with the solution of nMode decoupled equa-
tions
ΦTi MΦiv¨i + Φ
T
i CΦiv˙i + Φ
T
i KΦivi + Φ
T
i MIinf u¨g = 0 (6-5)
Or simplified, if the modal mass mi = ΦTi MΦi is not vanishing, the equation reads
v¨i + 2ξiωiv˙i + ω
2
i vi + Γiu¨g = 0 (6-6)
with the angular frequency
ωi =
√
ΦTi KΦi
ΦTi MΦi
=
√
ki
mi
(6-7)
the damping rate
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ξi =
ΦTi CΦi
2ΦTi KΦi
=
ci
2ωimi
(6-8)
and the participation factor
Γi =
ΦTi MIinf
ΦTi MΦi
=
ΦTi MIinf
mi
(6-9)
For non-vanishing participation, Eq. (6-6) can be written as
Sai + 2ξiωiSvi + ω
2
i Sdi + u¨g = 0 (6-10)
so that the obtained relation represents an SDOF system, that is only dependent on the
damping ratio, the natural frequency and the ground acceleration. Hence, the values Sa,
Sv, Sd can be provided in advance as response spectra, for a fixed damping ratio, a par-
ticular ground acceleration and a given interval of frequencies. An response spectrum is
defined as the extreme absolute response of an SDOF system with defined natural an-
gular frequency ω to a particular dynamic acceleration signal u¨g with a fixed duration
t = t0 . . . tn, under a fixed rate of damping ξ, e.g. for the deformations
Sd(ω, ξ, u¨g(t)) = max |Sd(ω, ξ, u¨g(t), t)| (6-11)
The spectrum is commonly provided as a plot of (T,S(T)) pairs, if the natural period T =
2pi/ω of the SDOF is stepwise altered within an interval. The necessary time integration
is done e.g. by solving Duhamel′s integral, here given for the deformations
Sd(ω, ξ, u¨g(t), t) =
1
ω
t∫
0
u¨g exp [ξω (t− τ)] sin [ω (t− τ)] dτ (6-12)
or by application of a step-by-step numerical integration scheme (see Sec. 8). In the cal-
culation of fixed-base structures, the damping ratio is relatively small. In this case, the
explicit calculation of the modal acceleration and velocity is approximately
Sv ≈ PSv = Sdω (6-13)
Sa ≈ PSa = PSvω = Sdω2 (6-14)
thus the spectral values are replaced by pseudo spectral values.
The classical procedure in Tab. 6-1 neglects the damping for the eigenvalue analysis (real
eigenvalues)
(K − ω¯2M)Φ¯ = 0 (6-15)
whereas in the spectrum the damping is considered. For decoupling of the differential
equation system Eq. (6-1), the damping matrix needs to have the property
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Φ¯TCΦ¯ = diag(ci) (6-16)
that is e.g. provided by a linear combination of the mass and stiffness matrix (Rayleigh
approach)
C = αMM + αKK (6-17)
Furthermore, the classical procedure consequently applies the pseudo spectral simplifica-
tions. After determination, the spectral values are re-transformed into the time domain,
applying the participation and eigenvectors. The procedure is repeated for all selected
modes. Finally all modal results can be superposed to get the response of the structure.
The application of a superposition rule is necessary, because spectral values itself are al-
ways positive and the sign of the mode shapes is not definite. The most commonly applied
superposition rules are
• Sum of absolute peak values
• Square root of the sum of squares (SRSS)
• Complete quadratic combination (CQC)
For design purposes, spectra are provided in codes. Such "design spectra" are calculated
from several ground motions and are treated by statistical means. They are simplified for
practical use. Typically, codes provide a basic spectrum ("elastic spectrum") that considers
a global viscous damping of 5%. The basic spectral values are then modified by seismic
coefficients, e.g. for coverage of a different damping ratio or local soil characteristics, as
described in the following sections.
The response spectrum analysis can be solved as an optimization problem (Sec. 5). De-
pending on a design parameter p and for a given acceleration spectra Sa, a typical design
task in earthquake engineering is
p→Min (6-18)
with the subsidiary conditions
u =
√
nMode∑
i=0
u2i (SRSS) (6-19)
ui = ΓiSai(ωi(p))Φi(p) (6-20)
Γi =
ΦTi (p)M(p)Iinf
ΦTi (p)M(p)Φi(p)
(6-21)
u ≤ ulim (6-22)
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Table 6-1 Classical response spectrum analysis
Modal analysis
0MK 2 
Eigenvectors and vector of
angular eigenfrequencies
, 
2
Period of ith-mode
i
i
2T



Participation factor for ith-mode
i
T
i
T
i
i M
IM



Spectral deformation
2
i
i
i
SaSd


Deformation vector
iiii Sdu 
Acceleration vector
iiii Saa 
Superposition of modal results e.g. using SRSS


i
2
iuu


i
2
iaa


i
2
iFF
(Inelastic) response
spectrum
Spectral acceleration
	 
iii ,TfSa 
Base shear force
iii
T
i,B SaMIf 
Structural model
Sa
T
( )
The last inequality contains the limit condition, for that p is adjusted. The values Φiand ωi
are derived from a reel eigenvalue problem , e.g. with help of an embedded optimization
problem from Sec. 5
Φi(p), ωi(p) =

ΦTi K(p)Φi = ω
2
i →Min
ΦTi M(p)Φi = 1
ΦT1,...,i−1M(p)Φi = 0
 (6-23)
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Figure 6-1 Example: Tuned mass damper
6.2 Example: Optimization of a tuned mass damper
The tower given in Fig. 6-1 can be simplified to a cantilever MDOF system. At the top
of the building, a tuned mass damper should be installed. This device is modeled as a
combination of spring and additional mass. The effect is illustrated in Fig. 6-2 where
for a grid of mass damper properties the maximum accelerations are given. The typical
minimum point can be seen, that can be as well determined by means of mathematical
optimization, using gradient solvers. For this example, the acceleration was reduced down
to 43%.
6.3 Example: Retrofitting a frame structure using linear response spectrum
analysis
The two-story frame structure in Fig. 6-3 is to be retrofitted in order to reduce the inter-
story drift. The structure is loaded by the displayed ground acceleration. The limit state is
defined by the admissible interstory drift, that is set to 1%. For retrofit, additional cable
braces should be installed and appropriately designed for each story. The design variable
is a scaling factor for the area of the cablesAcab. For analysis, the classical linear response
spectrum method is applied. The structure is to remain elastic.
First the original structure is analysed (p = Acab = 0). The first natural period is T1 =
1.39s. The calculation is done with help of nonlinear optimization, using a gradient solver.
For the eigenvalue analysis, the first three natural modes of the structure are included in
the calculations. From this, the maximum interstory drift for the non-modified structure
is 4.75% that is not sufficient.
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Figure 6-3 Example: Application of response spectrum method for the retrofit
with cable braces
Second, the cables are installed. From solving the optimization problem (6-18-6-23), a mi-
nimum area of 1.5 cm2 for each steel cable is required to guarantee the ultimate interstory
drift. As the effect of the stiffening, the first natural period is decreased to T1 = 0.99sec.
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6.4 Reduction coefficient/seismic coefficients for inelastic analysis
The classical response spectrum method was developed for the analysis of linear elastic
structures. Because of the energy dissipation during inelastic deformations, the internal
forces of the structure can be significantly decreased. Approximately, this effect can be
simulated in a linear response spectrum analysis, if the seismic loads are reduced. This
strategy utilizes spectral reduction coefficients R in order to reduce the spectral excitation
values Sa or Sd to a level, where the ultimate forces in the linear (substitute) system and
nonlinear system are identical. Assuming a linear elastic - perfectly plastic behavior, the
level of excitations in a system is then defined by
fe = fnl =
1
R
f (6-24)
However, the appropriate deformations are much higher than in the fictitious elastic sy-
stem. For calculation of ultimate displacements of the inelastic system uu, equivalent dis-
placement approaches or equivalent energy approaches are proposed according to Fig. 6-
4 [51]. It becomes clear, that the reduction factor depends directly on the ductility, given
as the ratio between the ultimate and yield deformation
µ = uu/ue (6-25)
The reduction coefficient concept is widely used among seismic design recommendati-
ons [73,69,105]. Codes provide rules to determine fixed reduction coefficientsR (or some-
times called as structural system coefficients [208], or behavior factors with q = 1/R [73])
or seismic coefficients cs.
The coefficient R is applied in order to reduce the loading, e.g. acceleration spectra
Sared =
Sa
R
(6-26)
The seismic coefficient is a factor to calculate the base shear force
fB = cs ·W (6-27)
from the total weight W of the structure. Both concepts can include considerations of the
• Importance of the structure
• Regularity and rigidity of the structure
• Material, structural system, ductility supply
• Site effects, distance from the epicenter
In modern seismic codes, these criteria can be additionally combined with a performance
factor, that accounts for an intended post-seismic performance [73,105,77]. Problematic is
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Figure 6-5 Example: Application of the reduction coefficient method
the appropriate determination of effective material parameters and the missing sensitivity
to internal force re-distributions during nonlinear excitations.
6.5 Example: Reduction coefficient design of a core structure
The bending capacity of the reinforced concrete core structure in Fig. 6-5 is to be dimen-
sioned. The length of the wall as well as the reinforcement is to be adjusted. Except for
the length of the wall, all other geometric parameters are fixed. The loading is according
to the acceleration spectrum in Fig. 6-5. The reduction coefficient is given with R = 2.0.
The necessary area for the wall reinforcement in cross section A-A need to be calculated.
The calculation is performed in two steps. It starts with a pre-design of the wall length
L. The design criterion is a limit interstory drift of 1%. The necessary effective stiffness
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Figure 6-6 Example: Results from linear calculation obtained with spectrum
reduction (R=2.0)
of the wall is determined from solving an elastic response spectrum analysis according to
Model (6-18) - (6-23). The spectrum is reduced by application of R. In this calculation,
the inelastic deformation is estimated with the equal energy approach (Fig. 6-4). The
optimum value is an effective stiffness of
O(L) = EIeff →Min (6-28)
that is calculated to 465660 kNm2. From this, the appropriate length of the wall is cal-
culated with the assumption of a 70% ratio of the stiffness of cracked to uncracked cross
section. The necessary length is L = 2.07m. The plots of the appropriate deformation
state, longitudinal force and bending moment distribution in the structure is shown in
Fig. 6-6.
In a second step, a minimum optimization problem is solved to dimension the reinforce-
ment of the structure to match the elastic longitudinal force Ne and the elastic moment of
Me. For analysis, the core is treated as an equivalent beam model according to Sec. 4.16.6,
using a layer discretization for the cross section problem. The objective function is to pro-
vide a minimum reinforcement as, that is identically used in the tension and pressure zone
of the cross section
O(as) = as →Min (6-29)
The subsidiary conditions contain the equilibrium condition, dependent on the stresses at
the layer boundaries σ
ATσ = f (6-30)
with the loads f at the same points. The kinematic condition is
Au− ε = 0 (6-31)
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connecting the strains at the layer boundaries ε with the appropriate deformation. The
following material law for concrete within cross section models is taken
σ =

−fcd for εc2 ≥ ε ≥ εc2u
−fcd
(
1−
(
1− ε
εc2
)n)
for 0 ≥ ε ≥ εc2
0 for ε ≥ 0
(6-32)
with n = 2, fcd = 1.13, and εc2 = −0.002 for C20/25 [68]. The steel behaves linear
elastic until the yield limit fyd is reached. After yielding, the material is perfectly plastic.
As the yield limit of the steel is determining the yield moment of the cross section, the
following criterion is added
σs ≤ fyd (6-33)
The problem is mainly determined by the boundary condition. This is Bernoulli′s hypo-
thesis, stating that any deformation in the cross section is dependent on the deformation
at an selected point m, beeing a plane cross section, thus
u = Abum (6-34)
with
Ab =
 1 yj0 1
...
...
 (6-35)
as the appropriate coefficient matrix (2D excitation). The matrix Ab connects the defor-
mations at the point j with those at point m (see definition in Sec. 4.16). The deformation
state is identically described with
um = [εm, κy] (6-36)
The matrix Ab is identical with those that can be used to summarize the internal force
state in the cross section at point m
fm = A
T
b f (6-37)
Hence, the Eqs. (6-34) and (6-37) can be used to substitute the layer parameters f and u
by the parameters fm and um, thus
ATb A
Tσ = fm (6-38)
AAbum − ε = 0 (6-39)
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Figure 6-7 Example: Cross-section behavior for a fixed reinforcement
that is considerably reducing the dimension of the matrices. For this example, the follo-
wing excitation is applied
f = [Ne = 1050kN,Me = 3809kNm] (6-40)
containing the elastic internal forces from the equivalent beam modes at the wall bottom.
Using this optimization problem, the reinforcement can be calculated. The result is as =
38.81cm2 for either side of the cross section. For this reinforcement,the elastic curvature
of the cross section is κv,e = 1.91 ·10−5, readable from the moment-curvature relationship
in Fig. 6-7. The ultimate capacity is Mu = 407979kNm while the appropriate maximum
curvature is κv,u = 5.83 ·10−5. At this point a limit concrete strain of−0.0035 is reached.
For control, the ductility
µ = κv,u/κv,u = 3.05 (6-41)
is determined. Therefore it is obvious, that the reduction factor R = 2.0 was selected with
enough safety margin, as the ultimate ductility in the equal energy approach is
µu = 0.5(R
2 + 1) = 2.5 (6-42)
It should be mentioned, that the effects of interaction of longitudinal force and bending
moment is disregarded for the sake of simplicity in this example. However, in real design
it is imperative to check for the effects of changing longitudinal forces.
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6.6 Equivalent linearization for fixed-base structures
Besides spectrum reduction, a second strategy for application of the response spectrum
procedure from Sec. 6.1 for inelastic systems is possible. It uses the transformation of
the system into an equivalent linear system. One basic assumption in equivalent lineari-
zation is the comparability of the responses due to hysteretic and viscous damping. The
generally nonlinear material law in hysteretic damping will be replaced by an equivalent
linear elastic system with relatively high viscous damping. For that purpose an appropria-
te combination of equivalent stiffness and damping has to be provided. This topic was
intensively studied in the last decades, e.g. in [106,107,110], and is already utilized in
several design concepts. Because of observed analysis deficits in different fields of app-
lication, many adjustments and modifications have been proposed, mainly for fixed base
design e.g. [52,53,106,22], or for base isolation designs, e.g. [115,103].
The fundamental approaches in equivalent linearization will be summarized as follows.
To calculate the stiffness of the equivalent linear system the maximum structural forces fu
at the maximum deformations uu in the viscous and elasto-plastic models are equated. As
illustrated in Fig. 6-8 this will lead to the following expression for the equivalent stiffness
Kequ =
fu
uu
= K1
(1 + µγ − γ)
µ
(6-43)
dependent on the initial stiffness K1, the ratio between the first and second slope stiffness
γ = K2/K1 and the ductility µ. Since the masses in both systems are identical, the
corresponding equivalent period is given by
Tequ = T1
(
µ
1 + µγ − γ
) 1
2
(6-44)
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Hereby T1 denotes the period of the elastic structure. The basic concept to derive the
appropriate equivalent damping is, firstly, to assume a steady state response (sinusoidal)
and, secondly, to assume that at maximum deformations one complete cycle in the respon-
se will be observed. Those two issues play a major role for the accuracy of the method
especially if applied to real earthquake records.
Thus, for the derivation of the equivalent damping coefficient ξequ the equal dissipated
energy rule will be applied. Both energies are schematically shown in Fig. 6-9. The dissi-
pated energy of the hysteretic model is given by
Eh = 4 ·K1ue(u− ue)(1− γ) = 4 ·K1ue2(µ− 1)(1− γ) (6-45)
The corresponding viscous energy is
Ev = picωu
2 (6-46)
is dependent on the square of the deformations u, the damping coefficient c and the circle
frequency of excitation ω. Using an expression dependent on the damping ratio ξ will
incorporate the parameters of the equivalent system
Ev = 2piξequKequu
2 ω
ωequ
(6-47)
Equating both energies Eq. (6-45) and Eq. (6-47)
Eh = Ev (6-48)
leads to the following original expression for the equivalent damping ratio
ξequ,orig =
2(µ− 1)(1− γ)
piµ2
TequT
T 21
(6-49)
A review of existing concepts showed that the frequency dependency of the damping is
often simplified applying
T = Tequ (6-50)
so that
ξequ =
2(µ− 1)(1− γ)
piµ(1 + µγ − γ) (6-51)
The definitions in Eqn. (6-44) and (6-50) are widely accepted and used in earthquake
engineering, e.g. as a basic part of the capacity spectrum method described in ATC40 [9].
Fig. 6-10 shows the effect of ductility change on the damping ratio ξ with respect to
different stiffness ratios γ.
Finally the inelastic spectral value can be derived from reduced spectra, that can be cal-
culated by time history analysis applying the appropriate viscous damping ξequ.
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Sa ≈ f(Tequ, ξequ) (6-52)
It should be noted, that the application of the linear equivalent model requires the know-
ledge of the maximum deformations u, since the stiffness and damping are directly de-
pendent. As those are mostly not available in practical cases, all calculations are basically
iterative.
The method is qualified as a design strategy. The application is illustrated in Tab. 6-2.
The procedure consists of two iteration loops. First, the appropriate damping ratio ξ is
determined from the displacement of an substitute SDOF system. Otherwise a complex
eigenvalue analysis can be alternatively performed. Second, the resistance parameter p is
calculated that is the ratio between the elastic stiffness K1 and equivalent stiffness Kequ
in the plastic hinge zones. The design is finished if all deformation limits εlim are fulfilled
or matched. For example, possible deformation criteria can be formulated depending on
the cross-section curvatures or the interstory drift.
The control of the analysis can be organized as an optimization problem. Here the resistan-
ce factor p and the SDOF ductility parameter µ are the design parameters. The problem is
illustrated in Tab. 6-3. The minimum of p is required in the objective function. The ana-
lysis is finished if the minimum parameter is found for that the subsidiary conditions are
fulfilled. The calculation stops, if one kinematic parameter εmax reaches it′s limit criterion
εlim.
6.7 Example: Design of MDOF system as an equivalent linear system
The structure in Fig. 6-11 is to be designed for the shown earthquake excitation. Only
the marked beam sections are selected to develop plastic hinges. The analysis is done
according Tab. 6-3 with application of a nonlinear optimization algorithm. For equivalent
linearization, the stiffness in the plastic zones is modified with a factor p, that can be
modified between 0.0 and 1.0. As the design criterion, the maximum affordable total
curvature in the beams must not exceed κlim = 0.01. The result of the analysis is p = 0.14,
then the limit curvature is reached at the first story beam. Fig. 6-12 contains a comparison
of the bending moments for the initial elastic and inelastic system. From this, the moments
are reduced by a force reduction coefficient of R = 382/231 = 1.65.
As the optimization problem is only dependent on the parameter p, the solution space
can be graphically illustrated. This is done in Fig 6-13, where the local curvature in the
first-story beam and the global ductility µ are given in dependency from the stiffness
modification factor p. From this it is obvious, that the solution space near the solution is
relatively smooth and convex. Thus, the application of gradient optimization solvers is
advisable for most solving efficiency.
6.8 Conventional simplified base-isolation design
The concept of base isolation effects two mayor modifications in the structural configura-
tion.
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Table 6-2 Iterative analysis of MDOF systems using equivalent linearization
Pre-design (e.g. from static analysis)
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MDOF system
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linear system
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Table 6-3 Analysis of MDOF systems using equivalent linearization and nonlinear optimization
Pre-design
Selection of plastic hinge zones
Linear response spectrum
analysis
SDOF ductility SDOF
Limit deformation max
Equivalent stiffness in plastic
hinge regions
Kequ = p K1
Subsidiary conditions
 = SDOF
max  lim
Inelastic spectrum
Sa(T,)
Sa
T
Damping ratio
)(
Design variables
x1 = 
x2 = p
Objective function
p  Min
Nonlinear optimization problemAnalysis kernel
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Figure 6-11 Example: Design of MDOF structure using equivalent
linearization
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Figure 6-13 Example: Solution space; Dependency of the curvature and
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Firstly: Providing a story with reduced stiffness commonly applied next to the base. Rub-
ber bearing devices and sliding systems are combined in order to adjust the stiffness [171].
Dependent on the device configuration, the structural periods are shifted into long and ve-
ry long range. Periods far beyond three seconds can be obtained [227,163]. This will result
in greatly reduced super-structural forces and accelerations. Naturally, this has practical
limits mainly because of the gradually growing flexibility. Limits given by isolation de-
vice characteristics, the disposable clearance to neighboring facilities as well as desired
self-centering capabilities will determine the design.
Secondly: Instead of purely adjusting the stiffness, a combination with damping devices
can be considered. This adds dissipative capacities to the system and reduces deformations
due to an increase in the effective stiffness. This can be advantageous up to a certain point
from that on additional damping will lead again to an increase in the loading of the super-
structure [125]. Finding a beneficial balance of the stiffness and damping contribution to
the structural behavior and the appropriate selection of suitable device combinations is a
challenging task in design. The application of optimization strategies can be beneficial in
the planning process.
Figure 6-14 shows basic device types and the typical composite reaction. The changes
in the structural configuration require special precautions, especially for large deformati-
ons, to prevent impacts against surrounding facilities and to maintain the operability and
stability of isolation devices. Additional interest arises for the accelerations in the su-
perstructure. This parameter mainly determines the operability within the superstructure.
Limit values are e.g. given in order to maintain sensitive equipment or to ensure the well
being of patients in hospitals.
For analysis and design, simplified and time history methods are commonly utilized to-
gether. The former is quick and conceptive and is therefore a perfect mean for pre-design
and device configuration. Furthermore, simplified analysis is often considered to be the
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Figure 6-14 Base isolation basic devices and combined reaction
basis to define a minimum safety level [105,73]. Time history analysis will be applied to
check the performance of the chosen design and to refine the concept.
The classical simplified design concepts base on equivalent linear models, as described in
Sec. 6.6. They are used to replace the nonlinear behavior of the isolating layer. Generating
a soft story, the superstructure motion is close to a rigid body motion for low- and midrise
buildings. Therefore SDOF or 2-DOF systems are mostly sufficient. Highrise buildings
show more flexibility, thus the application of MDOF shear-models can be necessary. Fi-
gure 6-15 illustrates often applied model variants. As can be seen from Fig. 6-14, the
hysteretic behavior of an isolation layer is close to a linear-elastic-plastic system. There-
fore the model can be simplified, as shown in Fig. 6-16.
6.9 Examples: Conventional base isolation design
The application of the linear simplified method for base isolation design has been explored
for two examples.
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Figure 6-15 Typical base isolation model assumptions
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Figure 6-16 Elasto plastic analysis model for base isolated structures
Example a.): A SDOF model for a base-isolated structure is examined. The mass is set to
1000t. The stiffness K2 (e.g. provided by natural rubber bearings) was chosen to provide
a period of 4 seconds. The yield force F1,v (e.g. determined by hysteretic dampers) was
adjusted to resist elastically a horizontal load of 10% weight of the structure. This device
combination was altered for a parameter study in the range of equivalent periods from
around 2 to 8 seconds. The structure is subjected to a mean spectrum from the Kobe near
fault set (Appendix 11.6). The calculation algorithm corresponds to Tab. 6-3. For compa-
rison, the effects from different well known spectral reduction concepts are investigated,
using [73,122,24,167]. The applied reduction concepts do not respect influences from the
structural period and are described in Appendix 11.2. As the damping induced by the iso-
lation devices can be considerable, the deviations in the coefficients may cause significant
impact on the results.
For reference the appropriate time history solution is calculated as well. In Fig. 6-17 the
displacement and acceleration is shown for the chosen period range. As well, the relative
errors are given with respect to the appropriate time history solution. It can be seen that
spread results are obtained. The use of the relations given by BCJ 2000 and Newmark-
Hall within this procedure seems to be generally inappropriate. They give evidence that
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Figure 6-17 Example: Comparison of maximum deformations and
accelerations for SDOF obtained by time history analysis and simplified linear
analysis, utilizing period-independent spectrum reduction coefficients
an uncontrolled extrapolation of formulas out of their original context can be problematic.
Within a first view only the simplified Kawashima/Aizawa and EC8 relationships seem to
be capable of deriving acceptable approximations, but only for structures with equivalent
periods less than 3 to 4 seconds. It should be mentioned, that the Kawashima/Aizawa-
relationship was originally derived to reflect reductions of total acceleration spectra, rather
than pseudo-accelerations. This will explain the tendency of overestimation in the short
period range. The observed percentage of deviations in this range corresponds with ob-
servations from conventional design [55,56]. However, all models gradually fail in higher
period ranges.
Example b.): Generally the same behavior can be stated for MDOF structures. In Fig. 6-
18 selected results for a 10-story stick model with lumped 1000t story masses, 2000t
baselevel-mass and 1.3 seconds fixed base period are given. Whereas the maximum de-
formations in the superstructure us and at base level ub are qualitatively behaving like the
SDOF solution in Example a), the accelerations as and ab are dramatically underestima-
ted.
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Figure 6-18 Example: Maximum deformations and accelerations for 10-DOF
obtained by time history analysis and simplified linear analysis, utilizing
period-independent spectrum reduction coefficients
6.10 Improved simplified base-isolation design
As obtained in the previous sections, contrary to fixed-base design, simplified methods
show less accuracy in the design of base isolated structures. This is unexpected, becau-
se base isolation makes the structural behavior simpler and facilitates simple calculation
methods [159]. In [221] it has been shown, that the reasons for errors arise from uncondi-
tional extrapolation of concepts known from fixed-base design. The period elongation and
the introduction of high damping requires special modifications in the analysis concepts.
This is mainly the appropriate use of reduction formulas dependent on the period, the
modified estimation of the damping in the structure and an appropriate relation between
maximum accelerations and maximum deformations.
A considerable part of the observed deviations are caused by the use of the reduction for-
mulas given in Appendix 11.2. These relations are constant with respect to the periods of
vibration. For small damping ratios and small periods these models give sufficient appro-
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Figure 6-19 Deformation-acceleration relationship at isolation level for:
SDOF, MDOF example and principle of period shift
ximations. However, in all other cases the differences can be significant. This applies for
the differences in pseudo and total spectral accelerations that become more significant in
the long period range. This effect is strongly dependent on the amount of involved dam-
ping. For this purpose, the appendices 11.2 and 11.3 provide period-dependent spectral
reduction concepts from [221] appropriate for the long period-large damping range.
Additionally, the equivalent linearization procedures require adoption to longer periods
and higher damping ratio. From the examples it is obvious that the deviations in the de-
formations rise for longer periods. Obviously in this part of the spectrum, the assessed
damping is too high and needs to be lowered continuously. A period-dependent modifica-
tion of the damping can be easily established, because the simplification Eq. (6-50) in the
damping ratio assessment Eq. (6-49) is not appropriate in the long period range. Therefore
the formula (6-51) from engineering practice can be modified as
ξmod = ξequν1ν2 (6-53)
with the damping modification factors ν1 and ν2 that are in detail described in Appendix
Sec. 11.4.
Following the response spectrum approach in Tab. 6-1, the spectral deformations are eva-
luated at their corresponding natural periods. On the other side, the accelerations given at
this period are only acceptable for SDOF solutions, because then the acceleration history
is directly linked to the history of the deformations, as illustrated in the deformation-
acceleration plot of Fig 6-19.
For MDOF systems the situation changes significantly. In the example of Fig. 6-19 it can
be seen that the peak in the acceleration record occurs not at the same time as the deforma-
tion peak. The acceleration, corresponding to the maximum deformation, as determined
by response spectrum approach, can be significantly different from the real maximum
value. This effect can be approximately considered within simplified procedures by shif-
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ting the read-out period in the spectrum (Fig. 6-19). The estimation of such a shift due to
specific single ground motions is difficult, but average predictions for motion sets can be
determined. Hereby the acceleration increase corresponds approximately to the ratio of
the base- and super-structural initial periods. This observation is utilized for shifting the
read-out period for the accelerations
Tacc ≈ T T0
T0,s
with T0,s = 2pi
√
m
fb,v/uy
(6-54)
Here, T0,s is the initial period, evaluated for the overall mass m with the elastic limit base
shear fb,v and the elastic limit deformation uy at the top of the structure. This formulation
includes, that very stiff MDOF structures behave almost like SDOF.
All modifications fit now in the procedures of linear equivalent design using optimization
strategies as described before.
6.11 Examples: Improved base isolation design
The examples a) and b) from Sec. 6.9 are again calculated with respect to the modifi-
cations for the long period range. In Fig. 6-20 the results for the deformations and ac-
celerations are given. From this it is obvious, that the modifications greatly contribute
to a better assessment of the dynamic behavior of either SDOF and MDOF structures.
For reference, the time history calculation and the non-modified model based on the EC8
spectral reduction coefficient are plotted again.
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Figure 6-20 Example: Comparison of deformations and accelerations for
SDOF and MDOF structure
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7.1 Physical nonlinear limit states
Different from the simplified linear methods in Sec. 6, simplified nonlinear methods solve
nonlinear governing equations in calculations, without explicit consideration of time ef-
fects. In seismic design, especially the evaluation of the physical nonlinear capacities gain
importance, as the utilization of the energy dissipation by plastic deformation is the most
applied concept in seismic design. Those solutions are preferred, that exhibit sufficient
ductility, while maintaining enough capacity in cross sections during plastic excitations.
Although real elasto-plastic materials or material combinations show general nonlinear
behavior, the transition from elastic to plastic behavior is often visible as a distinct break
in material laws. This enables approximations of the material law as piecewise linear,
especially if the integral cross section behavior is considered. For most practical design
cases, a bilinear simplification can be sufficient, mostly due to the steel behavior or parti-
cipation of steel. For instance in reinforced concrete structures, the concrete itself shows
negligible ductility. However, if properly designed, the reinforcement dominates the limit
state behavior, thus obtaining a quasi-ductility on the cross section level. The same ap-
plies for timber structures. Typically, the timber parts are elastically designed, whereas
the steel connections add yielding capabilities. For this reason, most practical calculation
strategies, especially those proposed in codes, base on bilinear material laws. Also the
considerations in the following sections will focus on this approximation.
As mentioned before in Sec. 1.3, besides failure prevention, the definition and design of
the structural performance after impacts becomes more and more important. From a me-
chanical point of view, the following basic limit criteria can be distinguished to determine
the extend of inelastic excitation in structures with bilinear materials
• Elastic limit
• Plastic limit
• Conservative limit
• Adaptive limit
• Deformation based limit
It is the advantage of design concepts based on optimization algorithms, that they already
contain an interface for formulation of limit states - the inequality conditions. Further-
more, the possibility to pursue design objectives enables the engineer to utilize the limit
criteria to find economic solutions. All simplified nonlinear analysis methods base on one
of the mentioned limit state evaluations. The different strategies are examined in detail in
the following sections.
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7.2 Elastic limit state
The elastic limit state is defined as the maximum load intensity or minimum resistance
configuration, for that plastic limits are reached, but no plastic deformations or failure or
any other kind of damage is observed. The definition allows for different interpretations,
dependent on the level of the considerations, e.g. whether it is a structural (global) or a
cross-sectional (local) problem. The limit states are generally different in the stress space
or internal force space or external force space. While having a linear material law and
ignoring geometric nonlinear effects, the elastic limit state and all states below this limit
can be calculated from superposition of load cases and by linear scaling. If the structure
or member is unloaded, no residual stresses/forces are maintained.
For mechanical formulation, the following types of extremum principles are often applied
in the calculation of elastic structures:
1.) Poisson principle
2.) Stationary principles (Hellinger-Reissner, Hu-Washizu)
3.) Castigliano principle (Principle of conjugated potential)
4.) Lagrange principle (Principle of total potential)
5.) Mixed type principles
As all principles generally represent the same mechanical background, all obtained so-
lutions are identical. They can be transformed out of each other by using methods of
variational calculus (Sec 2). Thus the selection of a certain principle is only due to ef-
fectiveness of the problem formulation and numerical treatment. In the traditional forms,
geometrical linear behavior and small strains are assumed (Sec. 4.5).
The principles of the Poisson category contain all mechanical relations as equalities or
inequalities and are free of extremum conditions. In this form, the mechanical governing
relations are just "listed" in the subsidiary conditions and are therefore easily formulated.
The free extremum condition can be utilized conveniently for design tasks.
Contrary to this, the second category is a pure extremum condition, free of subsidiary
conditions. It forms saddle point problems with different extremum conditions (maximum
and minimum) for different types of unknowns. Such problem formulations are seldomly
applied in practical calculations and are not further considered.
The third and fourth types are special among extremum principles, because of their depen-
dency on one group of unknowns only and therefore their resulting simplicity. Whereas
the Castigliano principle bases on internal forces or stresses, the Lagrange principle is
based on kinematic values only. They are an important basis for the formulation of force
based or deformation based calculation concepts in mechanics.
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The fifth category contains all intermediate principles, that are obtained during variatio-
nal transformations. They usually contain several subsidiary conditions and are typically
dependent on a larger number of variables.
Because of the importance of the Poisson, Castigliano and Lagrange principles for the
formulation of simplified analysis methods, the derivation is illustrated in the following
subsections. The principles serve as a basis for optimization problems, because they can
be directly transformed into linear or quadratic optimization problems. Moreover, they
are often applied as core relations for others than elastic calculations.
7.2.1 Poisson principle
In terms of variational calculus, the Poisson principle consists only of subsidiary condi-
tions, describing all governing relations of mechanics (equilibrium, kinematic condition,
material law, boundary conditions) as introduced in general in Secs. 3 and 4. Dependent
on the stresses σ and displacements u, the equations can be summarized as follows
Bsσ −NTu cs + ϕ = 0 ∈ V (7-1)
Buu−NTs cu − ε = 0 ∈ V (7-2)
D−1σ + ε0 − ε = 0 ∈ V (7-3)
−Nuu = u0 ∈ Su (7-4)
Nsσ = s0 ∈ Ss (7-5)
specified at one material point. An extremum condition is initially not specified, but can
be conveniently used to define design objectives. It is therefore not a typical variational
principle, but is of practical relevance and the basis to derive other formulations.
A numerically effective form of the Poisson principle can be obtained, if the stresses σ and
strains ε are eliminated. For this purpose the material law Eq. (7-3) is incorporated into
the kinematic condition Eq. (7-2) to eliminate the strains ε, to form an extended kinematic
condition
Buu−NTs cu −D−1σ − ε0 = 0 ∈ V (7-6)
This equation can be re-arranged
σ = DBuu−DNTs cu −Dε0 (7-7)
to separate σ. This expression is introduced into Eq. (7-1)
BsDBuu−BsDNTs cu −BsDε0 −NTu cs + ϕ = 0 ∈ V (7-8)
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Under the condition Bs = BTu = B, Eq. (7-8) simplifies to
BTDBu−BTDNTs cu −BTDε0 −NTu cs + ϕ = 0 ∈ V (7-9)
that have to be solved, with respect to the boundary conditions (7-4,7-5). Herein the term
BTDB = K (7-10)
is known as the linear stiffness matrix. The Poisson principle (in the given traditional
form) can be directly transformed into a linear optimization problem, by application of
discretization methods. The resulting problem contains of linear subsidiary conditions.
The value of the objective function is left free and can be arbitrarily chosen.
7.2.2 Castigliano principle
The Castigliano principle is derivable from the Poisson principle using the weak form
approach in Tab. 2-7. The weak expression is obtained for one material point out of the
extended kinematic condition Eq. (7-6), resulting in∫
δσTBudV − ∫ δσTNTs cu dSs − ∫ δσTQσ dV − ∫ δσT ε0 dV = 0 (7-11)
The first term can be partially integrated∫
δσTBudV =
∫
uTNsδσ dS −
∫
uTBT δσ dV (7-12)
where the surface S can be splitted into one part Ss, where the static boundary conditions
are applied and a second part Su, where the geometric boundary conditions are applied,
therefore∫
uTNδσ dS =
∫
cTuNsδσ dSs +
∫
uTNTu δcs dSu (7-13)
On the other hand, the equilibrium condition Eq. (7-6) is varied
Bs · δσ = 0 (7-14)
The Eqs. (7-13-7-14) are introduced into (7-11), thus giving the principle of virtual stres-
ses∫
cTuNuδcs dSu −
∫
δσTD−1σ dV − ∫ δσT ε0 dV = 0 (7-15)
Including the geometric and static boundary conditions Eqs. (7-4,7-5) and integrating with
respect to σ gives the principle of conjugated potential, or Castigliano principle
ΠC = −12
∫
σTD−1σ dV −∫ u0cs dSU +∫ uT0Nsσ dSu−∫ σT e0 dV →Max (7-16)
Bs · δσ −NTu cs + δϕ = 0 ∈ V (7-17)
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Nsσ = δs0 ∈ Ss (7-18)
that contains the equilibrium and static boundary conditions as subsidiary conditions. This
principle can be directly transformed into an optimization problem, by application of dis-
cretization methods. The resulting problem is quadratic, containing a quadratic objective
function and several linear equality subsidiary conditions.
7.2.3 Lagrange principle
The Lagrange principle can be derived with the dual method of variation according Tab. 2-
7. Here the equilibrium condition (7-1) is transformed into it′s weak form∫
δuTBTσ dV − ∫ δuTNucs dSu + ∫ δuTϕdV = 0 (7-19)
The first term is integrated by parts∫
δuTBTσ dV =
∫
δuTNsσ dS −
∫
σTBδu dV (7-20)
The surface S is divided according to Eq. (7-13), so obtaining
δΠ =
∫
δcTuNsσ dSs −
∫
σTBδu dV +
∫
δuTϕdV = 0 (7-21)
as the principle of virtual deformations. In this equation, the static boundary condition
Eq. (7-5) is applied, as well as the transformed extended kinematic condition Eq. (7-7),
resulting in
− ∫ δcTuσ0 dSs − ∫ (DBu−DNTs cu −Dε0)T Bδu dV + ∫ δuTϕdV = 0 (7-22)
Integrating with respect to u, leads to the principle of total work or Lagrange principle
ΠL = −12
∫
uTBTDBudV +
∫
cTuNsDBudV +
∫
ε0DBudV −
∫
cTu s0 dS+
∫
uTϕdV →
Max (7-23)
together with the geometric boundary conditions
−Nuu = u0 ∈ Su (7-24)
With this principle the deformations in a structure can be calculated. The appropriate
stresses or internal forces are calculated from Eq. (7-7). This principle forms a quadratic
optimization problem if discretization methods are applied.
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7.2.4 Elastic limit load and resistance calculation using mathematical optimization
With help of the Poisson, Castigliano and Lagrange principles, serving as core principles,
the elastic limit load of a structure can be calculated. Because of the special form of the
Poisson principle, the free objective function can be directly used to search for the maxi-
mum of the applicable load (limit load). A simple and practical form is a one parameter
optimization problem, that is maximizing a multiplier p for a given load pattern f¯
p→Max (7-25)
The force pattern f¯ is containing a quasi-static representation of the dynamic excitation
and can be given as a "unity" force distribution that is scaled by p.
Alternatively, multi-parametrical limit state problems can be declared. Herein, the force
distribution f itself is altered in the optimization problem, this means, that a maximal
force function for the structure is in demand
p(f)→Max (7-26)
However, such problems are very rare in earthquake engineering, because the essential
distribution of the forces is commonly predetermined by the ground excitation and the
structural assembly.
Using the one-parametrical form Eq. (7-25), an eigenform solution is often utilized as
force distribution f¯ in order to approximate the dynamic load. The Poisson principle is
applied e.g. in the shortened matrix form
Ku− ATQ−1NTs cu − ATQ−1ε0 −NTu cs + pf¯ = 0 ∈ V (7-27)
−Nuu = u0 ∈ Su (7-28)
Ns
(
Q−1Auu−Q−1NTs cu −Q−1ε0
)
= s0 ∈ Ss (7-29)
with the scaled unity force. The limit criteria of the elastic limit state can be added in form
of a yield criterion of a plastic material law
LTp
(
Q−1Auu−Q−1NTs cu −Q−1ε0
) ≤ slim (7-30)
as discussed in Sec. 4.8.
A corresponding design problem is the limit resistance factor calculation, that reads
r →Min (7-31)
with the resistance limit factor r that is a multiplier of a unit resistance distribution s¯lim.
Then the appropriate subsidiary conditions are
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Ku− ATQ−1NTs cu − ATQ−1ε0 −NTu cs + f = 0 ∈ V (7-32)
−Nuu = u0 ∈ Su (7-33)
Ns
(
Q−1Auu−Q−1NTs cu −Q−1ε0
)
= s0 ∈ Ss (7-34)
LTp
(
Q−1Auu−Q−1NTs cu −Q−1ε0
) ≤ rs¯lim (7-35)
For both forms of elastic limit state calculation, the one-parametrical optimization sche-
mes are illustrated in Tab. 7-1 for the case, that only simple boundary conditions−Nuu =
0 and Nss = 0 are applied and the assigned unknowns in the vectors u and s are elimina-
ted.
The application of the Poisson principle results in a one-step optimization procedure for
the calculation of the elastic limit state. Contrary, the Castigliano and Lagrange principles
demand for two-step strategies in the calculation of the elastic limit state. In a first step
a base answer s¯ is calculated by application of the principles from Sec. 7.2.2 and 7.2.3.
Then, in a next step, the appropriate limit state factor p or r is calculated under the condi-
tions
s¯ ≤ rslim (7-36)
or
ps¯ ≤ slim (7-37)
that are linear optimization problems. For the limit load calculations s¯ can be even a
normalized answer e.g. due to unity forces. In Tabs. 7-2-7-1 the optimization problems
are illustrated as optimization schemes, assuming simple boundary conditions. The multi-
step character of the calculation is indicated.
As for the limit load problem, a multi-parametrical form for the resistance calculation can
be established. Herein the resistance distribution slim is not fixed, but is itself an unknown
of the problem
r(slim)→Min (7-38)
In practice, only a selected part of the slim vector needs to be made variable. The function
r(slim) is commonly a normative type of function, to obtain a single objective function,
e.g.
r = |slim| (7-39)
or simply
r =
∑
s2lim (7-40)
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Table 7-1 Determination of elastic limit resistance and limit load factor (Poisson formulation)
Linear
optimization
Primal variables
u r 1
1
 Min
Objective
function
uT AT Q-1 A -f = 0 Equilibrium
condition
cS
T
-NU =0
Static
boundary
condition
D
u
a
lv
a
ria
bl
es

T
-LP Q-1 A slim  0
Plasticity
condition
Linear
optimizationPrimal variables
u p 1
1
 Max
Objective
function
uT AT Q-1 A -f = 0 Equilibrium
condition
cS
T
-NU =0
Static
boundary
condition
D
u
a
lv
a
ria
bl
es

T
-LP Q-1 A slim  0
Plasticity
condition
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Table 7-2 Steps for determination of elastic limit load factor (Lagrange formulation)
Primal variables
u 1
uT ( ½ AT Q-1 A -f )  Min Objective
function
D
u
a
l
va
ria
bl
e
scS
T
-NU = 0
Geom.
boundary
condition
Primal variables
p 1
-1  Min
Objective
function
D
u
a
l
va
ria
bl
e
sT se -slim  0
Plasticity
condition
Step 1a
Step 1b
Step 2
Quadratic
optimization
Linear
optimization
se = Q-1 A u
Ext. kinematic
condition
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Table 7-3 Steps for determination of elastic limit resistance factor (Castigliano formulation)
Step 1
Step 2
Quadratic
optimization
Linear
optimization
Primal variables
s 1
sT ( ½ Q-1 )  Min Objective
function
uT AT -f = 0
Equilibrium
condition
D
u
a
lv
a
ria
bl
es
cU
T NS =0
Static
boundary
condition
Primal variables
p 1
-1  Min
Objective
function
D
u
a
l
va
ria
bl
e
sT LpT s -slim 0
Plasticity
condition
With this type of formulations, particularly economical solutions can be obtained. Howe-
ver, it should be noted, that the solution of such problems is computationally intensive
and the solution space is commonly non-convex. Specialized algorithms (Sec. 2) must be
applied. Furthermore such formulations require additional restrictions, in order to obtain
technologically meaningful solutions.
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Figure 7-1 Example: System and initial conditions
7.2.5 Example: Calculation of elastic limit resistance
For demonstration of a design according to limit loads, the following example is introdu-
ced. In the following sections, this example will be concluded for other limit criteria. The
mechanical system of an unsymmetrical frame structure and the appropriate geometrical
and material conditions are summarized in Fig. 7-1. All cross sections are assumed to be-
have elastic perfectly plastic. The stiffness was manipulated by a factor of 0.8, simulating
a drop of the section capacity due to possible inelasticity or predamage. A limit moment
distribution is noted, symbolizing the load bearing capacity of the cross sections. The fra-
me is loaded by static and seismic loads. The seismic load is given in form of a response
spectrum. For analysis, it is assumed to have a lumped mass distribution.
For this configuration, the quasi-static substitution loads are calculated first via modal
decomposition and response spectrum application. For simplicity, the calculation is re-
stricted to only the first modal period. The first modal shape is given in Tab. 7-4. The first
natural period is T = 0.806s. The quasi-static substitution load case is calculated with
means of modal decomposition (Sec. 6.1). The structure can be loaded by two possible
load combinations
• Combination I (LC I): Load case 1 + Load case 2
• Combination II (LC II): Load case 1 - Load case 2
The one-parametric elastic limit resistance factor r is calculated using the model in Tab. 7-
3. The resistance factor for load combination I is r = 1.575 and for load combination II
r = 1.529. Therefore the resulting elastic resistance factor is the maximum of all load
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Table 7-4 Example: First natural mode and quasi-static substitution load cases
Y
X
T = 0
U_modal
u1 >
u1 <
u2 >
u2 <
-6.4182e-309
1.0017e-001
-1.9769e-004
1.4920e-002
1
2
3
4
5(1)
(2) (3)
(4)
0.61kN
Load case 2
(quasi-static)
5.28kN
0.35kN
177.5kN
33.76kN
159.5kN
Table 7-5 Example: Moment distribution (Elastic limit resistance)
Y
X
T = 0
S_6
-206.4
200.7
-59.44
-393.8
474.3
Load combination I
Moment [kNm]
r = 1.57506
Reaching
plastisity
condition
Y
X
T = 0
S_6
254.3
-268.3
275.7
340.1
-458.6
Load combination II
Moment [kNm]
r = 1.52874
Reaching
plastisity
condition
combinations re = 1.575. The obtained moment distribution is given in Tab. 7-5. Only
at distinct points the plasticity conditions are reached, without loading beyond. Thus, the
residual moment distributions for both load combinations are vanishing (Tab. 7-6). As
indicated in this table, non of the load combinations are inducing residual moments, as
accepted for elastic load cases.
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Table 7-6 Example: Residual moment distribution (Elastic limit resistance)
Y
X
T = 0
S_6
0
0
0
0
0
Load combination I
Residual Moment [kNm]
r = 1.57506
Y
X
T = 0
S_6
0
0
0
0
0
Load combination II
Residual Moment [kNm]
r = 1.52874
7.3 Plastic limit state
Statically undetermined structures can contain additional bearing capacities, when rea-
ching the elastic limit. These reserves can be utilized by accepting plastic deformations
and internal force redistributions. Those structures demands for a sufficient ductile beha-
vior. Most materials or material combinations exhibit a certain amount of plastic defor-
mability. In codes, the utilization of plastic reserves is generally permitted, under predefi-
ned circumstances. In earthquake engineering, the use of the inelastic capacities became
the most important strategy in the design of seismic resistant structures. The occurring
dissipation of energy during plastic deformations leads to a significant reduction of the
structural impact.
Different to elastic limit state calculations (Sec. 7.2), the load and resistance limit factors
p and r cannot be simply calculated using superposition rules. However, the limit state
problems can be altered according to the plasticity theory. The concepts have been ori-
ginally developed for statically excited structures. However, the theorems can be applied
to quasi-static simplifications, as discussed in this section. The basic theorems have be-
en stated for structures with rigid perfectly plastic materials. They can be derived from
the mechanical properties of plastic bodies, assembled in matrix form in Tab. 7-7. From
this, it is obvious that the kinematic and static parameters are decoupled. Therefore two
basic forms of limit load calculations can be derived. They are the basis for the classical
theorems of plasticity [86,181], the kinematic, static and uniqueness theorem of the limit
load [37,64,141].
7.3.1 Core principles for elasto-plastic materials
Generally, the principles presented in Sec. 7.2 can be altered to meet the requirements of
the elasto-plastic analysis. The only difference to elastic structures is the changes in the
material law, as discussed in Sec. 4.8
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Table 7-7 Relation scheme for analysis of rigid plastic bodies (simple boundaries)
Primal variables
s Y

u 1
sT -LP A = 0
Ext. kinematic
condition
YT -1 1
 0 Non-negativity

T
-LPT 1 = -slim Plasticity condition
uT AT = f Equilibrium
D
u
a
lv
a
ria
bl
es
1

TY = 0 Complementarity
0 0 -slim f 0
kinematic
variables
static
variables
decoupled
Qs+ εp + ε0 − ε = 0 ∈ V (7-41)
εp = Lp · λ ∈ V (7-42)
LTp s− slim ≤ 0 ∈ V (7-43)
It contains additional plastic strains and, here exemplarily, linear plasticity conditions.
The derivation of appropriate extremum principles can be done similar to Sec. 7.2. The
variational derivation of Castigliano and Lagrange extremum principles for linear elastic-
perfectly plastic structures are summarized in the Tabs. 7-8-7-10.
7.3.2 Static, kinematic and uniqueness theorem of the plastic limit state for rigid plastic
bodies
The static theorem is giving a lower bound on the solution of the limit load of a structure:
Theorem 1: The structure is kinematically stable if a statically admissible
internal force state can be found.
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Table 7-8 Derivation of the principle of conjugated potential (elasto-plastic material)
Equilibrium condition
V0BT 
Kinematic condition
V0Bu 
Extend. kinematic condition
0DBu 0P1  
Weak form of differential equation
0dVdVdVDdVBu 0TPPT1TT 
				

Partial integration
			
 dVBudSNudVBu TTSTT
Variation
V0BT 
0dVdVdSNudVD 0TPPTST1T 
				

Principle of conjugated potential (CASTIGLIANO-Principle)
MaxdVdSNudVD
2
1
0
T
uS
T
0
1T
C 

			

VBT 
S0S SN  PPp VA 
V0A limTP  0
Principle of virtual stresses
0dVdSNudVD 0TuST01T 
			

Geom. boundary condition
u0 Suu 
Stat. boundary condition
S0S SN 
Variation
S0S S0N 
Material law
V0A limTP 
PPp VA 
0
VD 0P1 
Variation of stresses in
plastic hinges
PV0 
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Table 7-9 Derivation of the principle of total potential (elasto-plastic material)
Equilibrium condition
VBT 
Kinematic condition
V0Bu 
Extend. kinematic condition
0DBu 0P1  
Weak form of differential equation
0dVudVBu TTT 

Partial integration

 dVuAdSNudVBu TSTTT
0dSNudVudVuB STTT 	

Principle of virtual deformations
0dSudVudVuB S0TTT 	


Geom. boundary condition
U0 Suu 
Stat. boundary condition
S0S SN 
Variation
U0 S0uu 
Extend. kinematic condition
VDDLDBu 0P 
Material law
VYL limTP 
0
0YT 
VLD 0P1 		
  0dSudVudVuBDDLDBu S0TTT0P 	


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Table 7-10 Derivation of the principle of total potential (elasto-plastic material); continued
Yield condition
VDLDLLYDBuL lim0TPPTPTP 
Principle of total potential (LAGRANGE-principle)
MaxdSudVudVDBu
dVdVDLdVDLLdVDBuBu
2
1
S0
TT
0
lim
T
0
T
P
T
P
T
P
TTT
L
	
	



U0 Suu 
V0 
MaxdSudVudVDBu
dVdVDLdVDLLdVYdVDBuBu
2
1
S0
TT
0
lim
T
0
T
P
T
P
T
P
TTTT
	
	


 
An internal force state is admissible, if the equilibrium conditions, the static boundary
conditions and the appropriate yield conditions are fulfilled. The plastic limit load can
be calculated on basis of the static theorem as indicated in Tab. 7-11. The relations have
been simply derived from Tab. 7-7, by meaningful scaling of the decoupled kinematic pa-
rameter part of the scheme. Then some of the variables and conditions can be left out. It
must be noted, that for rigid plastic bodies the obtained internal forces s are undetermined
in the local regions with non-plastic behavior. Because the internal forces and displace-
ments are not coupled in the kinematic condition, the appropriate displacement state is
undetermined as well.
The kinematic theorem states
Theorem 2: A structure is statically stable, if a kinematically admissible dis-
placement state can be found.
A displacement state is kinematically admissible, if the appropriate kinematic conditions,
the kinematic boundary conditions and plasticity conditions are fulfilled. This theorem
can be used to calculate a limit load of the structure.
p→Max (7-44)
Au− Lpλ = 0 ∈ V (7-45)
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Table 7-11 Optimization scheme for limit load analysis of rigid plastic structures (Static
formulation)
Primal variables
s Y p
1
 Max
Objective
function
YT -1
 0 Non-negativity

T
-LPT 1 = slim
Plasticity
condition
D
u
a
lv
a
ria
bl
es
uT AT -f = 0 Equilibrium
Linear
Optimization
AT s = pfˆ ∈ V (7-46)
LTp s+ slim ≤ 0 (7-47)
u = u0 ∈ Su (7-48)
λ ≥ 0 (7-49)
This complete set of conditions is required, as the equilibrium condition (containing the
force with the scaling factor p) needs to be respected
AT s = fˆp ∈ V (7-50)
However, this condition can be multiplied with the displacement u
uTAT s = uT fˆp ∈ V (7-51)
With the insertion of the kinematic condition Eq. (7-45)
λTLTp s = u
T fˆp ∈ V (7-52)
and substitution of the plasticity condition, the equation reads
λT slim = u
T fˆp ∈ V (7-53)
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Table 7-12 Nonlinear optimization scheme for limit load analysis of rigid plastic structures
(Kinematic formulation)
Primal variables
u

p
1
 Min
Objective
function
sT A -Lp =0
Ext. kinematic
condition
y T 1
 0 Non-negativity
D
u
a
lv
a
ria
bl
es
1 - p fT slimT = 0
Energy
condition
Nonlinear
Optimization
This is similar to an energy condition, relating the external energy to the plastic energy of
the structure. Then the limit load task can be written
p→Max (7-54)
λT slim = u
T fˆp ∈ V (7-55)
Au− Lpλ = 0 ∈ V (7-56)
u = u0 ∈ Su (7-57)
λ ≥ 0 (7-58)
The appropriate nonlinear optimization scheme is given in Tab. 7-12. In this form, only
kinematic quantities are left as structural variables.
For further simplification of the problem, the nonlinearity in the calculation can be elimi-
nated by introducing a scaling
uTf = −1 (7-59)
Hence, the problem is as given in Tab. 7-13.
Theoretically, pure kinematic formulations of the limit load problem can be defined. Then
the loading of the structure is given as deformations. Accordingly, the stress based formu-
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Table 7-13 Linear optimization scheme for limit load analysis of rigid plastic structures (Kinematic
formulation)
Linear
Optimization
Primal variables
u

slim
T
 Min
Objective
function
sT A -Lp =0
Ext. kinematic
condition
y T 1
 0 Non-negativity
D
u
a
lv
a
ria
bl
es
1 fT = - 1
Scaling
condition
lation of the yield criterion needs to be transformed into a deformation based form. Then
the appropriate extremum principle is
p→Max (7-60)
Auu−NTs cu − pεˆ = 0 ∈ V (7-61)
−Nuu = u0 ∈ Su (7-62)
ATp,εε− εlim ≤ 0 ∈ V (7-63)
The plastic limit load is determined by application of the uniqueness theorem. It states
Theorem 3: If a load can be found for a kinematically admissible mechanism
and a statically admissible internal force state, then this load is the plastic
limit load of the structure.
It states that solutions due to static and kinematic formulations of the limit state analysis
must be identical.
As in Sec. 7.2, the limit state can be alternatively described in terms of a limit resistance
intensityr rather than a limit load intensity p. Furthermore, the previously introduced op-
timization problems are one-parameter formulations, because only the scalar value of p is
altered. Alternative formulations can consist more parameters or a completely decoupled
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modification of loading or resistance parameters, e.g. the objective function in Eq. (7-44)
can be changed to
f →Max (7-64)
Such formulations result in non-convex problems, thus global optimization methods must
be adopted for solution. The calculations can be relatively costly.
7.3.3 Example 1: Plastic limit load for beam structure
In continuation of the example from Sec. 7.2.5, the frame structure is analyzed regar-
ding the plastic limit resistance. The optimization scheme of Tab. 7-11 is applied, slightly
changed for derivation of a scalar limit resistance factor. Then the following optimization
scheme can be applied (static formulation)
O(r, s) = r →Min (7-65)
AT s = fˆ ∈ V (7-66)
LTp s+ rslim ≤ 0 (7-67)
Furthermore, in comparison with Tab. 7-11, the slack variable y has been eliminated by
transformation of the plasticity condition to a inequality condition.
For this example, both load combinations are applied. For LC I, the resistance factor is
r = 1.040 and for LC II r = 1.020, hence the plastic limit resistance factor considering all
possible load combinations is the maximum value, hence rP = 1.04. The moment distri-
bution is illustrated in Tab. 7-14. Three plastic hinges are developed and at one additional
position the plasticity condition is touched. Thus an infinitesimal increase of the loading
will result in the failure of the structure.
Residual moments can be observed, if the structure is completely unloaded. The distribu-
tion is given in Tab. 7-15. It can be seen, that the position of plastic hinges and the residual
moment distribution of both load combinations are different.
7.3.4 Example 2a: Plastic limit load for mixed FEM and EFG model
In this example the Finite Element Method (FEM) and Element Free Galerkin (EFG) me-
thod are applied for simplified seismic analysis according to the previously discussed limit
load approaches. The mechanical background has been introduced in Sec. 4.3 and 4.17.
While considering hybrid structures it can be necessary to decompose the structure into
different model domains that can be discretized alternatively:
• Single domain models (either FEM or EFG) or
• Mixed domain models (FEM and EFG).
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Table 7-14 Example: Moment distribution (Plastic limit resistance)
Y
X
T = 0
S_6
-311.9
415.8
179.1
-259.9
415.8
Load combination I
Moment [kNm]
r = 1.03956
Reaching
plastisity
condition
Plastic
hinges
Plastic
hinge
Y
X
T = 0
S_6
408.2
-255.1
288.2
408.2
-306.1
Load combination II
Moment [kNm]
r = 1.02049
Reaching
plastisity
condition
Plastic
hinges
Plastic
hinge
Table 7-15 Example: Residual moment distribution (Plastic limit resistance)
Y
X
T = 0
S_6
-105.4
215.1
238.6
133.9
-58.43
Load combination I
Residual Moment [kNm]
r = 1.03956
Y
X
T = 0
S_6
153.9
13.21
12.49
68.05
152.5
Load combination II
Residual Moment [kNm]
r = 1.02049
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Table 7-16 Optimization scheme for plastic limit load analysis for different domains EFG and FEM
Design variables sEFG sFEM cs,EFG cs,FEM fc p 1
Objective function -1

Min
AEFGT Nu,EFG HEFGT - fm,1
- fd,EFG = 0
Equilibrium cond.
AFEMT Nu,FEM - HFEMT - fm,2 - fd,FEM
=
0
NS,EFGT - s0,EFG = 0Static bnd.
conditions NS,FEMT - s0,FEM = 0
LP,EFGT - slim,EFG  0
Plasticity condition
LP,FEMT - slim,FEM  0
Because of the non-direct compatibility between the unknowns uEFG of the meshless
model and the nodal deformations uFEM of the FEM solution it is necessary to provide a
interface or transformation relation. It can be easily done by utilize the displacement inter-
polation (shape) functions matrices Hu,FEM and Hu,EFG. Equating both conditions leads
to Eq. (4-201) that can be directly applied for all interface points between two domains.
In Tab. 7-16 an optimization scheme for solving the plastic limit load problem according
to the Castigliano approach is given. The number of unknowns will increase with the
vector of coupling forces fc along the domain interface. As in this example scheme, the
objective function and all subsidiary conditions are linear, the problem can be solved by
linear optimization.
For comparability of the solutions derived with single and mixed domain models for both
FEM and EFG, the same configuration of the mesh and Gaussian quadrature is chosen.
This results in models with identical number of unknowns. For the modeling of shear
walls, a standard 4-nodes finite element with bilinear shape function is used. For the EFG
part, a bilinear basis and circular support function is applied.
In Fig. 7-2 a hybrid beam-column-shear wall structures is given. The structure is loaded by
dead loads and a seismic horizontal load. In this structure, two different types of models
are connected. For the wall structure part the EFG method is used, whereas for the beam
and columns common FE beam elements are applied. Because of the pure quality of EFG
results for beam structures this decomposition is always recommended. Fig. 7-3 shows
the discretization of the two domains and the interface points. The mesh in the EFG part
is for domain integration only and can be chosen for convenience.
The following state and limit state analysis cases will be discussed:
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Wall 1
3 5
1
2
Shear
Wall
Horizontal accelleration
5
[m]
Parameters:
E = 3000 MN/m² = 0.3
w = 0.15 m (shear wall thickness)
A = 0.4m² I = 0.021 m
A = 0.25m² I = 0.00521 m
a = 1.0 m/s² (unit horizontal accelleration)

Beam Beam
Column Column
4
4
Figure 7-2 Example EFG-FEM: Structural system and parameters
Figure 7-3 Example EFG-FEM: Domains of different discretization
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Table 7-17 Example EFG-FEM: Results of analysis
Elastic Response σx (case 1) Elastic Response σy (case 1)
Plastic Deformation (case 3) Plastic Response σy (case 2,3)
1.) Elastic state with load intensity p = 1.0
2.) Plastic limit state with equal yield limitations in both tension and pressure direction
3.) Plastic limit state with different yield limitations in tension and pressure direction
In this example, simple non-interacting uniaxial plasticity conditions for the stresses and
internal forces are used. Selected results of the calculation are given in Tab. 7-17 The
plastic limit load is 2.85. This result can now be compared to the seismic loading applied
to the structure. Despite the relatively coarse mesh in the wall section the resulting stress
distribution is continuous. This applies also for the linear and nonlinear stress distributi-
ons.
7.3.5 Example 2b: Coupled shear wall system
The analysis in mixed EFG-FEM domains is demonstrated for a coupled wall system
according to Tab. 7-18. The appropriate system discretization and selected deformation
figures are given in Tab. 7-19
For examination purposes three cases will be considered:
1.) Both walls are FEM-discretized
2.) Wall 1 will be EFG and wall 2 FEM modeled
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Table 7-18 Example: Coupled shear wall: Structural system and parameters
Wall 1 Wall 2
3 1 3
[m]
1
2
l 1
Horizontal accelleration
Parameters:
E = 3000 MN/m² = 0.3
w = 0.15 m (shear wall thickness)

a = 1.0 m/s² (unit horizontal accelleration)
3.) Both walls will have an EFG discretization
For all cases an elastic state and plastic limit state analysis will be performed. The results
are listed in Tab. 7-20. As visible in the mixed structure results (Tab 7-21 and 7-22) the
EFG-discretization has an advantage in representing the stress distribution in the structure.
In limit state analysis the difference in modeling is not so important for the determination
of the ultimate limit load itself. But it is essential for the approximation of the resulting
stresses and deformations. It should be stated that the FE solution can be approved by
refining the mesh or using better element formulations.
The investigations show a good adaptability of the meshless methods to the design of
hybrid structures by using optimization strategies. As well as single domain models, mi-
xed domain models can be used. With this method, the advantages of both finite element
and meshless methods can be utilized most suitable. With the property of a minimum
amount of unknowns by maintaining an adequate quality of the results the application of
mixed finite element and meshless methods can be an alternative to traditional methods
in structural analysis and optimization.
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Table 7-19 Example coupled shear walls: System and deformation for case 2 elastic p= 1.0 and
case 2 elasto-plastic p=1.835
Table 7-20 Example coupled shear walls: Summary of results
Modell Elastic calculation Elastic-Plastic calculation
case wall 1 wall2
Intensity
factor
max u
[mm]
Intensity
factor
max u
[mm]
Intensity
factor
max. u
[mm]
1 FEM FEM p=1.0 3.0 p=1.0 3.2 1.835 18.0
2 EFG FEM p=1.0 3.1 p=1.0 3.3 1.835 28.5
3 EFG EFG p=1.0 3.2 p=1.0 3.4 1.835 196.2
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Table 7-21 Example coupled shear walls: Elasto-Plastic Response (case 2, p=1.0)
Table 7-22 Example coupled shear walls: Elasto-Plastic Response (case 2, p=1.853)
7.4 Shakedown limit state analysis
7.4.1 Background
The application of the theorems in Sec. 7.3 actually requires monotonically increasing
plasticity histories. In reality the structure exhibits several changes in the plastification.
An unconditional application of quasi-static loads within the plasticity theory can be cri-
tical. The sequence of loading needs to be considered in order to monitor alternating or
progressive plasticity effects. Such plastifications are often experienced as damage, that
can be accumulated in time. In [90] an observation was described, that if the intensity of
loading is limited to a certain level, the structure first shows a limited number of plastifi-
cation and afterwards only elastic responses, always if the load program is repeated. This
state is called shakedown or adaptation state. This state is characterized by a stable resi-
dual parameter distribution in the structure. Basic relations for a theoretical assessment of
the phenomenon have been formulated in [25,147,148,134] for perfectly plastic materials.
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Elastic Elastic
shakedown
(adaptation)
adaptation
phase
Plastic
shakedown
(alternating plasticity)
Ratchetting
(incremental collapse)
stable elastic
behavior
stable plastic
loop
instable plastic
loops




 


Immediate Collapse


high-cycle fatigue low-cycle fatigue non-cyclic fatigue
Figure 7-4 Behavior characteristics due to different load intensities of
elastic-plastic structures
Later on, shakedown of structures under various conditions have been widely investiga-
ted, e.g. [216,217,132,143,144,175,176,177,36,113]. The following general categories of
structural behavior are distinguished for cyclic loaded elasto plastic structures (geometric
linear):
1.) Elastic response: The structure is loaded below all yield limits, any response is
elastic.
2.) Elastic shakedown: After a limited number of inelastic deformations a stable resi-
dual state will be constituted, all further behavior is elastic (adaptation).
3.) Plastic shakedown: The plastic cycles stabilize to closed loops of plastic deformati-
ons (alternating plasticity).
4.) Ratchetting (incremental collapse): Unlimited plastic deformation until failure.
5.) Immediate failure (plastic collapse): The structure fails immediately due to the de-
velopment of a kinematic mechanism.
They are illustrated in Fig. 7-4, here exemplarily with perfectly plastic branches in the
material law. Looking for the first three categories, for practical purposes only the limi-
tation below the elastic limit or elastic shakedown limit state are reasonable to adopt for
design. Even if the application of higher load intensities within seismic designs seems to
be theoretically possible because of the limited amount of expected cycles, plastic sha-
kedown is difficult to establish and to control for real materials. Therefore following, the
elastic shakedown is further considered, abbreviated next just as shakedown or adaptation.
Special aspects of dynamic shakedown have been highlighted in [48,60,61,102,186]. In
seismic design, as specified in [197,219], the shakedown state denotes an appropriate
performance level for structures with limited damage levels. Utilizing the shakedown state
in structural design ensures the usage of plastic reserves for energy dissipation, but the
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avoidance of infinite damage accumulations (low cycle fatigue) and therefore a limitation
of plastic deformations. It is most interesting in performance based design because of the
assurance of full operability at the same safety level (after-shock resistance).
Shakedown of structures can be characterized as the bounding of plastic deformations in
time. This can be expressed in terms of plastic multipliers
lim
t→∞
λ(t) <∞ (7-68)
Conditions for shakedown have been mostly explored for elastic plastic structures. In ge-
neral, the test of all possible load histories, will give proof for the existence of shakedown
and respectively the true bounds for all considered structural parameters. This procedure
can be extremely costly even if only for a fixed load intensity the shakedown of a structure
has to be proven. The efforts are even increased, if the appropriate shakedown limit state
is to be identified.
The great value of shakedown analysis for seismic design is the option to mainly ignore
the actual characteristic of the seismic response of a particular earthquake. The response
to such a record is rather hypothetical, as the loading is uncertain. Instead of performing a
probabilistic analysis, shakedown analysis tries to evaluate extremum responses without
considering any possible load sequence. Contrary to time history analysis methods, sha-
kedown analysis needs only the information about the intensity of elastic response in form
of an elastic result envelope. This intensity information can be determined simpler than
defining a significant ground acceleration. This envelope information can be determined
either by simplified elastic analysis according to Sec. 6 or by application of linear elastic
time history analyses (Sec. 8).
7.4.2 Shakedown theorems
The total response of a structure is assumed to be dividable into an elastic (subscript e)
and a residual part (subscript r) , e.g. for stresses, strains and displacements
σ(x, t) = σe(x, t) + σr(x) (7-69)
ε(x, t) = εe(x, t) + εr(x) (7-70)
u(x, t) = ue(x, t) + ur(x) (7-71)
thus both parts are regarded separately and can be superposed. As can be seen in Fig. 7-5,
this assumption is realistic for elastic plastic structures because such structures behave
linear elastic in the first stage even if a certain inelastic deformation history was attended.
However, this assumption requires sufficient independence of the elastic response from
the residual state. Otherwise iterative concepts need to be applied.
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r,p r,e e p
r residual stress
residual elastic future plastic
Strain
Stress
Stiffness
degradation
Figure 7-5 Elastic behavior after certain amount of plastic cycles
The residual state itself consists of an elastic and plastic part. The stresses represent only
the elastic components according to the material law, whereas the residual strains are
composed of an elastic an the total plastic part.
σr(x, t) = σr,e(x, t) (7-72)
εr(x, t) = εr,e(x, t) + εP (x) (7-73)
In simplified design, tracking of the exact damage history is omitted, however the as-
sessment of magnitudes is intended. Therefore the elastic part σe(x, t) in Eq. (7-69) is
typically simplified by representation as an envelope response at any location x
YY F (σe(x)) = max (YY F (σe(x, t))) ∀t (7-74)
analyzed with respect to the yield function YY F . The elastic (dynamic) response σe(x, t)
has to be calculated with the same structural assumptions, with the applied actual loading
(given load pool), but with purely elastic material. The elastic envelope can be calculated
by methods of linear elastic analysis, e.g. time history or simplified linear analysis. Ho-
wever, with the obtained envelope response, any further dependency of time is neglected.
Therefore the elastic envelope solution is sometimes also called fictitious or quasi-static.
The meaning of the compound solution defined in Eq. (7-69) is illustrated further in Fig. 7-
6. It can be seen, that the residual state σr is leading the actual response σ of the structure
back into the elastic envelope range of the yield function Y . The same case is illustra-
ted for nonlinear yield conditions in Fig. 7-7. Here the definition of an convex envelope
polyhedron for the elastic response in general three dimensional case is illustrated. This
polyhedron reduces the entire elastic response to only some representatives at the poly-
hedron edges. This concept is useful for yielding conditions that form a convex domain
of admissible elastic responses in order to reduce the size of the vector σe in calculations.
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se
sr
s
Y1
Y3
Y2
Y4
s22
s11
Domain of admissible
elastic responses
Linear yield conditions
Residual stress
(Ficticious)
elastic response
Nonlinear response
Figure 7-6 Principle of superposition of elastic and residual response
components
In addition the application within a limit load analysis and a limit resistance analysis is
demonstrated.
Under these conditions, the static theorem of shakedown (Bleich-Melan theorem [147])
states
Theorem 4: Shakedown occurs, if for a given elastic envelope response σe a
self-equilibrated residual stress field σr can be found, and the superposition
of σe and σr is fulfilling the plasticity conditions.
This theorem can be provided in mathematical form. The equilibrium condition for the
residual stresses is
ATs σr = 0 (7-75)
and the plasticity condition reads
YY F (σr + psta · σe, λ) ≤ 0 (7-76)
The corresponding load intensity for the elastic envelope psta is giving a lower bound on
the shakedown limit load pa
psta ≤ pa (7-77)
The appropriate kinematic theorem (Koiter theorem [134]) is
Theorem 5: Shakedown cannot occur, if for a given elastic envelope response
pkin · σe the power of the elastic envelope on the plastic deformations exceeds
the general dissipation power capacity of the system in time.
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Y1
Y2
s11
s22
s1
s1
s3
s3
s2
s2
s4
s4
pas3
pas2
pas1
pas4
sr
Initial elastic configuration
Configuration at limit´shakedown state
(scaled initial configuration)
Convex elastic
envelope polyhedron
Convex nonlinear
yield conditions
Set of elastic responses and
simplified representation with
a simple convex envelope
polyhedron
Shakedown limit load analysis
Y1
Y2
rY2
rY1
s11
s22
s1
s1 s3
s3
s2
s2
s4s4
sr
Initial elastic configuration
Configuration at limit
shakedown state
Moved elastic
envelope polyhedron
Convex nonlinear
yield conditions
Scaled nonlinear
yield conditions
Shakedown
limit resistance analysis
Figure 7-7 Determination of the elastic envelope response for nonlinear yield
conditions and simplification by polyhedron envelope
In mathematical form the theorem can be written as
t∫
0
∫
V
sTlimλ− pkin · σeε˙pdV dt ≤ 0 (7-78)
Herein slimλ is denoting the plastic dissipation capacity with slim as the constant part of
the plasticity condition. The condition holds for plastic strain fields that are compatible
with the residual displacements ur in the system, e.g. for perfectly plastic material
εp = Auur (7-79)
The kinematic theorem is an inadaptation theorem, giving an upper bound on the shake-
down limit load intensity
pa ≤ pkin (7-80)
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The shakedown limit load is defined with the uniqueness theorem
Theorem 6: The load intensity is the shakedown limit, if all conditions of the
static and kinematic theorem are fulfilled.
Shakedown analysis only considers the knowledge of the envelope response σe(x), wi-
thout reflections on the actual process σe(x, t). This means firstly, that although the ma-
gnitude of all loads in the given load pool remains constant, their sequence must be con-
sidered to be variable, with infinite number of repetition of any load of the pool. This
fact limits possibilities to test in practice any possible situation. Secondly, the analysis is
implicitly considering load situations that are not part of the original load pool, but are
producing responses that fit the given elastic envelope as well. This property inherits a
special suitability of the method for seismic design, where the specifics of the response
history are mainly unknown, except for an estimation of the magnitude. It is an easy con-
cept to take the stochastic character of the seismic loading into account, without explicit
probabilistic calculations.
7.4.3 Load or resistance bounds for the shakedown state of elasto-plastic structures
Simplified analysis methods have been developed for special types of structures. For seis-
mic design, simple linear elastic - plastic model assumptions are often appropriate. The
stiffness degradation has to be regarded. The necessary cross-sectional parameters can
be determined in a pre-phase with use of simple fiber models (push over analysis for the
cross section). Conditions for the shakedown of linear elastic-plastic materials with linear
plasticity and hardening have been derived, e.g. in [59,133]. According to this, a structure
will shake down if
Lp(σr + σe)− Ahλ− slim ≤ 0 (7-81)
Except for the plasticity condition (7-81) and self-equilibrium condition (7-75) for the
residual stresses, any other mechanical relationship remains unchanged. Thus the core
relations from Sec. 7.3 are only minimally altered to fit the requirements of shakedown
analysis. Then the appropriate extremum principle, in either Castigliano, Lagrange and
Poisson formulation, can be formally derived. The calculation of the limit load inten-
sity with means of optimization can be adopted. The appropriate formulation is given
Tab. 7-23 for the calculation of the limit load intensity pa or the resistance limit ra. As
the kinematic and material conditions have not been respected, the obtained vector sr is
independent from the displacement field. In Tab. 7-24 the optimization scheme for the
calculation of the appropriate residual state for linear elastic perfectly plastic material
is given. Both given forms are derived by modification of the Castigliano and Lagrange
principles introduced in Tabs. 7-8 and 7-9.
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Table 7-23 Optimization schemes for shakedown limit state analysis of rigid plastic structures
(Static formulation)
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Primal variables
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Linear
Optimization
Primal variables
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 Min
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Table 7-24 Optimization scheme for shakedown state analysis of elasto plastic structures (Static
formulation)
Quadratic
Optimization
Primal variables
sr y
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T Q
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7.4.4 Example shakedown resistance bounds
This is the continuation of the example in Sec. 7.3.3. For simulating time effects, the
following load sequences are defined, that are composed of the previously defined load
combinations LC I and LC II
• Sequence A : LC S, R, LC I, R, LC II, R, LC I, R, ...
• Sequence B : LC S, R, LC II, R, LC I, R, LC II, R, ...
consisting in total of four complete cycles. Both sequences start with load case "LC S",
that is a pure static load case, "R" is symbolizing a zero load step with total unloading
of the structure in order to analyse the residual state after load applications. This analysis
can be performed with methods of Sec. 8, ignoring the mass and damping in the system.
It should be noted, that the simplicity of the sequences is a property of this particular
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Table 7-25 Example: Cyclic behavior for plastic strains at plastic limit state for Load Sequence A
and B
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p [-]
t [steps]
Plastic limit
resistance
Sequence B
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Node 5
example. In other examples, more than two load combinations might be considered. Then
combinatorical rules need to be applied to develop all possible load sequences, so the
calculational efforts rise exponentially with the number of load combinations.
From Sec. 7.2.5 it is clear, that a structure with the capacity due to the elastic limit resistan-
ce (re = 1.575) will withstand all sequences without developing any plastic deformation.
Therefore the elastic behavior is preferred for structures that necessarily need to survive
any seismic impact without any damage, because the importance is eminent and a repair is
too costly. The efforts to build such structures can be tremendous and are therefore mostly
applied in regions of lower seismicity.
Alternatively to the elastic design, the plastic resistance level, calculated in Sec. 7.2.5, can
be made a criteria for design (Plastic limit resistance factor rp = 1.04). From the defini-
tions of plastic limit, it seems to be perfect for structures with low importance. However,
just preventing the kinematic chain can be dangerous as the structure is experiencing se-
veral plastic cycles. Such cyclic behavior is disregarded in the concept of plastic limit
design. At node 5 of this example, the plastic deformations develop according to Tab. 7-
25. It is visible, that the plastic deformations due to the load sequences develop differently
and without stabilization. This means, that nearly any cycle is introducing new damage to
the structure. This can also be observed from the bending moment plots in Tab. 7-26. The
residual moments of either load sequence are permanently alternating.
The plastic limit state seems to be non-adequate for higher numbers of cycles. Taking the
effects of cyclic behavior into account, the design according to the shakedown limit can
mitigate the effects of plastification. Using the static shakedown theorem, the following
optimization problem can be solved in order to calculate the limit resistance factor
O(r, sr) = r →Min (7-82)
AT sr = 0 ∈ V (7-83)
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Table 7-26 Example: Cyclic behavior for bending moments at plastic limit state for Load Sequence
A and B
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LTp sr + se + rslim ≤ 0 (7-84)
Herein se is the envelope function for all elastic results se,i for all nLC considered load
combinations
se =
nLC
max
i=1
(
LTp se,i
)
(7-85)
The envelope function is given in Tab. 7-27. The calculation of the limit resistance factor
gives ra = 1.333. The appropriate residual moment distribution is drawn in Tab. 7-27. If
this residual moment distribution is obtained, all following load impacts from each of the
load combinations cannot change the residual state again. As well the expected positions
for plastic hinges are indicated. For the two load combinations, the appropriate superposed
moment distributions are given in Tab. 7-28.
The experiment is continued by testing the effect of the single load cases at the shake-
down limit resistance level. The residual moment distributions left in the structure after
loading and complete unloading are given in Tab. 7-29. As expected, no load combinati-
on is leaving exactly the same plot as calculated previously (Tab. T. Example shakedown
envelope). Only at plastic hinge points the values coincide or at least are not exceeding
those of the calculated shakedown state. This gives intentions to analyse the uniqueness
of the shakedown results more in detail.
The analysis is continued with a load sequence analysis using the sequences defined in
Sec. 7.3.3. In this analysis, the sequence is applied and all predeformation effects resulting
from plastifications caused in the previous load steps are considered. Tab. 7-30 and 7-31
illustrate the effect of shakedown. Contrary to the plastic limit state, the plastic strains
and the residual moments will stabilize after a limited number of load impacts. It can be
concluded, that the calculated resistance level is able to prevent alternating or progressive
plastifications. However, the calculated internal forces and deformations are only approxi-
mations. The approximation is sufficient to be used in design tasks of seismic engineering.
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Table 7-27 Example: a.) Envelope function b.) Residual moment distribution
Y
X
T = 0
S_ENVLP_6
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Table 7-28 Example: Moment distribution for load combinations (Shakedown limit resistance)
Y
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Table 7-29 Example: Residual moment distribution for load combinations (Shakedown limit
resistance)
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Table 7-30 Example: Cyclic behavior for shakedown strains at plastic limit state for Load
Sequence A and B
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Table 7-31 Example: Cyclic behavior for moments at shakedown limit state for Load Sequence A
and B
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If a detailed load sequence analysis is performed, the final residual moment distribution
is as in Tab. 7-32.
7.4.5 Dissipative energy bounds for the shakedown state of elasto-plastic structures
Another characterization of the shakedown process is the estimation of the lower and
upper bounds of the dissipative energy (plastic potential). With these bounds the amount
of damage in the structure can be assessed, or controlled. Classical shakedown theorems
as in Sec. 7.4.3 can be used to calculate the lower limit. The derivation of the appropriate
calculation schemes is given in Tab. 7-33. As can be seen, the classical concepts, following
the Castigiano and Lagrange type of problem derivation, are both supporting the minimum
calculation. This is due to the minimum energy properties of the classical theorems.
The estimation of the upper dissipative energy bound is much more complicated, as ac-
tually for a correct analysis, all possible load histories must be considered. This is often
not efficient, therefore other concepts are proposed. Most given concepts simply manipu-
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Table 7-32 Example: Residual moment distribution after load sequence application (Shakedown
limit resistance)
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late the classical theorems, by neglected or altering one or more of the subsidiary condi-
tions. For an increase of the plastic potential
Ep = s
T
limλ (7-86)
either the number of active plasticity conditions must rise and/or the values of plastic
multipliers λ are increased and/or the plasticity conditions (e.g. the constant part slim or
indirectly the elastic envelope se) are altered. As one representative concept, in [12] the
plasticity conditions are changed to
s∗lim = max
[
LT−p sr + s
−
e ;L
T+
p sr + s
+
e
]
(7-87)
at one cross section in the structure, having both minimum and maximum elastic envelo-
pe values s−e and s
+
e . Afterwards, the elastic envelope is changed as well to the value s
∗
e
leading to the maximum result in Eq. (7-87). The size of the coefficient matrices and vec-
tors in the plasticity condition reduces accordingly. The entire derivation of the proposed
concept is outlined in Appendix Sec. 11.9. As can be seen, the formulation presumes the
constancy of the elastic energy in the shakedown state, although the obtained value of the
dissipative energy might be larger.
However, the mechanical background of the applied manipulation is not explained in de-
tail. Furthermore, this proposed problem formulation has the disadvantage of being non-
convex, thus the result is dependent on the starting vector. For the calculation, a special
quadratic programming algorithm is required that is working without a positive definite
Hesse-matrix, or a general nonlinear optimization algorithm needs to be applied. There-
fore, an alternative, result compatible, but simpler formulation, based on a Castigliano
derivation, is given as well. This alternative, either used to calculate the lower or upper
bound of the dissipative energy show better performance and calculation stability.
Alternatively a successive deactivation strategy can be used for assessment of the upper
bound of the dissipative energy for a given load pool. The background for the derivation
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Table 7-33 Classical optimization problems for determination of the lower bound for dissipation
energy
Castigliano formulation
(Theorem of MELAN)
MinQss
2
1)s(O rTrr1 
VsA rT  0
VsssL limerTp 
Minimum des plastischen Potentials
lim
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min,p sE 
Elastic envelope es Poisson formulation
V0sA rT 
V0AuLQs pr 
V0 
V0ysssL limerTp 
V0yT 
Dual variable 
Lagrange formulation
(Theorem of KOITER)
MaxdV)ss(
dVLQLdVAuQAu
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1),u(O
elim
T
p
1T
p
T
r
1TT
rr2


	
		

V0 
is illustrated in Fig. 7-8. Here the reasons for different plastic states in a structure are
explained with help of an example. The elastic envelope can consist of different parts, that
are initiated by different load cases. Then the sequence of the load cases can considerable
alter the residual state in the structure and therefore the bounds of the dissipative energy.
An alternative strategy therefore proposes a systematic deactivation of plasticity conditi-
ons at different locations, in order to favor load case results, that otherwise will be predo-
minated by larger events. In this way the activation of different plasticity conditions may
be obtained, other than activated with the calculation in Sec. 7.4.3. Thus a broader dis-
tribution of possible plastifications is represented. In additional steps the newly obtained
plastic strain states are used as pre-deformation in an classical shakedown analysis. From
this, the maximum plastic energy can be assessed. This principle procedure can be alte-
red in general using different and multiple deactivations and plastic strain superpositions
combinations. If all possible combinations are analysed, the maximum plastic energy can
be obtained.
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Elastic envelope
Plasticity condition
Plasticity condition
Stress result
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Load case 2
(2)(1)(2)(1)
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Calculating the residual state (Minimum dissipative energy approach)
Exceedance of the plasticity condition
= locations for possible plastic hinges
No plastic strains, residual stress
only because of equilibrium
Result predominated by the larger load case
Is different, if load case 2 is applied first in loading history
Elastic calculation Elastic calculation
Figure 7-8 Illustration of possible differences in the residual state
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For most practical purposes, a two step strategy is sufficient as provided in Tab. 7-34. He-
re the plasticity conditions are successively deactivated in the order of hinge activation.
The plastic strains calculated in this step are applied to the classical shakedown calcu-
lation (e.g. Melan′s theorem), but with predeformations triggered in the first step. This
procedure simulates the case that the "smaller" load case is acting first, followed again by
the "dominating" load case. In that way, other strain distributions are obtained. Then the
maximum energy can be calculated. Contrary to expectations, the method is not capable
to calculate the residual displacements or residual internal forces bounds. This is because
the applied analysis steps are based on a minimum energy approach too.
In comparison to the classical shakedown analysis, this strategy needs several calculations
steps. But contrary to load sequence analysis problems, for that the number of possible
sequences is dependent on the number of considered load cases or combinations, the num-
ber of steps is dependent on the number of locations with possible plastic hinges that are
commonly relatively low. Using this strategy can considerably reduce the computational
efforts.
7.4.6 Example dissipative energy bounds
Continuing the example of Sec. 7.3.3, the dissipative energy bounds of the system loaded
with the possible load sequences A and B are derived. First, a load sequence analysis is
performed in order to determine the "real" energy bounds. The progress is given in Tab. 7-
35. As well the minimum dissipative energy level is indicated, that can be calculated from
classical shakedown analysis, e.g. from Tab. 7-33. It can be seen, that each load sequence
exceeds the minimum level.
If the successive deactivation strategy of Tab. 7-34 is applied, the maximum value of
Ep = 7.67kNm (calculated previously in the load sequence analysis) is confirmed. Due
to the fact that in this example only two plasticity conditions are possible to be activated by
the elastic envelope, only two analysis loops have to be performed. This effort is less than
necessary for the appropriate load sequence calculations. It becomes even more effective,
if the amount of considered load cases is rising.
7.4.7 Displacement bounds on shakedown state of elasto-plastic structures
The formulations used in Sec. 7.4.3 can be applied for the estimation of the residual
displacements in the structure that are associated to the minimum of plastic stain energy
in a shakedown process. These residual displacements are not uniquely determined, if the
loading pool consisting of different load cases is applied to the structure. As the loading
sequence can be arbitrary, the resulting residual displacement state ur, e.g. calculated with
Tab. 7-24, can be different for any tested sequence.
Only if all possible sequences are calculated, appropriate values for upper and lower
bounds for the residual deformations can be obtained. However, as already mentioned,
this is rather theoretical, as a detailed testing is in most cases impossible because of the
combinatorical increase of the number of sequences with increasing amount of load ca-
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Table 7-34 Two step strategy for estimation of the upper bound of dissipative energy at shakedown
state (Successive activation strategy)
System at shakedown state
Fictitious system with less applied plasticity conditions
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Table 7-35 Example: Load sequence analysis of dissipative energy at shakedown limit
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ses in the considered load pool. Following the concept of shakedown analysis, everything
should be evaluated with respect solely to the elastic envelope solution.
Specialized bounding principles have been developed by several authors, e.g. [174,178]
or [213,137,138,205,44,45,63,70,10,11,12,13]. Generally two major strategies in bound
estimation can be distinguished:
1.) Bounds based on principle of virtual energy (e.g. [178,213,205,137,70])
2.) Bounds based on maximum plastic energy estimation (e.g. [10,11,12,13])
The first category mainly bases on the Castigliano (static) formulation of the shakedown
problem. The residual state is superposed with a virtual load case, consisting of a single
load at the position where the extremum displacement is to be calculated. According to
the principle of virtual energy the external energy of the virtual load developed on the
residual displacements must be equal to the internal energy of the residual state. Then
the extremum displacement can be calculated. This procedure must be repeated for all
locations where the extremum residual displacements need to be determined.
In [138] several concepts for upper and lower displacement estimations are compared.
According to this, the best results are obtained from the approach of Ponter [178]. The
appropriate derivation of the Ponter formulation is given in Appendix Sec. 11.10. The
associated optimization problem is nonlinear. Another disadvantage is that the problem
often is singular for the shakedown limit state.
Alternatively, the virtual load superposition concept can be divided into several steps.
These steps are illustrated in Tab. 7-36. First the lower bound on the resistance needs to
be calculated with help of a linear optimization problem (similar to Tab. 7-23). Next the
necessary limit load factor for the virtual load is calculated solving another linear opti-
mization problem. In a last step the lower or upper bound on the displacement can be
calculated with help of a quadratic optimization problem. This concept has the advan-
tage over the existing displacement bounding methods because it produces limited and
improved bounds, even directly at shakedown limit.
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Table 7-36 Strategy for estimation of the upper and lower bound of residual displacements at
shakedown state using virtual loads
System at shakedown state
Residual state of actual system (Castigliano formulation)
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T
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T
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The second category of residual displacements bounding strategies uses estimations for
the maximum expectable dissipation energy. The dissipative energy bounds Ep,max, e.g.
obtained from Appendix Sec. 11.9 can be applied. The procedure is described e.g. in [12]
and is summarized in Appendix Sec. 11.11. Two different strategies of implementation
are discussed. The first version replaces the plasticity condition in the Poisson formulation
with the energy condition
λT slim ≤ EP,max (7-88)
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Table 7-37 Strategy for estimation of the upper and lower bounds of residual displacements and
stresses at shakedown state using dissipative energy bounds
Maximum of plastic
potential at
shakedown state
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(Linear optimization)
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LQAuQs),u(O p1j1jj,rr1  
while searching for the extremum of the displacements. On the other hand, the second
version favors a replacement of the extended kinematic condition with the energy con-
dition (7-88). Several modifications of the governing equations have been introduced for
either version in order to reduce the number of unknowns.
Alternatively the bounds can be explored with releasing the complementarity in the origi-
nal Poisson principle. Thus also at different positions plasticity conditions can be activa-
ted. The appropriate concept is summarize in Tab. 7-37.
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Table 7-38 Example: Load sequence analysis of residual horizontal displacement (shakedown limit
state)
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7.4.8 Example displacement bounds
Continuing the example of Sec. 7.3.3, the upper and lower bounds for the residual displa-
cements are calculated. For verification reasons, the appropriate load sequence analysis
result is calculated firstly. The result for the horizontal displacement at node 4 is illustra-
ted in Tab. 7-38 for either load sequence A and B. It can be seen that the load sequences
produce different residual displacements. The classical shakedown analysis is calculating
just the lower value.
The application of the virtual loads strategy of [178] gives a minimum value of ur,min =
−0.0198288m (positive direction is indicated by the vector from node 1 to 5). Howe-
ver, only an infinite value for the upper displacement bound can be calculated directly at
shakedown limit. For meaningful application, the resistance factor must be increased.
By application of the method in Tab. 7-36 the extremum horizontal displacements at no-
de 4 are determined to −0.11m ≤ ur ≤ 0.18m. Secondly the dissipative energy base
method of Tab. 7-37 is applied using the previously determined maximum plastic energy
from Sec. 7.4.6. The determined bounds are −0.0179347m ≤ ur =≤ 0.0245203m. Both
methods have shown that they are capable of estimating safe upper and lower bounds for
the problem. While evaluating the results it should be mentioned, that the deviations from
the sequence calculations are acceptable, because the method is not referring to the ori-
ginal load sequences, but only to the envelope response, that theoretically can contain an
infinite number of different load cases. Commonly, as can be seen also in this example,
the dissipative energy method has advantages, because the value of the maximum plastic
energy is calculated with "pseudo sequences" if the successive deactivation strategy of
Sec. 7.4.5 is applied.
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7.4.9 Residual stress bounds on shakedown state of elasto-plastic structures
As well as the dissipative energy and the residual displacements, the residual stresses
are not necessarily unique for a given pool of loads, applied in arbitrary load sequences.
According to [12], the residual stresses are only unique if the maximum and minimum
dissipative energies of a systems are equal
Ep,min = Ep,max (7-89)
In all other cases, the residual stresses e.g. obtained with an optimization problem in
Tab. 7-24 are only approximations. The real bounds can be estimated using bounding
techniques. Most of the previously discussed bounding principles can be used for combi-
ned calculations of the appropriate residual stress state as well. In Tab. 7-37 one concept
is indicated, on the basis of the maximum plastic energy estimation. It is mostly identical
with the displacement bound principle introduced in Sec. 7.4.7, so that upper bounds for
displacements and internal forces can be calculated on the same basis.
7.4.10 Example residual stress bounds
Again, the example of Sec. 7.3.3 is continued. The lower and upper bounds for the residual
moment calculated with Tab. 7-37 are determined. At node 4 the bounds are −128.88 ≤
Mr ≤ 60.59 and at node 5 it is −58.82 ≤ Mr ≤ 58.82. In comparison with the load
sequence results previously presented in Tab. 7-29, the calculated bounds are practically
useful.
7.4.11 Hardening materials and geometric nonlinear problems
The previously described concepts rely on materials with perfectly plastic branches in the
stress-strain relationship. The presence of hardening may significantly affect the shake-
down limit state. Kinematic hardening (see Sec. 4.8.2) can lead to alternating plasticity
(plastic shakedown). On the other hand, the structure will shake down under any load in-
tensity if the hardening matrix Ah (see Eq. (4-76) is positive semi-definite (as for Koiter′s
hardening concept) [133].
Specialized theorems regarding geometric nonlinear problems have been studied e.g.
in [66,62]. Ignoring the influence of plasticity on the geometric nonlinear effects, both
problems of elastic envelope calculation and shakedown state calculation can be adapted
separately with terms for geometric nonlinear effects (see Sec. 4). If the effects are not
negligible, an iterative strategy can be applied according to [197]. This feedback strat-
egy is illustrated in Tab. 7-39 for a shakedown limit load calculation and in Tab. 7-40 for
the appropriate shakedown limit resistance calculation. The limit load analysis requires
additional modifications for the load intensity in the elastic envelope calculation. From
these illustrations it is obvious, that the appropriate calculations can be costly. A general
alternative to this procedure is discussed in Sec. 7.6.
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Table 7-39 Iterative calculation for geometrical nonlinear shakedown analysis (Limit load analysis)
Structural system Elastic analysis
sE, uE
Calculation of
shakedown state
pA, sR, R
Load intensity
p = p0
Pre-deformation
0 = 0
Pre-deformation
0 = R
Load intensity
pi = pA
0,i  R
pA  1
Shakedown state
y
y
n
n
7.4.12 Stress and deformation-based conservative limit states
As described in Sec. 7.4.7 and 7.4.9 the residual displacements and stresses are stable
but not necessarily unique for arbitrary load sequences from a fixes load pool, if the load
intensity is below the shakedown limit. In practical cases, the exact knowledge of the
response might be of interest and an undetermined stress or deformation state is inadmis-
sible. The load sequence independence can be reached by further limitation of the load
intensity to the level of the conservative limit load. The basis of all calculations is again
an elastic envelope response derived from load case calculations. As an extension to the
definitions in [218], two types of conservative limit states can be distinguished. First, the
stress-based conservative limit load is defined as follows
Theorem 7: If for any possible load sequence, consisting of all possible load
cases, the resulting residual stress state is unique, the loading intensity is
below the stress-based conservative limit load.
Energetic conditions can be utilized for numeric calculation of this limit state. The strat-
egy can be deducted from Sec. 7.4.9. If the residual stress state is unique, the minimum
and maximum plastic energy bounds are identical (see Eq. (7-89)). This condition, in
conjunction with the method in Tabs. 7-33 and 7-34 can be applied within optimization
procedures in order to calculate the stress-based conservative limit state.
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Table 7-40 Iterative calculation for geometrical nonlinear shakedown analysis (Limit resistance
analysis)
Structural system Elastic analysis
sE, uE
Calculation of
shakedown state
rA, sR, R
Pre-deformation
0 = 0
Pre-deformation
0 = R
0  R
Shakedown state
y
n
Accordingly, a deformation-based variant can be stated
Theorem 8: If for any possible load sequence, consisting of all possible load
cases, the resulting residual deformation state is unique, the loading intensity
is below the deformation-based conservative limit load.
This condition is always fulfilled if only one load case or impulse can trigger plastic
deformations in the structure. Regarding the classical limit state definitions the following
relation can be stated for the resistance factors r and limit load factors p
re ≥ rcd ≥ rcs ≥ ra ≥ rp pe ≤ pcd ≤ pcs ≤ pa ≤ pp (7-90)
relating the elastic (e), deformation-based conservative (cd), stress-based conservative
(cs), shakedown (a) and plastic (p) limit states.
7.4.13 Example conservative limit resistance
The conservative limit states for the example of Sec. 7.3.3 are calculated. The appropriate
stress-based resistance factor is rcs = 1.5289. The appropriate residual moment distri-
bution as well as the development in Node 4 is described in Tab. 7-41. Contrary to the
shakedown limit load results from Sec. 7.4.4, the residual stress level is unique for either
load sequence (Tab. 7-41).
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Table 7-41 Example: Residual moment distribution after load sequence application (Stress-based
conservative limit resistance)
Y
X
T = 18
S_6
18.58
-30.37
117.4
-15.27
14.1
Load Sequence A
Residual Moment [kNm]
r = 1.5289
Y
X
T = 18
S_6
18.58
-30.37
117.4
-15.27
14.1
Load sequence B
Residual Moment [kNm]
r = 1.5289
Table 7-42 Example: Residual plastic strain distribution after load sequence application
(Deformation-based conservative limit resistance)
Y
X
T = 18
EP_6
0
0
0
-0.00206
Load Sequence A
Plastic Strains [-]
r = 1.5289
Y
X
T = 18
EP_6
0
0
0
-0.00206
Load sequence B
Plastic Strains [-]
r = 1.5289
For this example the deformation-based and stress-based conservative resistance factors
are identical rcd = rcs, thus the plastic deformation state is stable and unique as illustrated
in Tab. 7-42.
7.5 Cycle-based limit state analysis
7.5.1 Introduction
For structures facing cyclic excitation, e.g. in seismic regions, the demand for non-degrading
or limited-degrading structures with ductile behavior is rising. Samples are buildings of
lifeline and high technology industries that have to maintain their operability during and
after the event. Furthermore, it is required to restrict the amount of accepted damage to
limit repair efforts. These requirements define a minimum performance or capacity level
that have to be maintained after excitation. In these cases the application of isolation tech-
nologies is not always appropriate and necessary. Structural dissipating strategies can be
applied as well, if a performance level can be adjusted that utilizes plastic reserves for
energy dissipation, while assuring a predefined damage limit [9,3,52].
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capacity
Figure 7-9 Decreasing capacity due to cyclic action
Problems arise if the capacity of the members decreases rapidly after some cycles with da-
maging (plastic) potential, as illustrated in Fig 7-9. Hereby, substantial damage is caused
from several re-plastifications. This can be critical for cross-sections with limited ducti-
lity, such as in reinforced concrete members. Besides failure prevention, high degrading
levels are often not acceptable, e.g. for life-line structures. They demand for limited dama-
ge extends, in order to ensure operability and quick repair. Requirements can reach from
a purely elastic behavior to higher but limited damage levels that can be characterized by
maximum plastic excitations and the number of plastic cycles or re-plastifications.
In the following sections, a simplified performance-based design procedure is described
that considers the following circumstances and objectives:
• Planned application for performance levels operability and immediate occupancy
• Application for structures with elasto-plastic cross sectional behavior (at plastic hin-
ges) like r/c-, src-, steel- or mixed type structures
• Avoidance of equivalent replacement systems, use of all kind FE structural models,
especially of models proposed by codes
• No a-priori necessity for regular systems
• No modification of loads by global reduction factors
• Including a response abstracting step (relying on the statistical character of earthquake
excitations, no direct dependency to a specific time history like in nonlinear dynamic
analysis)
• Reduction of responses considering acceptable deformations and numbers of replasti-
fications
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• Individual scalability for each point of the structure
• Capacity validation and design at local points, including estimation of global behavior
• Reflection of cross sectional behavior including force interactions
• Direct verification of performance, direct feedback of design decisions to the structural
behavior
• Direct support and application of capacity design principles
• Use of simple and fast calculation algorithms (mainly on a linear basis even if the
analysis is nonlinear itself, manual approaches should be considered for simple struc-
tures)
• Evaluation of effects caused by damping or isolation devices
• Optionally: direct design improvement by application of optimization technologies
7.5.2 General design approach
The design method is derived from signal evaluation methods that consider amounts of re-
plastifications caused by a sequence of plastic cycles. They are used to reduce the elastic
response of the structure for the design, due to the utilization of plastic dissipation.
The enhancement in the approach is the implementation of signal reduction procedures
considering the number of re-plastifications. The principle is almost similar to approa-
ches that reduce spectra data on a cycle basis. These approaches were originally speci-
fied to support the application of linear response spectrum methods for nonlinear structu-
res [121,91]. The idea is to reduce the resistance of the structure to a certain level, from
that only a predefined amount of load peaks effect hysteretic behavior. With the choice of
the parameter n as "number of re-plastifications" a simple method to scale and influence
the perspective damage can be established.
However, the application within this study provides a main difference. Contrary to the
mentioned methods, the reduction procedure refers not to the loads but to the linear struc-
tural response in the member cross-sections. Thus a linear time history analysis or re-
sponse spectrum analysis has to be performed. Commonly this is not a problem because
physically linear analysis is well established, and theoretically clear.
It is the convention herein, to refer not on complete cycles (complete hysteresis) but on
the number of re-plastifications n, as the number of altering inelastic deformations. The
purely elastic case will be referred as a special case with n = 0. Starting with n = 1, the
cross-section performs plastic deformations, but only one-directional. The first cycle of
inelastic deformation is characterized by n = 2 and so forth.
The reduced response can be used within two concepts of limit state analysis:
• Elastic limit state analysis (Elastic basis)
• Adaptive limit state analysis (Adaptive basis)
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n=0
n=0
n=2
n=1
n=1
n=2
cycle
cycle
cycleElastic Basis
Figure 7-10 Principle of signal reduction corresponding to the number of
re-plastifications n
The two concepts are discussed in the following sections.
7.5.3 Design based on the elastic limit state
The simplest concept is to assume, that if the elastic limit is exceeded, cyclic behavior can
be obtained. The elastic limit (or reduction of the elastic response) is defined, according to
the pre-defined number of re-plastifications. The main principle of reducing the maximum
amplitude of internal forces by cycle approaches is illustrated in Fig. 7-10. All peaks
that exceed the elastic limit are potential candidates to trigger plastic deformations. If the
reduction is done for the positive and negative values respectively, a cyclic behavior can be
expected. The disregard of the dissipation effects of the plastic hinging is responsible, that
this approach is conservative. This means that the relation between the "really observed"
number ncal and the previously intended number of re-plastification ndesign of the design
is
ncal
ndesign
<= 1 (7-91)
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Figure 7-11 Example: Plastic rotations development for the design procedure
based on the elastic limit load for n = 0, 2, 4
7.5.4 Example: Design based on the elastic limit state
This assumption is proofed with help of the example of Fig. 7-14. The structure is again
designed for plastic hinging at the ends of the horizontal beams only. The initial distribu-
tion of the limit moments in all hinges is −50kN <= M <= 50kN . At the beginning
of the considered beam (Point 3), the elastic moment according to Fig. 7-12 is obtai-
ned. In this figure, the reductions of the response for three numbers of re-plastifications
n = 0, 2, 4 are marked. If these reductions are used to perform the design of the structure,
the plastic deformations εp at beam 5 will develop according Fig. 7-11. They are calcula-
ted with nonlinear time history analysis. This step is not part of the procedure but to test
the effects caused by this approach. Additionally, the reduction factors r, as the multiplier
of the plastic limit distribution, are given in Tab. 7-43, as well as the comparison of the
previously intended number of re-plastification ndesign and the observed number ncal.
From these results, it will be obvious, that the approach is able to activate plastic reserves
in the structure, if n >= 1. However, the post-elastic behavior complies not to the inten-
ded cyclic behavior if the number is n >= 2. In this example, even a value of ndesign = 4
is only resulting in ncal = 1. This behavior is conservative, but to a relatively large extend.
The reason is the initial shakedown of the structure in the first plastic cycles. Taking this
effect into account, an improved concept can be derived, that is presented in the following
section.
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Figure 7-12 Example: Elastic moments at beam 5 and levels of reduction
according to n = 0, 2, 4 for an elastic basis
Table 7-43 Example: Resistance factors r for intended numbers of re-plastifications ndesign and
the obtained numbers ncal (on basis of elastic limit state)
ndesign ncal r % of elastic limit
0 0 2.57 100.0
2 1 2.42 94.2
4 1 2.34 91.0
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n=1
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cycleAdaptive Basis
Figure 7-13 Principle of signal reduction corresponding to the number of
re-plastifications n
7.5.5 Design based on the adaptive limit state
This concept was already introduced for the design of seismic excited structures in Sec. 7.4.
The application of shakedown theory leads to conservative solutions compared with other
design strategies, that accept plastic hysteretic behavior. It determines the limit from whe-
re altering or unlimited progressive plasticity have to be expected. Starting from this limit,
load impacts beyond the shakedown limit level can result in inelastic hysteretic behavior
combined with re-plastification cycles in plastic hinges. Because of this, the adaptive limit
state is therefore a better basis to derive a cycle based design procedure than the elastic
basis.
Maintaining the original definition, the number of re-plastifications n = 0 is indicating the
pure elastic behavior. The pure shakedown state is indicated by n = 1. A complete cycle
of inelastic deformation is characterized by n = 2 and so forth. This differs slightly from
the definition with elastic basis. Having an adaptive basis, the maximum peak already is
associated to n = 1. The principle to derive the reduction levels on an adaptive basis is
illustrated in Fig. 7-13.
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7.5.6 Design procedures
Both concepts, the elastic and adaptive basis, can be used within a common design pro-
cedure. Short chart descriptions can be found in Tab. 7-44 and 7-45. The first strategy
(designated as strategy V) is conceived regarding structural verification. The mechanical
system, the loads and masses are determined traditionally. According to this, the com-
plete detailing has to be provided. Important is the determination of regions for potential
plastification, according to Capacity Design rules. Out of this, the resistance (supply) of
the structure can be calculated. After calculating the elastic response (either with time
history or simplified analysis), the derived envelope will be reduced due to the targeted
number of re-plastifications. In a limit state analysis, the resistance factor r and the resi-
dual state are derived. The factor scales linearly the resistance parameters of a pre-defined
cross-sectional resistance distribution, e.g. for reinforced concrete structures, this can be
interpreted as changing the reinforcement. The resulting behavior has to be evaluated with
respect to the plastic hinge distribution and loading. For structural safety, the resistance
factor r must be greater than 1.0.
The second strategy follows a design and dimensioning objective (noted as strategy D).
The core sequences are almost similar to procedure V. However, the advantage is the shor-
ter pre-design, that requires only an assessment of the structural stiffness distribution. The
calculation of the elastic envelope is according to procedure V. This is the basis to deter-
mine an appropriate kinematic mechanism, by placing limit conditions to the potential
hinge regions. After this, the appropriate resistance factor is calculated, with the elastic
limit state analysis according to Sec. 7.2 or with the adaptive limit analysis (Sec. 7.4). The
appropriate residual states are fictitious, and represent the behavior for the reduced exci-
tation for n > 1. On an elastic basis the residual states are always zero, independent from
n. The superposition of the residual results and the elastic envelope can be used as design
relevant internal forces. The hinge distribution has to be evaluated and the detailing can
take place. In a last step, the previously made stiffness assumptions should be compared
with the design. The calculation should be repeated in an iterative process in case of great
differences as indicated in Tab. 1 and 2.
In Tabs. 7-46 and 7-47 two options for the derivation of the elastic envelope solution in
the design procedures are presented in more detail. The derivation of the elastic envelope
is illustrated in Tab. 7-46 for the strategy that utilizes linear time history responses. For
respectation of the statistical distribution of the response parameters, sets of time histo-
ry data should be evaluated. For any of this the elastic responses are calculated for the
structure. In the traditional procedure, the maximum and minimum response peaks are
determined at each point of the structure (Strategy I). In an advanced procedure (Strategy
II), the response can be selected at the plastic hinge regions with respect to the number
of re-plastifications n. For all other points, that are supposed to remain elastic during the
excitation, the envelope calculation can omitted or the envelope is simply determined for
n = 1. Consequently, a reduced envelope response is derived. The calculation has to be
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Table 7-44 Design procedure "Verification"
V3 Elastic analysis
(Reduced) elastic envelope
V1 Determination of System,
loads, masses
V2 Detailing, supply
V4 Limit state analysis
Determination of residual
state and resistance factor r
V5 Evaluation of
behavior
End
no
yes V6 r  1.0
Plastic hinge
design loop
Global design loop
no
yes
repeated for all selected sets of time history loads. Then the elastic envelope consists of
extreme results for all time history sets.
In Tab. 7-47 a method is sketched for utilizing cycle based response spectra data for
calculating the elastic envelope. The calculation of the spectral values must be altered, so
that the extreme responses are selected with respect to the cycles in the linear response.
This step mainly corresponds to the time history evaluation method given in Tab. 7-46,
but for SDOF systems only. If the procedure is repeated for different structural periods in
the SDOF, the corresponding response values are collected to form a reduced spectrum.
This spectrum is the basis to calculate the elastic response of the entire structure to the
selected excitation, to calculate the envelope solution. Also in this procedure, several sets
of excitations can be beneficially included.
In Tab. 7-48 the sequence of calculating the limit state and the appropriate residual state
is presented. The shown approach bases on optimization technologies. The procedure
consists of two separate steps. First, the calculation of the adaptive resistance factor r,
that scales the resistance parameters in the cross sections. This value is used to scale
the resistance (here indicated exemplarily as the constant part of the plasticity conditions
slim). Secondly, the appropriate residual stress distribution can be calculated with help of
a quadratic optimization approach. This calculation can be done with the reduced elastic
envelope se,n that gives an approximate average plastic performance overview. Using the
non-reduced envelope se,1 (for n = 1) instead is adequate to indicate the extreme results
for the plastic deformations. The use of the residual state information within the design
procedures V and D are sketched shortly within Tab. 7-48.
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Table 7-45 Design procedure "Dimensioning"
D3 Elastic analysis
(Reduced) elastic envelope
D1 Determination of System,
loads, masses
D2 Pre-design stiffness
D4 Choice of plastic
mechanism, supply
D8 Control stiffness
assumptions
End
no
yes
D5 Limit state analysis
Determination of residual
state and resistance factor r
D6 Eval. plastic
behavior
D7 Detailing
yes
no
Global design loopPlastic hinge
design loop
The results obtained by this procedures are conservative. That means, that the indicated
number of re-plastifications is an upper bound that will never be exceeded. The real re-
sponses due to single dynamic events can be smaller than calculated within this procedure.
This is due to simplification that are made to neglect time effects and therefore to reduce
the response to their envelope values. The effects can be caused by plastic dissipation
that takes place prior to the actually considered extreme events in the time history. Such
plastic dissipation reduces the amplitudes of the subsequent response peaks, so that the
caused plastic deformations can be smaller than those calculated with the elastic envelope
simplification. However, the maximum expectable plastic deformations can be assessed
conveniently.
For extension of the given procedure further approaches can consider a probabilistic treat-
ment for reducing the elastic envelope.
7.5.7 Example Design based on the adaptive limit state
A simple beam-column structure is given in Fig. 7-14, excited by an artificial ground
acceleration. For simplicity the usually recommended load case studies are not performed,
thus excitations only from one time history and only from one direction are considered.
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Table 7-46 Elastic analysis and derivation of the reduced envelope for strategy based on time
history analysis
Full structure elastic time
history analysis
- including damping effects
Set of representative
ground acceleration
time history data
a [m/s²/g]
sec
Response history at all
points
sec
kNm
sec
kNm
-My(n)
+My(n)
n=1
n=2
n=3
n=3
n=2
n=1
Filter
Adaptive limit state
approach:
For all parts:
Determination of
envelope for n=1
Result:
Elastic reduced envelope
Repeat procedure for all load
cases and sets of data and
assemble envelope
Cycle-based approach:
For all potential plastic hinges:
Choice of number n of acceptable re-plastifications
For all elastic remaining parts:
Determination of envelope for n=1
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Table 7-47 Elastic analysis and derivation of the reduced envelope for strategy based on response
spectrum analysis
Result:
Elastic reduced envelope
Set of representative
ground acceleration time
history data
a [m/s²/g]
sec
SDOF with period T
time history analysis
including damping effects
Response history
sec
kNm
Strategy I:
Number n of acceptable
re-plastifications n=1
Strategy II (cycle-based approach):
Choice of number n of acceptable
re-plastifications
sec
kNm
Sa(n)n=1n=2
n=3
T
Filter
Reduced response spectrum
Sa
sec
n=1
n=2
n=3
Repeat for
range of
SDOF
Ta  T  Te
Repeat
procedure for all
sets of data
and assemble
envelope
Elastic response spectrum analysis
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Table 7-48 Limit state analysis
Elastic envelope
determination
Reduced elastic envelope
se,red
Linear Optimization Problem
r  Min
ATsr = 0
LpTsr + se,red – r su  0
Resistance factor r
Quadratic Optimization Problem
1/2 sr TQsr  Min
ATsr = 0
LpTsr + se,red – r su  0
Quadratic Optimization Problem
1/2 sr TQsr  Min
ATsr = 0
LpTsr + se –r su  0
se
Maximum plastic rotations
Maximum residual stresses
Average Residual stress distribution sr
Superposition of elastic and residual state
sdesign = se,red + sr
Detailing
Design Strategy D (dimensioning) Design Strategy V (verification)
Save design if
r  1.0
Choice of plastic
mechanism,
Initial supply =
ultimate capacity
su
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beam joint
Columns:
EA = 7.5 × 10 kN
EI = 1.56 × 10 kNm
Beams:
EA = 3 × 10 kN
EI = 2.7 × 10 kNm2
Masses:
Lumped at nodes 10 t
Period and damping:
T1 = 0.28 sec
Damping 5%
6
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7
5
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0
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Sa
sec
Artificial ground acceleration and response spectrum
Figure 7-14 Example: System, loads, masses, pre-design of stiffness
The application of Design Procedure D (according to Tab. 7-45) is demonstrated for the
Example of Fig. 7-14. For result discussion, the behavior at the end of the beam in the first
floor (Beam 5, Node 3) is focused most. After performing an elastic time history analysis
the elastic envelope is calculated.
The response values will be used to assemble the elastic envelope solution according to
the sequence in Tab. 7-46. After choosing the plastic mechanism the reduced envelo-
pe values can be filtered. For demonstration in this example three different numbers of
re-plastification (1,3 and 5) are chosen (Fig. 7-15). The position of the potential plastic
hinges and the initial values of the moment capacities are given.
The reduced elastic envelope is used to calculate the resistance factors. In Tab. 7-49 the re-
sistance factors r according to their appropriate numbers of re-plastification n are shown.
The theoretical case of total elastic behavior (n = 0) is given for comparison. The residual
forces are calculated as well.
Table 7-49 Example: Resistance factors r for intended numbers of re-plastifications ndesign and
the obtained numbers ncal (on basis of adaptive limit state)
ndesign ncal r % of elastic limit
0 0 2.57 100.0
1 1 0.90 35.0
3 3 0.75 29.2
5 5 0.68 26.5
For better distribution of plastic deformations within the structure, a simple loop back to
step D4 can be done to rearrange the initial moment capacity distribution and calculate the
limit state again without considering the time history again. In computer implementations
an automatic procedure for finding the optimal distribution with help of a programming
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Figure 7-15 Example: Design steps D3/D4.
Y
X
T = 0
S_Z5_6
-5.4309e+001
-2.6844e+001
6.2232e-001
2.8088e+001
5.5554e+001
8.3020e+001
83.02 kNm
n=5
Figure 7-16 Example: Design steps D5/D6. Calculation of limit state:
Fictitious residual state
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Figure 7-17 Bending moment at point 3 for n=5
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Figure 7-18 Plastic beam rotations at point 3 for n = 1,3 and 5; Marked:
changes in plasticity direction
approach can be included easily. Having an acceptable behavior, the procedure can be
finished by superposing the residual state and the elastic envelope for the derivation of the
design forces. The detailing can now be established according to Capacity Design rules.
To control how this design will perform during an earthquake, a comparison with a non-
linear dynamic analysis is provided here. It should be noted, that this step is not part
of the design routine. The given ground acceleration of Tab. 7-14 is used as excitation.
In Tab. 7-17 the bending moment history for n=5 and the plastic part of the rotations at
the considered beam end (Point 3) are shown for different numbers of re-plastification.
It can be outlined, that according to the design objective all accounts of re-plastification
will stay below it′s projected values. For this specific example the ultimate number of
re-plastification is adjusted. This is not necessarily and always the case. The procedure
just guarantees, that the ultimate number is not exceeded. As expected the maximum pla-
stic rotations calculated by the limit state analysis is not exceeded at the observed point
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(Fig. 7-18) . The calculated value of residual moment is almost as calculated by the sim-
plified approach.
7.6 Deformation based limit states
7.6.1 Basic concepts
The previously discussed limit state concepts commonly assume sufficient plastic de-
formability. However, even if the level of plastification is limited as for shakedown, the
associated state may be not acceptable due to large deformations. Restricting limit state
problems with respect to deformations is leading to deformation based limit state pro-
blems. They are especially developed for direct consideration of the large increase of
deformations in plastic zones or due to geometric nonlinearities, that can cause local fai-
lure before developing kinematic chains. These problems are discussed in detail in [218]
also for seismically excited structures and are summarized shortly in the following.
Three main concepts of simplified calculation can be distinguished:
1.) Calculation without consideration of load sequence problems
2.) Calculation with consideration of load sequence problems according to the concept
of superposed residual state
3.) Calculation with consideration of load sequence problems according to the concept
of shared plastic response
All concepts are schematically explained in Tab. 7-50. The first concept mainly conforms
to the simplified method given in Sec. 7.3. However, it commonly bases exclusively on the
Poisson or Lagrange type of formulation. This is because the unknowns contain deforma-
tions. In these formulations just additive inequality conditions for solving the appropriate
optimization problems can be applied in order to integrate deformation limit criteria, e.g.
u ≤ ulim (7-92)
The second method is mainly related to the shakedown state analysis given in Sec. 7.4,
especially using deformation unknowns. The influence of time is neglected as well. This
allows to consider not only a single given seismic load but a class of excitations. As before
the deformation criteria can be added simply by introducing an additional inequality.
The third concept integrates all load combinations into one optimization scheme for the li-
mit state analysis. The unknowns are the deformations resulting from the appropriate load
combinations that are superposed to a shared plastic response. One example for an opti-
mization problem is given in Tab. 7-51. The difference is, that no elastic envelope needs
to be calculated. The advantage of this model is the extension of the analysis for geo-
metrically nonlinear calculations, as the unknown displacements are total displacements,
without superposition with an elastic envelope part.
Using deformation based limit analysis, all limit criteria can be applied in one universal
format. So by application of deformation criteria and scaling the load or resistance factors,
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Table 7-50 Concepts for deformation based limit state analysis
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Li
m
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st
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a
n
a
lys
is
Li
m
it
st
a
te
a
n
a
lys
is
Envelope
Result
Without load sequence
considerations
LC1 LC2 LC...
Limit state
analysis
Elastic envelope
Result
With load sequence
considerations
(Concept of superposed
residual state)
Residual
+
Limit state
analysis
With load sequence
considerations
(Concept of shared
plastic response)
LC1 LC2 LC...
Envelope
Result
Load combinations Load combinations Load combinations
arbitrary conditions can be introduced, e.g. limit bearing or serviceability conditions. One
major application in seismic engineering is the limitation of displacements and ductility
demands.
7.6.2 Example Deformation based limit state
The concept of Tab. 7-51 is applied to the example from Sec. 7.3.3. In Tab. 7-52 the
deformations at the plastic limit state (rp = 1.039) are compared to the displacement
bound of ulim = 10mm at Node 4. It can be seen, that for both load sequences, the limit
displacement is lower than the applied bound. The appropriate limit resistance factor is
rd = 1.125. From this it is obvious, that the resistance factor is between the plastic and
adaptive limit factor calculated in Sec. 7.4.4).
7.7 Capacity-spectrum-based concepts
The application of capacity spectrum methods recently gained popularity in the evaluation
of nonlinear structures. The differences to the linear methods previously described arise
mainly from the substitution of the eigenform by a pushover curve derived by nonlinear
static analysis. In combination with the capacity spectrum method, that provides concepts
to transform these data as well as response spectra into a capacity-demand spectrum for-
mat. This is done on the basis of equivalent linear modeling. In a visible way the structural
supplies can be assessed [9,52].
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Table 7-51 Optimization scheme for calculation of deformation based limit state according to the
concept of shared plastic response
Primal variables
u1  un  r
1

Min
u1
T AT Q-1 A - AT Q-1 LP = f1


 
un
T AT Q-1 A - AT Q-1 LP = fn
Ext. Equilibrium

T
-LPT Q-1 A LpT Q-1 Lp slim  0


  

T
-LPT Q-1 A LpT Q-1 Lp slim  0
Plasticity condition
D
u
a
lv
a
ria
bl
es
yT 1
 0 Non-negativity

T ( -LPT Q-1 A LpT Q-1 Lp slim ) = 0


  

T ( -LPT Q-1 A LpT Q-1 Lp slim ) = 0
Complementarity
-Nu  ulim


  
-Nu  ulim
Deformation limit
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Table 7-52 Example: Limitation of the total horizontal deformations using deformation based
optimization strategies
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at plastic limit
It is known from conventional design, that the simplified linear analysis method for the
assessment of a nonlinear behavior is performing less accurate than the methods based on
pushover curves. The main reason for that is the non-appropriate estimation of the nonli-
near structural behavior observed during transient excitation on the basis of eigenvectors.
The basic assumptions regarding equivalent linearization are generally the same as out-
lined in Sec. 6.6. Exceptionally is the fact that the equivalent stiffness is not calculated
explicitly during the iterations because it is an inherent part of the capacity curve. As in
the original procedure the period dependency of the damping ratio is neglected as well, so
Eq. (7-93) is commonly applied [9]. For simplicity the explicit calculation of the ductility
and stiffness ratio is bypassed. Instead, the identical form expressed in terms of directly
readable yield and maximum spectral accelerations and deformations is used
ξequ =
2 (Sae · Sdu − Sde · Sau)
pi · Sau · Sdu (7-93)
The capacity curve is dependent on the load pattern chosen for the pushover. It has been
found that the traditional load distribution, conform with the product from modal shape
and mass is appropriate for this purpose. Following the suggestions given for conventional
design the deformations are traced at the very top and the shear forces at the bottom of
the structure in order to derive the pushover curve.
As illustrated in Tab. 7-53 the following analysis steps are performed, mainly following
ATC40 [9]. As the equivalent damping is dependent on the knowledge of the deformation
and acceleration, the calculation is iterative.
First, the structure is modeled with nonlinear characteristics. The eigenvalue analysis is
done with the initial material parameters. As a result, the eigenvectors Y , eigenvalues λ
and participation factors Γ are obtained. The mass distribution is multiplied with a selec-
ted eigenvector to form a load pattern. This load pattern is used to perform a stepwise
nonlinear static analysis (pushover analysis). The maximum deformation (measured typi-
cally at the roof of the structure) and the appropriate base shear force is traced throughout
the steps and are both assembled in the "pushover curve". This curve is transformed into a
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"capacity spectrum" and relates to the behavior of an equivalent SDOF, showing the same
maximum deformation and base shear force as the original structure. This approximation
is sufficient for regular systems.
Secondly, for the loading, an elastic mean spectrum (calculated from time history sets)
or code spectrum must be selected. In the first iteration loop, a damping ratio ξ is esti-
mated. The damping ratio is used to calculate the inelastic spectrum Eq. (6-26). This
reduced spectrum is transformed into the "demand spectrum". Both, the capacity and de-
mand spectrum are intersected in one diagram. The intersection point is the "performance
point", giving the ultimate spectral deformation Sdu and acceleration Sau for the struc-
ture. These values are used to calculate the damping ratio Eq. (7-93). This damping ratio
is compared to the previously assumed value. If the difference is too big (>5% difference)
the calculation of the demand spectrum must be repeated while using the newly calculated
damping ratio. The iteration is stopped if the changes in the result will be within reaso-
nable limits. In the end, spectral values Sd and Sa have to be retransformed into real
deformations and accelerations.
This procedure can be used as analytical kernels in optimization problems. An example
for an appropriate optimization scheme is
O(r) = r →Min (7-94)
u(xi) ≤ 0 (7-95)
u¨(xk) ≤ 0 (7-96)
where u(xi) and u¨(xj) are responses calculated by the capacity design method. Any pre-
viously discussed limit state can be reproduced.
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Table 7-53 Principle of capacity spectrum analysis
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Capacity spectrum
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8.1 Time discretization and integration
Time domain problems are initial value problems, that can be transformed from time-
space continuum to discrete problems by application of discretization methods. As already
discussed in Sec. 3.1, the dynamic problem can be divided into quasi-static subproblems
(at fixed times) using a superior integration with respect to discrete times. This separation
leads to a considerable simplification for the numerical treatment. For this purpose, several
time integration methods are known, e.g. described in [22,230]. The most popular are
named in Tab. 8-1.
In time discretization methods, the knowledge of results at discrete times is utilized in
order to calculate the integral behavior. According to d′Alemberts principle, the sum of
all forces must be zero at all times. Then the internal, external, inertia and damping forces
can be added in the equilibrium condition, that can be transformed, together with the
kinematic and material conditions (Eq. (4-119)) into the equation of motion for the time
t, e.g. as a linear function
Ktu = −M tu¨− Ctu˙− tfR (8-1)
In the following, as indicated herein, only proportional (viscous) damping is considered,
that is commonly composed according to the Rayleigh assumption
C = αMM + αKK (8-2)
Results at successive times, are used to replace the temporal derivatives, according to
Taylor series substitutions (e.g. Runge-Kutta, Leap Frog, Newmark) or finite difference
approaches (e.g. Central Difference). Depending on the selected information, the followi-
ng integration categories are distinguished
• explicit
• implicit
• semi-implicit
that can be formulated as one- or multi-step methods. In explicit time integration only
information from the past are involved (p is here symbolizing an arbitrary time dependent
parameter)
t+∆tp = f(tp, tp˙, tp¨, t−∆tp, . . .) (8-3)
By application of the Central Difference Method, the derivatives of the displacements are
tu¨ =
1
∆t2
(
t−∆tu− 2tu+ t+∆tu) (8-4)
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Table 8-1 Selection of time integration methods in structural engineering
Time integration
Finite Differences Temporal functions
Implicite MethodsExplicite Methods
Newmark
Crank-Nicolson
Adams-Bashforth
Runge-Kutta
Trapezoidal rule
Wilson
Houbolt
Central Difference
Park-Housner
Trujillo
Discontinious Galerkin
Wood-Bossak-Zienkiewicz
Hilbert-Hughes-Taylor
Leap-Frog
e.g. e.g. e.g.
and
tu˙ =
1
2∆t
(
t+∆tu− t−∆tu) (8-5)
The resulting problem is(
1
∆t2
M +
1
2∆t
C
)
t+∆tu = tt−∆tR (8-6)
where R contains all terms related to the times t and t−∆t.
In implicit time integration, parameters at time t + ∆t are calculated with parameters at
all times
t+∆tp = f(t+∆tp, t+∆tp˙, t+∆tp¨, tp, . . .) (8-7)
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The application of implicit methods is common in structural engineering. Especially im-
plicit one-step methods (Newmark-Wilson type procedures) are often applied. Table 8-2
explains the basic procedures of derivative substitution within such methods. One special
case is the Newmark scheme, most popular in engineering software. It is exemplified in
Tab. 8-3. The classical choice of the coefficients δ = 1/4 and γ = 1/2 corresponds to a
constant acceleration. For this, the solution is unconditional stable. A linear acceleration
is achieved for δ = 1/6 and γ = 1/2, that is conditional stable. The conditionally stable
method of finite differences is represented by δ = 0 and γ = 1/2.
Semi-implicit methods combine implicit and explicit features. They use weighted infor-
mation from current and past time steps
t+∆tp = f(α0
t+∆tp, α1
t+∆tp˙, α2
t+∆tp¨, β0
tp, . . .) (8-8)
The selection of appropriate time integration schemes is dependent on the consistency,
stability, accuracy and efficiency of the method in the intended application. The consi-
stency describes the ability of the method to reduce the numerical error with reduced time
steps. The class of consistency is given by the exponent of time in the error term. The
numerical stability describes the ability to prevent accumulation of errors in the solution,
in order to stay sufficiently close to the actual solution. The stability of a method can be
tested by analysis of the amplification function of the dynamic problem
t+∆tX = ΞtX + t+∆tf (8-9)
by calculation of the eigenvalue problem
(Ξ− λxI) = 0 (8-10)
with the complex eigenvalues
λx,1,2 = areal ± aimag (8-11)
and evaluation of the spectral radius
ρ =
√
a2real + a
2
imag (8-12)
Whether or not being dependent on the time step size, the method is called conditional
or unconditional stable. With ρ ≤ 0 the problem is non-conditional stable. The expected
numerical damping is
ξnum =
1
2 arctan (
b
a
)
ln (a2real + a
2
imag) (8-13)
Adjusting the numerical damping is a general mean to control stability.
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Table 8-2 Time integration scheme for implicit one-step methods
Time discretization of HAMILTON’s potential into n (equidistant) subintervals (trapezoidal rule)
 
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
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		
	
1n
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Matrix formulation (NEWMARK-WILSON type procedures)
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Table 8-3 Newmark time integration scheme
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Closely related is the accuracy of the numerical solution, that evaluates the relation of
the numeric to the exact results due to the governing differential equations. Finally, the
efficiency relates costs and benefits of the numerical treatment.
Further reading on time integration methods is provided e.g. in [8,22,230,166] or [38,100,207,172].
8.2 Variational problem formulation
8.2.1 Basic concept
Time domain analysis can be applied for structural optimization. For the derivation of
appropriate tasks to solve nonlinear dynamic problems, modifications of traditional prin-
ciples can be used, that have been originally formulated for static problems. Everything
can be based on the Poisson principle (Sec. 7.2.1). More often appropriate are the smaller
Lagrange and Castigliano extremum principles (Sec. 7.2.2 and 7.2.3), that pursue either a
deformation based (Lagrange) or force based (Castigliano) assessment of the mechanical
system.
These principles can be used as quasi-static cores Π for dynamic calculations. This is
possible according to the Hamiltonian principle
JH =
∫
Π(x, t)dt→Min (8-14)
respecting given subsidiary conditions. The introduction of the Lagrange and Castigliano
principles is illustrated next.
8.2.2 Implicit Lagrange principle
Traditionally, the Lagrange principle ΠL serves as core principle. This principle is for-
mulated for dynamic behavior similar to Sec. 7. The difference is, that an extended equi-
librium condition, consisting of static, inertia and damping force components, must be
considered. As for static problems, the principle is assembled from separate system equa-
tions. If necessary, physical and geometric nonlinearities can be introduced within the
core, similar to Sec. 4.12 and 4.13. If an implicit integration scheme is applied, e.g. Ne-
wmark approach, one considerable advantage of this approach is obtained because the
number of unknowns is identical to the quasi-static formulations known from Sec. 7.2.3.
Thus relatively little modifications need to be introduced for the dynamic extensions.
In general, the Lagrange potential for dynamic systems states the balance between the
kinetic and potential energy
ΠL = W (u, u˙, u¨)− V (u) (8-15)
This potential is integrated into the Hamiltonian principle (or action integral) in Eq. (8-
14). By means of discretization, the extremum principle can be transformed into an op-
timization problem. Using the implicit Newmark-Wilson time integration approach, the
appropriate optimization scheme is given in Tab. 8-4 and 8-5. Here already an elasto-
plastic material is considered. If the problem is geometrically linear and the plasticity
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Table 8-4 Optimization problem for implicit time integration (Lagrange approach, elasto-plastic
material)
d’ALEMBERT’s principle
  V0uBT 	 



Kinematic condition
V0uB 


Extend. kinematic condition
0ADuB 0P1 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Principle of virtual deformations
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Geom. boundary condition
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Stat. boundary condition
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Variation
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Material law
VYA limTP 		 


0

0YT  


VAD 0P1 	 



Extend. kinematic condition
0P DDAuDB 	 



conditions are linear, the optimization problem can be solved with means of quadratic
optimization.
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Table 8-5 Optimization problem for implicit time integration (Lagrange approach, continued)
Discretisation
Numeric integration
Optimization problem
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Table 8-6 Quadratic optimization scheme for step-by-step analysis of elasto-plastic structures
(implicit dynamic Lagrange formulation)
Primal variables
u  cU 1
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1
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2
1 1T


T1
S )AQN(2
1
 fQA 01T  )
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
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es
YT -1
 0
Non-
negativity
condition
Thus, the optimization problem is (as a core algorithm) solved in any time step. It requi-
res a pre-calculation of the Bathe parameters (Tab. 8-2) from the previous time step. After
determination of the displacements t+∆tu by optimization, the appropriate velocities, ac-
celerations and stresses can be calculated in a post-calculation step.
In case of plastic deformation, the plastic strains are calculated from the Lagrange mul-
tipliers λ. They need to be accumulated over time and serve as predeformations in the
successive time steps
t+∆tε0 =
t∑
ti=t0
tiεp (8-16)
The appropriate translation into a quadratic optimization scheme is given in Tab. 8-6,
considering constant geometric and static boundary conditions and linear yield conditions.
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8.2.3 Implicit Castigliano principle
As the "force-based" counterpart to the Lagrange principle, the preparation of the Ca-
stigliano principle for dynamic calculations is demonstrated in Tabs. 8-7 and 8-8. Also
here, only the equilibrium condition is changed for consideration of additional inertia and
damping forces. Contrary to the quasi-static Castigliano principle, the dynamic version
contains stresses and displacements as well, so the number of unknowns is increased.
The application of this core within a step-by-step calculation procedure is demonstrated
for the dynamic Castigliano principle in Tab. 8-9. As time integration method the implicit
Newmark-Wilson scheme 8-2 is applied.
8.2.4 Explicit formulations
Similar to the implicit derivation schemes, explicit forms of time integration procedures
can be implemented. As the unknowns of the problem are only dependent on the pre-
vious time step results, the explicit schemes simply evaluate the equilibrium condition.
As exemplarily seen for the Central difference method in Tab. 8-10 and 8-11, the expli-
cit Lagrange and Castigliano principles are easily derived and are related directly by the
Lagrange multiplier method. Within the Castigliano principle, the extremum principle is
arbitrary and can be set constant. Thus the problem can be solved with linear algebraic
solvers. On the other hand, the Lagrange form is a quadratic optimization problem with
constant boundaries. For both forms, dependent on the number of pre-steps in the explicit
time integration method, the necessary starting solutions due to previous time steps can
be calculated, e.g. with help of implicit calculations.
8.3 Contact Problems
8.3.1 Mechanical background
Traditional numerical concepts base on the transformation of nonlinear problems into
linear algebraic approximations, that are assembled and solved in an iterative manner. The
most difference of optimization algorithms is the supply of an interface for the formulation
of an objective function and inequality conditions additionally to the equality conditions.
The encapsulation of the iterative processes from the user is characteristic. Especially
the inequality conditions provide various chances for the formulation of limit conditions,
such as contact conditions. Usually, the treatment of contact conditions require permanent
monitoring of the deformations, and if the contact condition applies, the solution has to
be traced back to the limit condition and an additional equation needs to be introduced
temporarily. If several conditions apply simultaneously, the organization of an effective
procedure can be costly. Contrary to this procedure, the application of an optimization
algorithm needs only the addition of an inequality condition, e.g.
u(x, t) ≤ ulim,x (8-17)
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Table 8-7 Optimization problem for implicit time integration (Castigliano approach)
d’ALEMBERT’s principle
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PPp VA 
0
VD 0P1 	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Table 8-8 Optimization problem for implicit time integration (Castigliano approach, continued)
Discretisation
Numeric integration
Optimization problem
  MinssNuuCMu
2
1
sQs
2
1)s,u(O 0TST0TT  
  0fuCMsAT  
0S ssN 
0ssA limTP 	
Here a contact to a fixed support is simulated. As well, contact conditions between degrees
of freedom can be stated accordingly, e.g.
l1u(x1, t) + l2u(x2, t) ≤ ulim,1,2 (8-18)
or in general matrix formulation
LTuu(t) ≤ ulim (8-19)
Mathematical programming is known to be an efficient calculation strategy for contact
problem, with or without involvement of friction and pressure problems [131,228,229]
or [111,54,142,128,26,169,182]. However, the duality of parameters is not always pro-
perly respected in any approach.
The treatment of contact conditions is similar to those of the plasticity conditions intro-
duced in Sec. 4.8.2. With introduction of a slack variable yu the inequality condition can
be given as
LTuu(t)− ulim = yu (8-20)
The appropriate dual variable is the Lagrange multiplier λu that is connected with yu as a
complementary couple
λu ≥ 0 (8-21)
yu ≥ 0 (8-22)
λTuyu = 0 (8-23)
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Table 8-9 Quadratic optimization scheme for step-by-step analysis of elasto-plastic structures
(implicit dynamic Castigliano formulation)
Primal variables
s u cS 1
sT( Q2
1
0 )
uT(  CM2
1
 )
cS
T( - 0u )
 Min
Objective
function
uT AT
 CM  NUT
f
= 0
Equilibrium
condition

T ApT -slim  0
Plasticity
condition
D
u
a
lv
a
ria
bl
es
cU
T NS s0 = 0
Static
boundary
condition
The appropriate parameter system for the continuum, is illustrated in the relation sche-
me Tab. 8-12. The duality must be fulfilled, hence obtaining always a symmetric relati-
on scheme. It is obvious, that besides the contact condition an additional term must be
considered in the equilibrium condition (equation of motion). The parameter λu can be
identified as the Lagrange multiplier that is related to the support or linking force in case
of contact
cc = Luλu (8-24)
All these conditions can be similarly considered in all discussed mechanical principles,
e.g. the Poisson, Lagrange and Castigliano principles used before.
8.4 Example time history analysis
The following simple example illustrates the application of optimization strategies to-
gether with time integration methods. The structure is given in Fig. 8-1 as well as the
excitations. The eigenperiod is appropriately high as for a shear wall structure with 0.25s.
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Table 8-10 Optimization problem for explicit time integration (Lagrange formulation)
d’ALEMBERT’s principle
  0utt  
Material law
VD t0t1 	


Kinematic condition
V0uB tt 	

Weak form of differential equation
  0dVudVuu TttT 


Geom. boundary condition
U0 Suu 	
Stat. boundary condition
S0S SN 	
Principle of total potential (explicit dynamic LAGRANGE-Principle)
  MaxdVudVuu TtttTtL 


U0 Suu 	
Table 8-11 Optimization problem for explicit time integration (Castigliano formulation)
d’ALEMBERT’s principle
  0utt  
Material law
VD t0t1 	


Kinematic condition
V0uB tt 	

Extremum principle (explicit dynamic CASTIGLIANO formulation)
..constC 
  V0utt 	 
u0 Suu 	
Geom. boundary condition
u0 Suu 	
Stat. boundary condition
S0S SN 	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The structure is firstly subjected to an impulse load (Case 1) applied at the bottom of
the structure. The appropriate time history of the deformation and equivalent stress, as-
suming a pure elastic behavior is given in Tab. 8-13. The introduction of high frequency
components in the signal from impulsive loading can be seen in the stress plot.
Secondly the analysis is repeated, using an elastic perfectly plastic material law, assuming
a limit of equivalent stress of 20MPa in the wall. The analysis results are summarized in
Tab. 8-14. The limit of the stress can be observed, as well as the development of plastic
strains. In this case, only with few plastic steps the final plastic strain state is reached.
And, only one directional plastification is obtained.
Thirdly, the analysis is performed for the given seismic (transient) loading. The results
for the points A and B are documented in Tab. 8-15 and 8-16. It can be seen, that in
case of the plastic analysis (again with 20MPa yield limit for the stresses) the stress plot
is shifted, showing the residual part of the stresses remaining in the structure, also after
all excitation is over. As well, the appropriate displacement is enlarged compared with
the elastic results. And, in this example, the plastic strains show the replastifications that
occur at the given load level.
Table 8-12 Relation scheme of mechanical quantities for contact problems
Primal variable

cu cs u U yU 1

T
-D-1 NS B =0
Ext. kinematic
condition
cu
T NST = 0
Static boundary
condition
cs
T NU = u0
Geom. boundary
condition
uT BT NUT -LU = R
Equation of
motion
U
T
-LUT 1 =-ulim Contact condition
D
u
a
lv
a
ria
bl
es
yU T 1 -1  0 Non-negativity
U
TyU = 0 Complementarity
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Structure
Concrete shear wall
t=0.3m
t=20m
E=3x10 kN/m²
7
Model
A
B
Case 1.) Impulsive load (m/s²)
Case 2.) Accelerogram (m/s²)
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Figure 8-1 Example: Time history analysis, case 1.) impulsive load, case 2.)
transient (seismic) load
Table 8-13 Example: Case 1.) Impulsive load at elastic structure
Deformation at point A Equivalent stress at point B
8.5 Dynamic limit state analysis
8.5.1 Summary
A dynamic limit state analysis can be performed similarly to the quasi-static procedures
already discussed in Sec. 7. Thus in this section only the main statements need to be
repeated and adopted for time histories.
The elastic limit state can be calculated with help of the following optimization problem,
here for elastic perfectly plastic material, similar to the procedure of Sec. 7.2.4.
O(p) = p→Max (8-25)
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Table 8-14 Example: Case 1.) Example: Impulsive load at elastic-plastic structure
Deformation at point A Equivalent stress at point B
Plastic strain at point B
Table 8-15 Example: Case 1.) Seismic load at elastic structure
Deformation at point A Equivalent stress at point B
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Table 8-16 Example: Case 1.) Example: Seismic load at elastic-plastic structure
Deformation at point A Equivalent stress at point B
Plastic strain at point B
ATQAu(t)− ATQLpλ(t) + Cu˙(t) +Mu¨(t) = pf(t) (8-26)
Φ = LTpQAu(t)− LTpQLpλ(t)− slim ≤ 0 (8-27)
λT (t)Φ = 0 (8-28)
The difference is the dependency of the problem on time. This can be interpretet as the
performance of all steps of the time integration in one optimization problem. This method
is quite costly. On the other hand, one simple calculation with a unity force f(t) (taken p =
1) can be performed and the results of the extremum stresses se can be scaled accordingly
O(p) = p→Max (8-29)
pse ≤ slim (8-30)
The plastic limit state can be determined as already given in Sec. 5.10. As well, the sha-
kedown, cycle based and deformation based limit state can be obtained as described in
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Sec. 7.4, 7.5 and 7.6, exchanging the static load sequences by dynamic loading, applied
in steps.
8.5.2 Example limit state analysis
The example of Sec. 8.4 is concluded. In Tab. 8-17 the results for the elastic, plastic
and adaptive limit state are listed. All factors are related to the basic load intensity (p =
1) for the seismic load given in Fig. 8-1. For the elastic limit state, all plastifications
are avoided. The plastic limit state is determined by the complex eigenvalue analysis
procedure, determining the kinematic chain behavior. The given value is naturally high
for wall structures. The shakedown limit ensures that only one-directional plastification
occur in all parts of the structure.
Table 8-17 Example: Dynamic limit load intensity factors
Limit state Load intensity factor p
Given load level 1.00
Elastic limit state 0.73
Plastic limit state 3.78
Shakedown limit state 0.89
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Within this section, special applications for optimization strategies are discussed. They
are selected from a wide range of design tasks, in order to demonstrate the universality of
optimization strategies.
9.1 Generation of artificial time histories
Time history analyses in seismic design commonly require several input ground motions
in order to assess the structural response behavior sufficiently. Only sets of time histories
provide the statistically representative frequency content and amplitude. The number of
required time histories is dependent on the selected code, e.g. three in [73] and seven
in [105].
For this purpose, ground motion sets have been proposed, e.g. in [200,164], to match the
requirements of local regions. For some seismically active regions in the world, the sets
can be composed out of recorded accelerograms. As far as these ground motion sets can-
not be obtained or transformed for other locations, artificially generated ground motions
are applied that match design spectra provided in codes. Two groups of generation con-
cepts can be distinguished, the generation in the frequency domain (indirectly) and in the
time domain (direct method). All methods can be supported by application of optimiza-
tion strategies. First applications of genetic algorithms for ground motion selection and
scaling has been published in [160].
9.1.1 Classical generation in frequency domain
This version follows the traditional concept for derivation of artificial time history re-
cords. The method utilizes the similarities of Fourier and response spectra to achieve an
approximation for the time history plot matching a given response spectrum. Among se-
veral methods, the method proposed in [109,84] is commonly applied. The method bases
on a reverse Fourier transformation approach. It states, that any periodic function can be
decomposed into a series of trigonometric functions, e.g. a sinusoidal representation for
the acceleration time history
u¨0(t, a) = I(t)
n∑
i=1
ai sin(ωit+ Φi) (9-1)
depending on the number of series n, the representation will be more or less approxi-
mate. In numerical calculations, the acceleration is determined for a number of discrete
times from t = t0 . . . tend and discrete angular frequencies ωi. The acceleration history
is dependent on the vector ai and Φi containing the amplitudes and phase angles of the
ith component. The envelope function I(t) is to assign the appearance of a real earthqua-
ke consisting of initialization, strong motion and phase-out periods. In Fig. 9-1 the most
often applied envelopes are illustrated according to [210].
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Figure 9-1 Shape functions for artificially generated time history plots
The corresponding response spectrum is calculated from time history analysis, with the
previously generated acceleration function u¨0(t, a) that is dependent on the amplitude
vector
Sa(ωi, ξ, u¨(t, a)) = max |u¨(ω, ξ, u¨0(t, a), t)| (9-2)
with Sa as the maximum response of an SDOF system over time t0 − tend, having the
eigen angular frequency ωi and considering the damping ratio ξ.
The phase angle field Φ must be pre-selected, either arbitrarily or calculated from a given
time history that has comparable properties. In the classical procedure, the appropriate
amplitudes are calculated in an iterative procedure. Starting with a constant vector other
than zero, the amplitudes are improved according to the assumption that the ratio of the
Fourier spectrum between the current ai and target values aT,i behave approximately like
the ratio in the response spectrum between the current Sai and target spectrum SaT,i for
a given eigenfrequency
aT,i
ai
≈
(
SaT,i
Sai
)1...2
(9-3)
This relation is used for iteration control, with ai,new = aT,i. The entire procedure is do-
cumented in Tab. 9-1. The iteration uses the newly obtained amplitudes for improvement
of the approximation. The iteration stops if no further improvement is achieved. This par-
ticular form of iteration control has the disadvantage that the sign of the amplitude cannot
change because the fraction term in Eq. (9-3) is always positive. A correction of defi-
ciencies in the phase function is not possible. A change in the iteration control might be
helpful.
The previously described strategy is numerically effective. However, the method often
results in relatively large deviation errors in the approximation of the target response
spectrum. Then the recommendation is to repeat the calculation with a new random phase
function. Alternatively, the accuracy can be improved if the update of the amplitudes is
performed with help of a nonlinear optimization routine. The design variables are the
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Table 9-1 Classical artificial time history determination
Random phase function i [-,]
Start vector ai
Inverse Fourier-Approach
end0j
n
1i
ijiijF ttt)tsin(a)t(u  


Target response spectrum
n1i)Sa,( i,Ti 
Baseline correction
Response spectrum for )t(u0
iSa
Error evaluation, e.g.: p-norm
	 
pii,Tnew SaSa 
Updating ai
i
i,T
inew,i Sa
Sa
aa 
Iteration control
newold 
Response spectrum
compatible time history
)t(u0
yn
Time history
envelope Ij [0,1]
Envelope application
)t(u)t(I)t(u F0  
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amplitudes ai for which a minimum of the deviation from the target spectrum is to be
found. The objective function is
O(a) = ‖SaT,i − Sai(a)‖ →Min (9-4)
with a baseline correction as a conditional subsidiary condition∑
t
u¨0(t, a) = 0 (9-5)
Furthermore, the baseline correction can be even managed within the nonlinear objective
function, thus a unconstrained nonlinear optimization problem is obtained. Those nonli-
near optimization problems can be solved with help of gradient solvers. The accuracy is
comparable or higher than in the classical iteration method. The accuracy can be further
improved, if non-convex solving strategies, like successive search or genetic algorithm
solvers (see Sec. 2) are applied. Most effective regarding the accuracy is a combination of
non-convex and convex solving strategies.
The following advantages of optimization strategies compared to classical iterations can
be noted:
• higher independence from chosen phase function
• improved solution control
• option for multi-stage improvement strategies
9.1.2 Example: Time history generation in frequency domain
The generation of artificial ground motions by modification of parameters in the frequency
domain is demonstrated in the following example. A typical design acceleration spectrum
is selected as target. The simulation of such spectra can be challenging because of the
constant peak acceleration and the overall smooth spectrum characteristics.
The target spectrum, derived from Eurocode 8 [73], for spectrum type 1 and soil condition
C, is applied for time history generation. The spectrum should be mapped in a period ran-
ge from 0.05s up to 3s. The damping is fixed at ξ = 0.05. The peak spectral acceleration
is defined by 250cm/s2. The spectrum is drawn in Tab. 9-2.
The length of the desired time history is predefined by 20 seconds. A compound envelope
function according to Fig. 9-2 is chosen. The calculation of the artificial data is done either
by the classical approach according to Tab. 9-1 or alternatively by using the optimization
approach Eq. (9-4,9-5). For start conditions, the amplitudes vector is selected as constant
Sai = 100cm/s
2 and the phase function is randomly preselected (uniform distribution)
in the range −pi ≤ Φi ≤ pi.
The obtained result data are illustrated in Tab. 9-3. For comparison with the target respon-
se spectrum, the corresponding response spectra are introduced in Tab. 9-2. Whereas the
results given by the classical approach show the typical peak-like deviations, the optimiza-
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Table 9-2 Example: Time history generation in frequency domain
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2
]
T [s]
Generation in frequency domain
Target spectrum and result spectra from artificial
time history generation
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Figure 9-2 Example: Compound envelope function
tion routine produces almost a smooth spectrum. From the deviations plot the differences
can be estimated for both calculation strategies. It should be noted, that these results can
be improved, however for the classical method just by accident, finding a better fitting
random phase function.
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Table 9-3 Example: Artificial time history results obtained by modification of the spectrum
amplitudes
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9.1.3 Generation of statistically compatible artificial time histories
There are some suspicions about the level of reality of the ground motions generated with
methods from the Sec. 9.1.1. The most obvious deviation to natural records is the obtained
unrealistic high number of cycles in the time history. To mitigate this problem, there are
several chances of correlating the problem to natural events, e.g. [210]. One alternative
strategy is to affect the randomly chosen phase function Φi.
In Tab. 9-4, one strategy to derive improved phase angles estimates is sketched. The me-
thod uses real earthquake input. The motion record is treated with Fourier analysis, to
calculate the phase function. For this function, the progress of phase differences are
∆Φi = Φi − Φi−1 (9-6)
For this difference function, a cumulative density function is calculated to analyse the
statistical distribution of the phase angle differences in the signal. This plot is used to
generate randomly a new set of phase differences, showing the same cumulative density
function as the natural event. Finally the differences are reassembled in order to obtain
the new phase function. This phase function can now be used within the procedures of
Sec. 9.1.1.
9.1.4 Example: Generation in frequency domain with statistically compatible phase
function
The example from Sec. 9.1.2 is repeated with the same conditions, but for the case of stati-
stically compatible phase functions. The selected original time history is given in Tab. 9-5
together with the appropriate cumulative density function of the phase differences. From
this the new phase function is calculated according to the strategy of Tab. 9-4. The time
history result is given in Tab. 9-6. As well, a randomly generated phase function is plotted
for comparison. It is obvious, that the compatible phase angles behave more periodic.
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Table 9-4 Statistically compatible phase function generation
Recorded Motion Fourier-Transformation


k
kkk )iexp(A)(F
New phase spectrum 
k = 2…N [-,]
k1kk  	
Random Number
Generator [0,1]
k = 2…N
Random Number
Generator [-,]
Generation of a new
Difference Spectrum for
desired period range using
CDF [-2,2]
k
Phase Difference Spectrum
(PDS)
Cumulative density function
(CDF) of Phase Difference
Spectrum
1
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Table 9-5 Example: Input time history
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Table 9-6 Example: Phase function generation
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This phase function is applied in the generation of the artificial ground motion. The
ground motion result is plotted in Tab. 9-7 as well as the appropriate acceleration spec-
trum.
9.1.5 Generation in time domain
Using the advantages of optimization approaches, the question is, why the generation of
artificial time histories should be performed in the frequency domain, as proposed in the
traditional methods. The generation in the time domain contains several options to include
specific time effects as e.g.
• influence time characteristics (change of frequency content in time)
• influence number of cycles
• influence number, time and amplitude of extreme peaks.
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Table 9-7 Example: Artificial ground motion
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The appropriate problem can be solved with optimization algorithms. The following ob-
jective
O(u¨0(t)) = ‖SaT,i − Sai(u¨0(t))‖ →Min (9-7)
can be stated, subjected to a baseline correction∑
t
u¨0(t) = 0 (9-8)
In contrast to the problem (9-4-9-5), the time history itself is the design variable. The
objective function is evaluating the generated history in comparison to the target spectrum.
However, the number of unknowns is usually increased, if an appropriate time increment
and length of the ground motion has to be obtained.
Modifications on the artificial time history can be introduced in two ways:
• formulating additional subsidiary conditions
• using specified start vectors.
The last way is preferable, as the main characteristics of the starting vector is mostly pre-
served during the calculation. And the problem size and therefore the numerical efficiency
is not changed.
9.1.6 Example: Artificial time history generation in time domain
The generation method in the time domain is illustrated in an example. The target spec-
trum from Sec. 9.1.2 is applied in the same period range. The method is applied for two
cases
(a) Generation with random start vector
(b) Generation with a superposition of 50% random and 50% sinusoidal content
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Table 9-8 Example: Generation in time domain using random start vector
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Table 9-9 Example: Generation in time domain
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In the first case the components of the start vector are randomly generated with a uniform
distribution in the range of −200cm/s2 ≤ u¨0(t) ≤ 200cm/s2. The obtained vector is
multiplied by the compound envelope function of Fig. 9-2. The result is given in Tab. 9-8.
It is visible that the number of cycles is relatively high.
The conditions for the second case are similar, however the start vector contains the sum
of a uniform randomly generated part and a sinusoidal function, both in the range of
−100cm/s2 ≤ u¨0(t) ≤ 100cm/s2. The sinusoidal function is a swelling function, simu-
lating the fact that the long period content in real earthquakes is increasing with time. The
sinusoidal function is illustrated in Tab. 9-9.
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Table 9-10 Example: Spectra for random and sinusoidal+random case
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9.1.7 Generation of time history sets
The application of single time histories is not advisable in the design of structures. Se-
veral calculations with different time histories must be conducted. This applies also to
artificially generated ground motions. It is possible to generate sets that fulfill statistical
requirements. In general, both the generation in the frequency and time domain can be
utilized for this task. According to the selected number of earthquakes j = 1 . . . nEQ the
following optimization task can be solved
O(u¨0,1(t) . . . u0,nEQ(t)) =
∥∥∥∥∥SaT,i − 1nEQ ∑j=1nEQSai(u¨0(t, j))
∥∥∥∥∥→Min (9-9)
subjected to nEQ subsidiary conditions for managing the baseline correction∑
t
u¨0(t, j) = 0 (9-10)
This form is an example for a generation in time domain. The appropriate frequency do-
main model can be formulated similarly. In addition to the mean calculation, the objective
function can be completed by the evaluation of the standard deviation. This is demonstra-
ted in the following example.
9.1.8 Example: Artificial time history set generation
The combined generation of 10 time history sets is demonstrated in this example. The
objective is to have a set with a mean spectrum according to the example of Sec. 9.1.2 and
with a target standard deviation of σT = 40cm/s2 in the entire period range. For variety,
the envelope functions are changed for any member of the set. The following optimization
problem is solved
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Table 9-11 Example: Generation of time history set
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∥∥∥∥∥SaT,i − 1nEQ
nEQ∑
j=1
Sai(u¨0(t, j))
∥∥∥∥∥+‖σT,i − σi(u¨0(t, j = 1 . . . nEQ))‖ →Min (9-11)
subjected to Eq. (9-10).
For special importance weighting of either the mean or the standard deviation some
weight factors can be introduced for the terms in Eq. (9-11). The target spectrum, the
envelope and the generated ground motions are given in Tab. 9-11. The resulting spectra
for all single time histories and the statistical evaluation is plotted in Tab. 9-12.
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Table 9-12 Example: Spectra of ground motion sets
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9.2 Determination of pseudo spectral reduction coefficients
In simplified analysis according to Secs. 6 or 7, maximum structural deformations are
traditionally calculated from pseudo-accelerations PSaξ. Examples of spectra, calculated
by time history analysis are given in Tab. 9-13. Instead of calculating all spectral values
for damping ratios ξ directly by time-history analysis, PSaξ is derived from pseudo-
acceleration spectra with fixed-damping ratios (typically 5%) by utilizing reduction coef-
ficients R
R =
PSa5%
PSaξ
(9-12)
In Tab. 9-14 an example is given for the reduction coefficient, that can be calculated via
time history analysis.
Among others, easy-to-use expressions such as the reduction formula given in [73], based
on investigations in [34,35] are often applied
REC8 =
(
10
100ξ + 5
)−0.5
(9-13)
Alternatively, according to the Japanese code [24]
RBCJ =
(
1.5
10ξ + 1
)−1
(9-14)
or according to Kawashima/Aizawa [122]
RKA =
(
1.5
40ξ + 1
+ 0.5
)−1
(9-15)
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Table 9-13 Mean acceleration spectra of ground motion sets with applied damping
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Table 9-14 Reduction coefficients calculated by time-history analysis
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Figure 9-3 Comparison of different period-independent reduction coefficients
or following Newmark-Hall [167]
RNH =
(
3.21− 0.68 ln(100ξ)
2.12
)−1
(9-16)
It should be noted that these formulas are originally derived with specific background and
intension and therefore, as illustrated in Fig. 9-3, are leading to significant differences
in the reduction. Nevertheless they are often found to be recommended unchanged for
use in extended fields of application, as for seismic isolation design e.g. [8,30]. Further
comparison of the concepts is given in Fig. 9-4.
Considerable deviations have been observed in [221], that are caused if the formula is
applied independently from the period of vibration. As illustrated in Tab. 9-14, the actual
relationships are highly nonlinear with respect to the natural period. Furthermore, they are
dependent on the specific time-history. To include this attribute in the reduction concept,
a period-dependent modification is proposed. As viscous damping is related to velocity
(see similarity between the coefficient in Tab. 9-14 and the 5% damped pseudo-velocity
spectrum PSv5% in Tab. 9-15, the reduction of the pseudo-acceleration spectrum due to
different damping ratios can be established with help of a velocity-based coefficient
Rmod = 1 + (Rξ − 1) 1
η1
PSv5% (9-17)
Herein Rξ denotes a reduction coefficient, dependent only on the damping ratio. The last
term includes the period dependency. Principally, this concept adds a period dependency
to any period-independent reduction formula, hence Rξ can be replaced, e.g. by REC8
in Eq. (9-13). The coefficient η1 is constant for each specific ground motion or ground
motion set and can be determined by means of mathematical optimization.
The following nonlinear optimization problem can be solved
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Table 9-15 Pseudo velocity spectra
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Table 9-16 Proposed approximation
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O(η1) = ‖PSa(eta1, ξ)− PSaTH(ξ)‖ → min (9-18)
in order to determine the optimum value for η1, matching several levels of damping (e.g.
ξ = 5 . . . 50%). PSa(eta1, ξ) is the mean pseudo acceleration spectrum generated by a
standard 5% spectrum reduced by multiplication of Rmod(η1) (Eq. (9-17)). PSaTH(ξ) is
the mean pseudo acceleration spectrum calculated by time history analysis. This task can
be solved by gradient solvers for unconstrained problems. For example, the value of eta1
is 1.31m/s for the Kobe near fault set (Sec. 11.6) and 0.95m/s for the LA10in50 set of
SAC/FEMA Project (Sec. 11.7). The example result for the Kobe and LA set is given in
Tab. 9-16. The good agreement to the time history results in Tab. 9-14 is obvious.
As published in [221], the determination of the parameter η1 can be further simplified.
The procedure is documented in Appendix Sec. 11.2. According to Appendix Sec. 11.3
the appropriate conversation between pseudo to total acceleration values can be achieved.
9.3 Design of base-isolated structures for low acceleration transmissions
9.3.1 Introduction
Recent seismic events triggered the introduction of special near-field regulations in most
codes [105,24,73] this results in modifications for the design motion level. This applies
also for base isolated structures. Those codes propose the avoidance of collisions due to
ultimate seismic excitations. In order to achieve this objective, the design has to consider
either larger or stiffer, highly damping devices, resulting in increased super-structural
responses also in lower excitation levels. The costs are rising and the benefits gained
from the isolation effects are reduced. This is contradictory to the fact that such events
are rather seldom. So dependent on the local conditions, alternative design strategies that
consider explicitly collisions, can be an economic compromise 9-17. This also includes
cases where less clearance to surrounding facilities can be provided as in urban areas.
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Table 9-17 Pounding problem
superstructure
seismic isolation
foundation
retaining wall
surrounding
soil
and facilities
retaining wall
collision
This section concentrates on passively isolated structures. The collision of structures has
been discussed in [50]. Kawashima et al. [139,123,191,192,215] investigated colliding
bridge decks, wave propagation and appropriate retrofit measures. DesRoches and Mut-
hukumar analyzed multiple-frame bridges [67]. Unjoh et al. mentioned a utilization of
collisions as a possible energy dissipation option [209]. Kashiwa et al. [119] explored the
influences of different retaining wall characteristics on the inter-story drifts during crashes
of base-isolated structures.
Already for the design without collision according to classical perceptions, the configu-
ration of a base isolation layer is challenging, because an appropriate device combination
has to be selected that respects different influences, risks and constraints. The device con-
figuration needs to be balanced for a generally stochastic excitation considering safety
and serviceability demands. Involving extreme changes of the device parameters in the
considerations as well as collisions against device stops or surrounding facilities will dra-
matically increase the efforts during design.
A general approach for solving multi-parameter-multi-constraint design problems is gi-
ven by the mathematical optimization. This approach provides a general interface for the
definition of mechanical problems and combines it with effective computational treat-
ment. The existence of optimum parameter combinations for base-isolated structures has
been explored by Jangid [108]. Sinha and Li [199] presented a design strategy involving
additional absorbers . Constantinou and Tadjbakish [57,58] developed a general design
strategy for base isolated structures based on optimization routines, involving a probabi-
listic approach . Baratta and Corbi [19] examined soil-structure interactions within their
optimization models based on energy approaches . Kaplan and Seireg as well as More-
schi and Sing [117,155] describe design procedures for specific isolation systems . Ta-
kewaki [203] quantifies influences of stiffness and damping within optimum designs .
Kitagawa et al. [204,114] presented a selection strategy for isolation devices with help of
genetic/simulated annealing algorithms.
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9.3.2 Mechanical model
In order to reflect the nonlinear behavior in base isolated structures and the nonlinear
behavior of the retaining wall, a multi-linear model is applied. This model is assembled
by superposition of n linear-elastic perfectly-plastic bodies. Each body is defined by the
deformation u0 describing the starting point of linear excitations, the deformation uy de-
noting the deformation at the yield limit and the yield force f . In order to determine the
ultimate shear force Fu in the isolation interface, the ultimate deformation uu in the struc-
ture the number ne of elastically remaining bodies and the number np of in-elastically
deformed bodies has to be known. Then the ultimate force can be calculated by
Fu =
np∑
i=1
fi +
ne∑
j=1
fj
uu − u0,j
uy,j − u0,j (9-19)
The underlying concept is additionally illustrated in Fig. 9-5. Equation (9-19) can be con-
veniently used in time history approaches. However in some countries, the exclusive use
of time history approaches for design is not permitted. According to the codes [105,73],
the design has to be based on (or at least accompanied by) simplified considerations using
response spectra. Furthermore, time history approaches can be computationally expensi-
ve within optimization processes, especially if several ground motion out of motion sets
need to be evaluated. Simplifications can be beneficially used in the pre-design phase to
provide starting vectors for further optimization.
In order to utilize the hardening options specified in the material law Eq. (9-19) only
the application of simplified nonlinear methods can cover all possible combinations. The
adaptation of a special procedure derived for base isolated structures described in Sec. 7.7
consisting of a combined pushover and capacity spectrum approach is suggested.
9.3.3 Simplified pounding model
The response due to a collision event is dependent on the characteristics of the retaining
wall - soil interaction and the velocity of the structure prior to the collision. After the colli-
sion the structure, retaining wall and system behaves like a coupled system. The behavior
of this system can be simplified by stating a linear equivalent system. If the superstructure
can be assumed to be rigid, the structural system can be simplified as a single mass M .
The appropriate stiffness consists of the stiffness Kb,equ of the structure and Kw,equ of the
wall/soil compound according to Fig. a.) in Tab. 9-18. Both values are dependent on the
deformation u or on ∆u, describing the intrusion depth of the superstructure.
The velocity and the acceleration of the structure at the wall u˙w and u¨w can be appro-
ximately determined from the responses of a non-colliding system u¨free, ufree and u˙free
by
u˙w = u˙free cos
(
uw
ufree
)
(9-20)
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Figure 9-5 Composition of multi-linear material law out of several elastic
perfectly-plastic bodies
Table 9-18 Simplified pounding analysis
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u¨w = u¨free sin
(
uw
ufree
)
(9-21)
Figure b.) in Tab. 9-18 shows this relationship, for stationary responses. Hence, for an
SDOF system, the change in the acceleration as a result of the collision is
∆u¨ = u˙w
√
Kb,equ +Kw,equ
M
(9-22)
The appropriate intrusion depth is
∆u = u˙w
√
M
Kb,equ +Kw,equ
(9-23)
The overall accelerations and deformations can be estimated as
u¨ = u¨w + ∆u¨ (9-24)
u = uw + ∆u (9-25)
9.3.4 Solution Strategy
The given problems are nonlinear and contain a considerable amount of design variables.
Herein not only the determination of an optimal designed isolation layer is of interest,
also necessary design or retrofit measures for the superstructure have to be considered.
As for any design or retrofit a minimum of measures is demanded, optimization problems
have to be solved. The utilization of computational approaches is beneficial, so means of
the nonlinear mathematical programming are proposed for application.
As a result of the analysis the design parameters are given, such as the characteristic of the
base isolation layer. These parameters have to be translated into device properties. Despite
catalog devices usually provided by the manufacturers, nowadays industry is prepared to
provide the devices with exact specified properties. Hence the calculation with continuous
coefficients can be conducted. As seen in the parametric maps of Fig. 9-19 the parametric
surfaces are dependent on the ground motion. These figures have been calculated for a
2DOF configuration by time history analysis using the Kobe near-fault set from Appendix
Sec. 11.6. In the cases, that the calculations can be based on time history sets, all functions
are practically convex as can be seen in the last figure. Thus, the use of convex, nonlinear
optimization algorithms is mostly appropriate. Gradient solvers can be used conveniently
for calculation. Suitable start vectors can be obtained by using simplified methods as
described in Sec. 7.
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Table 9-19 Plots for deformations, dependent on yield force and post-yield stiffness at base level
for 2DOF example
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9.3.5 Optimum design strategies for buildings with potential collision
9.3.5.1 Strategy I: Prevention of collision
The first way is to prevent the collision by implementing additional devices that regulate
the deformations due to the given limits. This option can be applied by adding stiffness,
hysteretic or viscous damping to existing isolation components. This option seams best
for cases in that the accelerations are determining the structural configuration, because any
bumping will increase the accelerations dramatically. However, these measures are also
influencing the responses in smaller earthquakes, because the accelerations are higher due
to the accompanied increase in the effective stiffness.
Traditionally, the prevention of collision has to be considered as the primary objective.
The retrofit task is closely related to the design of new buildings. The simplest way is
the enlargement of the given clearance. However this is not always an option, because
of given constraints in the vicinity. Moreover, device limits restrict possible deflections
as well. The deformations can be restricted by reducing the flexibility of the layer and
by incorporation of damping. Several measures or combinations are possible to consider,
involving
• additional stiffness
• additional hysteretic damping
• additional viscous damping
It should be noted, that the addition of devices will commonly induce higher responses in
the superstructure. This measure is often appropriate, if the superstructural accelerations
are not the primary objective in the design.
To find an optimum combination is a challenging task in engineering. The design can be
supported by optimization. The derivation of appropriate optimization schemes for the
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design of base isolated structures is explained for structures that do not or only negligibly
exhibit changes in the post-yield behavior. This case applies for the majority of projects
that combine natural rubber bearings with hysteretic or viscous dampers or sliders. The
simplest model of such a structure can be constructed by implementing a linear super-
structure and a bilinear isolation system. As the super-structural parameters are typically
unchanged the problem is only dependent on four parameters that are
• Post-yield stiffness K
• Ratio to the initial stiffness γ
• Elastic limit force F in the isolation interface
• Additional viscous damping ξv
contained in the vector of design variables.
Representing the maximum observed structural responses, the evaluation of the following
parameters is of interest:
• Deformation us in the superstructure
• Deformation at base level ub
• Acceleration u¨s in the superstructure
• Shear force Fs in the superstructure
that can be expressed as response functions dependent on the design variables.
r = r (us(x), ub(x), u¨s(x), Fs(x)) (9-26)
Thus the following general optimization problem can be stated:
O(x, r)→Min (9-27)
g(x, r) ≤ glim (9-28)
The constraint functions are dependent on limit values glim.
9.3.5.2 Example Strategy I
The application of these problems is demonstrated with help of an example. A 2DOF
model is applied with 1000t superstructural mass and 200t at the base level. The fixed
base period is 1.3sec. The structure is subjected to mean Kobe set excitations according
to Appendix Sec. 11.6. The maximum provided clearance is 40cm. Pounding has to be
prevented.
Case a.): The objective is to find the appropriate stiffness Kb and yield force Fb of the
isolation layer that minimize the accelerations in the superstructure u¨s, while keeping
a maximum deformations ub at base level of 0.4m. The stiffness ratio is fixed to γb =
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0.6. The design variables are restricted to lower limits to ensure the performance under
serviceability conditions. The following optimization problem is solved:
O(Kb, Fb) = u¨s →Min (9-29)
ub ≤ 0.4 (9-30)
Fb ≥ 200 (9-31)
Kb ≥ 1200 (9-32)
The optimum solution is Kb = 1557kN/m and Fb = 252kN , providing exactly the
limit base deformation ub = 0.4m, a roof deformation of us = 0.42m and acceleration
u¨s = 0.76m/s
2.
Case b.): If Case a.) is changed in order to minimize the deformations, the following
problem has to be solved:
O(Kb, Fb) = ub →Min (9-33)
ub ≤ 0.4 (9-34)
u¨s ≤ 1.0 (9-35)
Fb ≥ 200 (9-36)
Kb ≥ 1200 (9-37)
In this case the acceleration have to be restricted as well. The optimal solution is Kb =
1925kN/m and Fb = 372kN , having a base deformation ub = 0.38m and roof deforma-
tion us = 0.40. The acceleration is u¨s = 1.0m/s2.
The deformations and accelerations due to the Cases a.) and b.) are indicated in the con-
tour plots of Tab. 9-20. Here a parameter area is given in dependence on the isolation layer
parameters. Whereas the accelerations are monotonically changing in this parameter ran-
ge, the deformations show a distinct minimum.
The introduction of additional viscous damping is another option to limit the deformati-
ons. As well this measure is increasing the effective stiffness of the structure as well, thus
leading to higher accelerations for high level events. But compared to hysteretic dam-
ping the increase is velocity dependent. The calculation of an optimum amount of viscous
damping can be determined by solving optimization problems.
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Table 9-20 Example Strategy I: Deformations and accelerations for varied isolation stiffness K and
yield force F, solutions to the design cases a.) and b.)
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9.3.5.3 Strategy II: Acceptance of collision
In the traditional design, collision is completely prevented. However, recent events, like
the Mid Niigata Prefecture (Chuetsu) Earthquake in Oct. 2004 show that ground accele-
rations can be far beyond design levels. Such rare events exceed the serviceability and
security levels. The knowledge will influence new design but will lead to some review
and retrofit requirements for existing structures. However, in the case of insufficient per-
formance the means to prevent collision are limited. New design has better chances to
consider extended levels of excitation.
However, basing the design on this load level will dramatically change the demands for
the isolation interface. Furthermore, as device sizes and clearances cannot be scaled un-
limited, more damping and stiffness is usually incorporated for control of the deforma-
tions, that increases costs. This is increasing the superstructural responses and therefore
reducing the efficiency of seismic isolation for lower excitation levels. Considering the
occurrence probability of such events, the influences on the design and the resulting costs
can be significant. In those cases the consideration of an additional design option, the
acceptance of collisions, can be beneficial.
But the collision has also positive effects. Firstly, limiting deformations that is important
to maintain the operability of the isolation devices and secondly, during the collision
additional energy is dissipated in the retaining wall and the soil.
The following principles for the design should be followed:
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• Bumping against the surrounding walls should be as soft as possible
• Movement should stop before ultimate device limits are reached
• The superstructure has to survive without major damage
• The local strengthening effect in the corners, where the retaining walls merge, should
be avoided. The joints between the walls should be movable.
From a mechanical point of view the pounding against surrounding walls can be simi-
larly treated as hardening of a bearing in longer deflections. The response is not directly
dependent on the frequency content of the earthquake. The velocity of the structure prior
to collision, the mass of the structure and the characteristics of the wall-soil interaction
determine the intensity of the impact.
Commonly the responses due to pounding are relatively high, compared with the respon-
ses without collision. It is of economical interest to know, what relation is received while
comparing with a fixed-base design. In order to discuss the effects induced by pounding
against surrounding walls a parametric study has been conducted. The objective was to
explore given margins and to quantify the effectiveness of a collision-utilizing strategy,
compared with an alternative fixed-base design.
In Tab. 9-21 the results for a 5-story building, with a fixed-base period of 1.0sec, 3.8sec
base isolated period, and 1000t story masses are given. The structure was subjected either
to the complete Kobe set (Appendix Sec. 11.6), or only to the FN-EKB component, that
exhibit the large responses for this example. The load was varied between 0.5 and 1.0
times the original magnitude. The ratios between the responses due to base-isolation de-
sign with collision and responses of a fixed base design are compared. Values larger than
1.0 indicate the exceedance of the fixed-base values. The figures. a.) and b.) in Tab. 9-21
show the results for the inter-story drifts, in dependency of the retaining wall strength.
For most records, the ratio is smaller than 1.0, as can be seen in the mean evaluation of
a.). However, if the structure is subjected to the FN-EKB motion, advantages can be on-
ly gained for a limited parameter range. Considering the accelerations in c.) and d.), it
becomes clear, that almost any colliding event produces high accelerations. The use of
the proposed strategy should be weighed, if the structure contains acceleration sensitive
equipment.
The response due to collision is dependent on the distance ratio between the clearance uw
and the deformation due to an freely moving system ufree:
δ =
ufree
uw
(9-38)
In Tab. 9-22 the influence of changing distance factors and rising load intensity on the
maximum superstructural inter-story drifts can be studied. They have been calculated for
the previously described 5-storey example structure. The contour diagram contains again
relative values to the corresponding fixed-base design. As can be seen, almost all values
are smaller, so a wide region for possible acceptance of collisions is available.
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Table 9-21 Parametric study for the influence of the Load intensity and strength in the retaining
wall for the Kobe set and the FN-EKB ground motion
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Table 9-22 Parametric study for the influence of the Load intensity and distance factor; for the
Kobe ground motion set
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Most attention has to be paid for the determination or definition of retaining wall/soil
model parameters. The initial stiffness can be approximated from passive earth pressure
calculations. If an elastic perfectly-plastic approximation is chosen, the yield force can be
estimated from soil shear failure investigations. According to investigations of Kashiwa
et al. [119], the model parameters can be conveniently determined by finite element ana-
lysis. This has the advantage, that surrounding foundations and facilities of neighboring
structures can be included.
In limited bounds, the parameters can be influenced. One way is the change of the soil
and the material of the wall. Another way is the modification of the failure mechanism.
Penetrating the retaining wall for a defined shear failure can be an option to modify the
failure line in the soil, as is illustrated in Fig. 9-6.
If the collision against retaining walls cannot be afforded, additional stops can be imple-
mented as indicated in Fig. 9-7. Non-destructive versions can utilize any kind of stiffening
or damping devices. Masonry infills, e.g. consisting of aerated concrete, which will be de-
stroyed during crashes, can be an economic alternative.
For analysis any simplified method from Sec. 7 or even time history approaches from
Sec. 8 can be used. The parameters of the system can be conveniently determined by
application of nonlinear optimization routines.
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sectional
weakening
defined shear
failure
Figure 9-6 Penetration of the retaining wall for modification of the
mechanical parameters
masonry infill stop devices
Figure 9-7 Pounding against stops, destructive or non-destructive variant
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Figure 9-8 Example Pounding SDOF: Capacity spectrum analysis
9.3.5.4 Example Pounding SDOF
A SDOF model with a mass of m = 1000t is examined. The base isolation parame-
ters are: Fb = 1000kN ; Kb = 40000kN/m; γb = 1/16, ub,y = 0.025m. The clea-
rance is uw = 0.5m. The stiffness of the wall is Kw = 500000kN/m, the strength is
Fw = 10000kN . The model is loaded by the FN-FKA ground motion from the Kobe set
(Appendix Sec. 11.6).
First, the problem is solved by time history analysis. The solution is u = 0.54m and
u¨ = 12.37m/s2. This solution is provided for reference.
Second, a pushover analysis (Sec. 7.7) is utilized, leading to the results illustrated in
Fig. 9-8. The deformations are u = 0.58m and u¨ = 12.53m/s2.
Third, the approximate solution using the simplified pounding model of Sec. 9.3.3 is
calculated. The calculation starts with the analysis of the non-colliding problem. The pa-
rameters of the equivalent system are: Tequ = 3.22sec, Kb,equ = 12260kN/m, ξequ =
0.2. The deformation is ufree = 0.69m, the acceleration is u¨free = 2.96m/s2 the ve-
locity is u˙free = 1.71m/s calculated with simplified linear analysis (Sec. 6). Accor-
ding Eqs. (9-20) and (9-21), the velocity and acceleration at the wall distance is u˙w =
1.71 cos(0.5/0.69) = 1.28m/s and u¨w = 2.96 sin(0.5/0.69) = 1.96m/s2. The equivalent
stiffness of the wall isKw = 71400kN/m. The intrusion depth is ∆u = 1.281˙000/(12260+
71400) = 0.14m. The increase in acceleration is ∆a = 1.28(˙12260 + 71400)/(1000) =
11.71m/s2. The resulting deformation is u = 0.64m and the appropriate acceleration is
u¨ = 13.67m/s2.
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Figure 9-9 Example Pounding 10-DOF: System configuration
9.3.5.5 Example Pounding 10-DOF
A 10-story building, according to Fig. 9-9 is originally designed and constructed using the
conventional time history set according Sec. 11.8. The fixed-base period of the structure is
1.0 second, the stiffness and yield force at the top are 80% of base stiffness, intermediate
values are linear distributed. The post-stiffness ratio of the superstructure is 0.05. All
story masses are 700t. The mass at isolation level is 1400t. In the original design, the
superstructure was planed to remain elastic.
Because the building contains acceleration-sensitive equipment that can resist a maxi-
mum acceleration of u¨ = 3m/s2, it was base isolated, using a combination of rubber
bearings and steel dampers. The isolation interface was designed for a fundamental peri-
od of around 3 seconds. The bearings provide a maximum design deflection of 50cm, the
collapse deformation is ucrit = 65cm. The analysis results are given in Fig. 9-10. Based
on the maximum observed deformation of u = 33cm, the retaining wall distance was
chosen to uw = 50cm, with intension to provide comfortable margin against pounding.
The maximum acceleration is u¨ = 2.6m/s2.
After new evaluations, the location was considered as near-field area, and the design was
reviewed using ground motions from Kobe set (Sec. 11.6). Under these excitations, the
pounding of the building against the retaining wall cannot be excluded anymore. Three
out of 11 ground motions exceed the clearance of 50cm. Two have the potential to exceed
even the ultimate device deformation of 65cm. As the clearance is restricted to the given
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Figure 9-10 Example Pounding 10-DOF: Response for conventional time
history set
distance, different strategies for retrofit are examined. All retrofit versions must utilize
nonlinear reserves in the superstructure. Necessary strengthening in the superstructure is
expressed by a vector of strengthening factors λs. The ductility supply in the superstruc-
ture is moderate, so drifts are limited to ∆d,lim = 2%.
Case a.): This case is primarily for comparison. The retaining wall is not considered, the
structure can move without collision using the original isolation configuration. The FN-
FKA ground motion generates the largest deformation response. The results for this record
from time history analysis are plotted in Tab. 9-23, the maximum deformation at base
level is ub = 67cm, exceeding the critical deformation of the bearings. The accelerations
exceed the limit of u¨ = 3m/s2.
Case b.): The target is to avoid the collision by incorporation of additional stiffness
Kb,add and hysteretic damping Qb,add. The necessary parameter configuration (including
the strengthening vector) can be calculated by solving the following optimization problem
O(Qb,add, Kb,add, λs) =
nstory∑
i=1
λs,i →Min (9-39)
ub ≤ uw (9-40)
∆us ≤ ∆us,lim (9-41)
λs,i ≥ 1.0 (9-42)
The optimal solution is Kb,add = 1.91Kb and Qb,add = 1.78Qb, this is nearly a triplication
of the amount of devices. The maximum acceleration is increased up to u¨ = 8.2m/s2,
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Table 9-23 Example pounding 10-DOF: a.) - c.) Comparison of maximum responses d.) Necessary
strengthening of the superstructure
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thus does not comply with the given limit. The strengthening factors are given in Tab 9-
23 figure d.), thus the building needs to be retrofitted up to the 6th floor.
Case c.): The collision is avoided by incorporation of additional linear viscous damping
devices. The optimal amount of damping and the appropriate strengthening of the super-
structure can be determined by solving the following optimization problem
O(Cadd, λs) ==
nstory∑
i=1
λs,i →Min (9-43)
ub ≤ uw (9-44)
∆us ≤ ∆us,lim (9-45)
λs,i ≥ 1.0 (9-46)
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Table 9-24 Example pounding 10-DOF: Maximum responses for 86% excitation
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The deformations can be restricted to the given limit, if damping devices, providing a
coefficient of Cadd = 7410kNs/m, are installed. The results are given in Tab. 9-23.
The responses are reduced compared with Case b.). The necessary strengthening of the
superstructure is relatively small and concerns only the first two floors. However, the limit
in the accelerations is not fulfilled.
Case d.): The original configuration is kept unchanged; collision is accepted. The wall
is modeled as elastic-perfectly plastic. The parameters are Kw = Ks,1story and Qw =
10000kN . The maximum deformation has to be restricted to the collapse deformation of
ucrit = 65cm. The strengthening is calculated by:
O(λs) ==
nstory∑
i=1
λs,i →Min (9-47)
ub ≤ ucrit (9-48)
∆us ≤ ∆us,lim (9-49)
λs,i ≥ 1.0 (9-50)
The resulting maximum deformation at base is ub = 61cm. The accelerations are incre-
ased up to u¨ = 7.2m/s2. The structure has to be strengthened in the first three floors
according to Tab. 9-23.
Case e.): The system of Case d.) is tested for 50% increased stiffness and yield force of
the retaining wall and the soil. The deformation at the base is reduced to ub = 59cm.
The accelerations are increased about 25%. Necessary retrofit is limited to the first three
floors. The results are again plotted in Tab. 9-23.
Discussion of all cases: The safety of the structure can be ensured with either solution.
In any case, retrofit measures are demanded. The least measures for the superstructure
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can be obtained by incorporating viscous damping. However, the decision has to be ma-
de by comparing the overall costs for the project. All solutions fail for the objective to
ensure a limited acceleration level. It is clear, that in the case of an earthquake with high
magnitude, the safety of the structure requires that the limit cannot be reached at all. It
is interesting to determine the solution that provides the highest excitation level possible,
ensuring the operability of the building. It is clear that all measures provided for safety
will influence the performance of the structure in lower excitation levels. If additional
devices are incorporated into the isolation interface, the responses are increased. Hence
the Case d.) and e.) should provide the best serviceability. Above a magnitude of 86%,
the pounding occurs. Up to this level, the maximum acceleration is 2.94m/s2 using the
original isolation configuration (see selected results in Tab. 9-24). For Case b.) the value
is already u¨ = 7.2m/s2, for Case c.) up to u¨ = 4.6m/s2. The acceptance of collisions
provides operability up to 86%. Only under extremely rare conditions, the operability
has to be abandoned, but structural safety can be ensured through retrofit. Strengthening
measures for the superstructure are necessary anyway.
Base isolation can be a beneficial alternative to the traditional fixed base concepts. Colli-
ding is by all means avoided so far, but the potentials are shown and theoretical approaches
are provided. It has been shown, that the risks can be managed. The acceptance of poun-
ding has to be decided with consideration of the probability of the event. It was shown
that collision is a worthwhile option to check during design. Nevertheless more research
is needed, especially for the assessment of the wall and soil parameters under impact.
In general, the application of optimization strategies has proved to be a valuable design
measure for design of base isolated structures.
9.4 Graphical design of base isolated structures
9.4.1 Introduction
The design of base-isolated structures is commonly iterative and can be described as an
optimization process (Tab. 9-25). The task is to appropriately combine several devices
within isolation layers. Most of the concepts apply one of the following combinations
1.) rubber bearings/sliders and hysteretic damping
2.) rubber bearings/sliders and viscous damping.
3.) rubber bearings/sliders and hysteretic + viscous damping
4.) other systems and combinations
Combination 1.) is often preferred in engineering practice because of the well-understood
behavior and the cost effectiveness [171]. As well combination 2.) gained recently incre-
asing importance in design.
The analysis of such systems requires the dimensioning of the devices with respect to
the overall structural behavior. The traditional analysis is based on simplified analysis
methods, as indicated in Tab. 9-25. Recent publications show difficulties in realistic as-
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Table 9-25 Iterative procedure for optimization of base-isolated structures
Evaluation of structural responses
Change of base isolation layout
Optimization of base isolation layout
First estimate concept of base isolation layout
Non-linear Time history Analysis
Set of time histories
Response
Spectrum
Analysis
Pushover
Analysis
…
Structural response
Stiffness Hysteretic damping Viscous damping
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sessment of the actual structural behavior, e.g. [221]. Therefore the analysis of base-
isolated structures is increasingly performed with time history approaches. The main pro-
blem is the costly and complex nonlinear analysis using appropriate sets of acceleration
records. And, repeating the analysis for several times within an iterative design procedure.
However, the design can be simplified without refraining from the precision of time histo-
ry analysis. The key is the simplicity of the structural behavior of base-isolated structures.
This is illustrated in Fig. 6-15. Basically, superstructures show sufficient stiffness, so that
the mechanical system can be simplified as a nonlinear 2-DOF system.
The following assumptions are made:
• Usage of 2-DOF models of base isolated structures provides sufficient accuracy for
design
• Superstructure behaves elastically, all parameters are constant
• Base isolation behaves bilinear
• Initial stiffness of base isolation can be fixed or correlated to the model parameters
• Ratio of the superstructural to base-layer mass is constant
• Model can be used for device combinations 1.) and 2.)
Such assumptions are common in structural design of base-isolated structures. The dif-
ferences from the reality are marginally [159]. Then the base isolation behavior can be
described with a two-parametric model.
9.4.2 Base isolation with hysteretic damping
The mechanical background for the simplification of the model is illustrated in Tab. 9-26.
As can be seen from device tests, the behavior of the rubber bearings can be approximately
simplified to a linear behavior. As well, lead damper behavior is close to linear elastic
perfectly plastic. Therefore the combined action is linear elastic plastic. As the initial
stiffness is assumed to be fixed or dependent on the second slope in the material law,
only two parameters are necessary to describe the device behavior in total. These two
parameters are for device combination 1.)
• Second slope (or yield stiffness) K in the isolation layer
• Yield force Q in the isolation layer, indicating the yielding of the hysteretic damping
component
Thus, the function of these two parameters can be graphically provided in maps. A design
strategy can be established on a graphical basis that consists of two main parts:
• Preparation phase (established only once)
• Application phase, using prepared maps
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Table 9-26 Derivation of a two-parametric model for base isolation layers (hysteretic damping)
Principle Behavior of Natural Rubber Isolators
Original Simplified: elastic
Principle Behavior of Lead Dampers
Original Simplified: ideal plastic
Principle Behavior of Lead Rubber Bearings (LRB) – Combined Response of both components
Original Simplified: elastic - plastic
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Table 9-27 Major preparation and application steps
2-DOF model
Map application
Structural responses
Base isolation parameters
Map generation
Preparation Application
The steps are summarized in Tab. 9-27. The first part consists of the generation of design
maps. These design maps consists of the two involved input parameters and one selected
response parameter of the structure. The generation follows Tab. 9-28 for the hysteretic
damping (combination 1.)).
It should be noted, that the maps are to be generated not for a single structure, but for a
variety of structures having approximatelly the same:
• superstructural eigenperiod T
• ratio of initial stiffness Ki to yield stiffness of the base isolation layer (commonly
determined by other service limit states, e.g. wind)
• superstructural to base-layer mass ratio µ
• same structural damping ξ (except hysteretic damping)
• loading sequence (Time history set), not magnitude
The calculation is commonly performed using computational support. The generation
starts by choosing the previously listed parameters. Just for map generation, a basis mass
for the generation must be arbitrarily chosen. Then, dependent parameters as the base
mass mB, the superstructural stiffness kS and the total mass m are calculated. For the
maps, an appropriate range of parameters K and Q needs to be specified. Then this range
is divided into sufficient subdivisions, forming an analysis grid on the parameter map.
Following, in a successive procedure all possible value combinations of K and Q in the
parameter grid are used to perform a time history analysis. The recommendation is to use
appropriate time history sets that are modified to meet appropriate statistical properties for
the local situation. The intensity of loading can be scaled using the load intensity scaling
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Table 9-28 Map generation using time history method
Non-linear Time history Analysis
Set of time histories
Definition of Parameter
Range for Q and K and
Intervals
Maximum Responses
Fs,ij ub,ij üs,ij
Choice of a basis sub-
structural mass
i.e mS = 1000
Definition of map selection
parameters
i.e. T = 0.5 , =2.0
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Calculation of dependent
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
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Kj Qi
Normalizing all map parameters
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F
F ij,s* ij,s  ijij ,, bb
* uu  ij,s
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ij,s aa 
factor λ. All values must be normalized in order to eliminate the effect of the arbitrarily
chosen basis mass.
The responses are introduced in the maps. For better readability, the map can be prepared
to be a contour plot showing the response values. Such plots need to be provided once and
can be collected in catalogs. Appendix Sec. 11.12 shows several example maps for the LA
10in50 time history set form the SAC-FEMA projects [200] that have been generated due
to the described procedure.
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The application of the maps in design of a new or review of an existing structure is now
possible and simple. In Tab. 9-29 the necessary steps are given. First, the given struc-
ture must be transformed into an sufficiently equivalent 2-DOF system. The load level for
analysis can be chosen (usually the maps are provided for load level λ = 1.0). With the
calculation of the fixed base period T and the mass ratio µ the appropriate map is chosen
from the catalog. Then with the normalized map parameters K∗ and Q∗ the normalized
maximum responses (superscript ∗) can be read from the map. Afterwards the real respon-
se values can be determined. There is a wide variety of applications for these maps, that
are illustrated next with help of examples.
It should be noted, that the method contains no simplifications other than listed in Sec. 9.4.1.
The usage of the maps is identical to the application of a nonlinear time history analysis.
The following advantages can be stated:
• Method is graphical, easy and fast
• Usage for pre-design, design and review, device selection
• Incorporates seismic loads, base isolation characteristics and maximum structural re-
sponses in one chart
• Avoidance of complex nonlinear calculations, while having the same precision
• Parameters can be easily scaled to consider different load levels
• No usage of abstract device parameters (like equivalent damping): Parameters in the
map for the description of the base isolation layer behavior (Q,K) can be easily read
from real test results
• Maps can be provided for any structural parameter of the model
• Maps can be generated using time history - or response- or pushover-analysis,...
• The proposed method of accessing data in maps is generally independent from the
method of map generation (map generation can be more sophisticated)
• Maps can consider real or artificial earthquakes
• Maps can consider statistical representations of earthquake responses
• Maps can consider site depended characteristics
• Maps can be globally or locally adjusted for the consideration of other effects e.g.
specific behavior of isolation devices (e.g. hyper elasticity in ultimate deformation
state), special code provisions
• Different levels of overall structural viscous damping can be adjusted using the scaling
factor for the seismic loads
A main advantage is the possibility of immediate change of device parameters, for opti-
mization of the overall behavior. This simplifies optimization processes of isolation layers
considerably, as the consequences for the changes can be visually pursuited. Some typical
applications are illustrated in the following sections.
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Table 9-29 Principle of map application
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9.4.3 Examples for principle usage of maps
Example 1.): This example shows a basic application of the maps. For a known device
configuration Kand Q, the appropriate response values for the base-isolation deflection
ub and the superstructural acceleration u¨s can be taken from the map. This example is
graphically illustrated in Fig. 9-11 for load level λ = 1. For better convenience, both
response parameters have been plotted together in one contour plot.
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Figure 9-11 Example 1.): Determination of responses using given base
isolation parameters K and Q
Example 2.): This example shows another basic form of application in Fig. 9-12, that is the
determination of base isolation parameters Q and the necessary base isolation clearance
ub using a given K and a preferred maximum acceleration u¨s in the superstructure. The
method is to find the appropriate isoline for the acceleration that will be crossed with the
stiffness K. Following a vertical line from this intersection point will give the appropriate
necessary yield force Q. As well at this point, the maximum deformation at base level can
be determined.
Example 3.): The example in Fig. 9-13 illustrates an application corresponding to a solu-
tion of an optimization problem. It shows the determination of optimal parameters Q and
K, while knowing the maximum given base isolation clearance ub, the maximum accele-
ration u¨s and some known constraints for the choice of base isolation parameters. Within
the map an area for choice of parameters is derived, from that a solution can be chosen.
Example 4.): This examples demonstrates the application of maps for calculation of the
necessary amount of isolators of the same type (see Fig. 9-14). Knowing the specifications
K and Q for one device, other numbers will be find on a strait line. Then according to
given limits (here the maximum base deformation) the number can be determined.
Example 5.): This example illustrates sophisticated use of the maps, involving changing
device parameters or different device characteristics in different parts of the deformati-
on behavior (e.g. hardening in the rubber bearings, see Fig. 9-15). The behavior can be
introduce in two ways
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Figure 9-12 Example 2.): Determination of responses using given base
isolation parameters K and acceleration u¨s
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Figure 9-13 Example 3.): Determination of responses within a decision area
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Figure 9-14 Example 4.): Determination of number of isolators
ub
F
Q
K
0.5
additional hardeningKi
Figure 9-15 Example 5.): Different hardening characteristics for bearings
• Include behavior directly into the map (i.e. provided by manufacturer)
• Provide functions to adjust general map
The first variant is changing the map, whereas the second variant uses a basis map and
applies some changes. In Fig. 9-16 such a modification is exemplarily illustrated.
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Figure 9-16 Example 5.): Involvement of hardening within maps
9.4.4 Base isolation with viscous damping and other device combinations
Generally, the visual design method presented in the previous chapters can be applied for
other device combinations. The strategy for determining and usage of the maps remain
basically the same. It should be considered, that the combination of three devices within
one base-layer is possible while fixing one component or establishing the relation bet-
ween two parameters. The application of rubber bearing together with viscous damping
is straight forward. Example maps, for the LA 10in50 set [200] are given in the Appendix
Sec. 11.13. Here the two independent parameters are the stiffness in the rubbersK and the
sum of viscous damping C. Comparing the plots from hysteretic (Appendix Sec. 11.12)
and viscous damping (Appendix Sec. 11.13), it can be seen, that the overall structural
behavior of these systems is completely different.
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10.1 Summary
The study provides insight into the basic theories and applications of optimization stra-
tegies in earthquake engineering, with a main focus on methods of shape optimization
that relates to practical usage. The relations between design and optimization problems
are discussed and utilized for derivation of appropriate mathematical formulations. It is
obvious, that most engineering problems can be treated as optimization problems. And,
the advantages using optimization strategies in comparison to traditional methods or in
combination with established procedures can be noted.
For basic and special engineering tasks, the theoretical background is provided. The app-
lication is demonstrated with help of several examples throughout all sections. The basics
of mathematical optimization are discussed and the main categories of algorithmic solu-
tion methods are introduced.
An overview is given on the mechanical background of solution strategies based on ma-
thematical optimization. Means of variational calculus are applied for derivation and rear-
rangement of mechanical principles. Here intentionally, well know classical principles of
mechanics have been chosen for demonstration. Their beneficial application particularly
in seismic engineering is illustrated within several chapters.
In order to prepare the numerical treatment and to provide basic continuum mechani-
cal background, some theoretical insight into the mechanics of elastic and elastic-plastic
bodies is provided. It helps understanding important starting points for the formation of
extremum principles, for geometrical and physical nonlinear problems. Their transforma-
tion into discrete formulations is the key issue to obtain optimization formulations. The
underlying methods based on matrix notation are provided.
Much emphasis is given to the practical application of optimization strategies in earth-
quake engineering. One chapter is dedicated to modal analysis concepts. The analysis of
eigenvalue problems with help of optimization algorithms illustrates the application also
in classical topics. The derivation of new design tasks and the formulation of appropria-
te solution concepts is shown. New bases for practical stability analysis in dynamics of
structures with elasto-plastic behavior are introduced.
The most important concepts of simplified linear and nonlinear analysis are assessed, with
the provision of several optimization tasks. The application for elastic, plastic and base
isolation design is demonstrated, always with reflection to the theoretical background
and provision of examples. The well known response spectrum based analysis methods
have been reformulated to fit into optimization concepts. Those chapters not only show
classical design, but highlight new concepts of performance based design. Here the low
damage design is emphasised with design alternatives based on shakedown theory and
applications of the base isolation concept. With several examples, the variability of the
analysis and design with help of optimization strategies is illustrated.
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As well, analyses in the time domain using step-by-step numerical treatment can be sup-
ported by optimization strategies. Here the classical principles of dynamics are utilized
for derivation of appropriate optimization formulations. The given formulations can be
extended for dynamic limit state analysis.
The variety of applications of optimization strategies in seismic engineering is shown for
specialized engineering tasks. Those tasks involve the generation of artificial accelero-
grams, the determination of spectral parameters, the design of base isolated structures
using controlled impact and methods of graphical optimization.
10.2 Future work
The presented content points out the great potentials and benefits that can be gained by the
application of optimization concepts in earthquake engineering. The discussed topics are
to provide a basis for theoretical problem solution in mathematical optimization, possible
applications are illustrated with selected examples. The natural compatibility of optimi-
zation strategies with design tasks of practical engineering enables to provide adopted
methods for almost any other application. Therefore the following fields of investigation
are worth studying.
One of the most interesting topics in structural optimization is topology optimization. This
topic is characterized by non-convex problem classes that are difficult to formulate and
solve even for statical problems. Involving seismic conditions will be a challenging task,
as the time aspect in dynamics will considerably influence the outcome of the optimization
process. The task will combine statical and dynamical load cases, that can be differently
weighted, with a combination of different objectives in design.
Accordingly, the extension of the presented engineering problems for probabilistic as-
sessment will be an interesting combination. The stochastic character of the seismic ex-
citation can be better respected and evaluated. The presented problem classes can serve
as deterministic cores for probabilistic analyses. All or selected design variables are gi-
ven as probabilistic parameters. The objective and subsidiary functions are formulated as
functions of these stochastic parameters.
The analysis of the sensitivity of design variables at the optimum point is always strongly
related to structural optimization. This additional information can be obtained by gradient
evaluations. Moreover, the sensitivity itself can be treated as a optimization target, in order
to generate robust solutions.
This study focusses on elasto-plastic structures. The involvement of other (mainly nonli-
near) material laws in combination with difficult path dependent behavior is challenging
in solution. This category of analysis needs to embed time history procedures on a small
step scale for a proper characterization of the structural behavior under optimization cri-
teria.
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11.1 Appendix A: 3D-Tensor-Matrix transformation operators
To handle non-symmetric tensors, the following transformation operators are introduced.
The second order - three dimensional tensor
Tˆ =
[
T0,0 T0,1 T0,2
T1,0 T1,1 T1,2
T2,0 T2,1 T2,2
]
(11-1)
can be made symmetric
sym(Tˆ ) =
1
2
(
Tˆ + Tˆ T
)
(11-2)
or can be transformed into a vector
V = vec(Tˆ ) = [ T0,0 T1,1 T2,2 T1,0 T0,1 T2,1 T1,2 T2,0 T0,2 ]
T (11-3)
The inverse operation for the vector V is
Tˆ = ten(V ) =
[
V0 V4 V8
V3 V1 V6
V7 V5 V2
]
(11-4)
Furthermore, the tensor Tˆ can be transformed into a non-quadratic matrix with this spread
operation
spr(Tˆ ) =

T0,0
T1,1
T2,2
T1,0
T0,1
T2,1
T1,2
T2,0
T0,2

(11-5)
or into a quadratic matrix with this spread operation
arr(Tˆ ) =

T0,0 T0,1 T0,2
T1,1 T1,0 T1,2
T2,2 T2,1 T2,0
T1,0 T1,1 T1,2
T0,1 T0,0 T0,2
T2,1 T2,0 T2,2
T1,2 T1,1 T1,0
T2,0 T2,1 T2,2
T0,2 T0,1 T0,0

(11-6)
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The material pseudo-tensor D
D =
[
D0,0 D0,1 D0,2
D1,0 D1,1 D1,2
D2,0 D2,1 D2,2
]
(11-7)
can be spreaded into matrix form
mat(D) =
D0,0 D0,1 D0,2
D1,0 D1,1 D1,2
D2,0 D2,1 D2,2
1
2
(D0,0 −D0,1) 12 (D1,1 −D0,1)
1
2
(D0,0 −D0,1) 12 (D1,1 −D0,1)
1
2
(D1,1 −D1,2) 12 (D2,2 −D2,1)
1
2
(D1,1 −D1,2) 12 (D2,2 −D2,1)
1
2
(D0,0 −D0,2) 12 (D2,2 −D2,0)
1
2
(D0,0 −D0,2) 12 (D2,2 −D2,0)

(11-8)
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11.2 Appendix B: Simplified period dependent reduction coefficient for pseudo-
acceleration spectra
The determination of the reduction factor according Sec. 9.2 can be simplified for prac-
tical use. If Rξ = REC8 within Eq. (9-17) a physical meaning can be assigned to η1 in
representing a dominant velocity of the ground motion. Then the value is approximate-
ly determined by the dominant pseudo-acceleration PSa5%,dom and the dominant period
Tdom
η1 ≈ PSa5%,domTdom
2pi
(11-9)
Herein PSa5%,dom denotes the average value of the 5% damped pseudo-acceleration spec-
trum between the beginning of the sensitive part in the pseudo-acceleration spectrum (so-
metimes indicated as the plateau or constant part) at period Ta and the beginning of the
sensitive part in the pseudo-velocity spectrum at period Tv. The appropriate dominant
period Tdom is estimated from averaging the plateau periods
Tdom =
Ta + Tv
2
(11-10)
In this equation, Tdom characterizes the center of the period region with high accelerations.
Examples for the manual derivation of η1 are provided in Fig. 11-1-11-3. In code spectra
the ′corner periods′ can be used to derive PSa5%,dom and Tdom (Fig. 11-1). Because of
the smoothing effect, the reading of the appropriate values in the mean spectra becomes
almost as easy as for code spectra, as illustrated in Fig. 11-2 and 11-3. Summarizing the
simplified version, incorporating Eq. (9-17) leads to
Rmod = 1 +
[(
10
100ξ + 5
)−0.5
− 1
]
PSa5%(T )
PSa5%,dom
· T
Tdom
(11-11)
For further detail refer to [221].
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Figure 11-1 Example: Determination of plateau periods and η1 for code
spectra
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Figure 11-2 Example: Determination of plateau periods and η1 for mean
acceleration spectra
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Figure 11-3 Example: Determination of plateau periods and η1 for mean
velocity spectra
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Figure 11-4 Example: Determination of plateau periods and η1 for mean
deformation spectra
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Figure 11-5 Example: Proposed simplified reduction concept spectra
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11.3 Appendix C: Period dependent reduction coefficient for total acceleration
spectra
In engineering practice, the differences in pseudo-accelerations PSa and total accelera-
tions Sa are often neglected. As illustrated in Fig 11-6, however, the deviations become
considerable in the long-period range if large damping is applied. Respecting this aspect
is especially obligatory in base isolation design.
As can be confirmed from Fig. 11-6, the relation between the total and pseudo-accelerations
in the long period range from 2 to 8s is nearly linear. So a linearized version for the long-
period range is proposed
r =
Saξ(T )
PSaξ(T )
= η2T (2ξ)
5/3 + 1 (11-12)
The coefficient η2 is constant for each ground motion set. It provides an adjustment option
using r50%(T = 6sec) that is determined by time-history analysis at a period of 6 seconds
and a damping ratio of 50%.
η2 =
1
6 sec
[r50%(T = 6 sec)− 1] (11-13)
For practical purposes, η2 is approximately
η2 ≈ 1
3
sec−1 (11-14)
An example application is plotted in Fig. 11-7.
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Figure 11-6 Ratio of mean total accelerations to pseudo-accelerations for
different levels of damping calculated by time-history analysis
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Figure 11-7 Ratio of mean total accelerations to pseudo-accelerations for
different levels of damping calculated by the proposed approximation
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11.4 Appendix D: Coefficients for modified equivalent linearization in the long
period-high damping range
For flexible structures, the difference between the excitation period Texc and equivalent
period of a structure Tequ are increased. The viscous and hysteretic damping energy are
not equivalent. The explicit consideration of a period dependency of the damping ratio is
incorporated by the following damping modification factor
ν1 =
Texc
Tequ
(11-15)
Because the seismic response is non-stationary, a mixed influence of the dominant ground
motion period Tdom and the structural eigenperiod T on the response is notable. The fol-
lowing weighted average formulation for the excitation period describes this influence
Texc = α1T + (1− α1)Tdom 0 ≤ α1 ≤ 1 (11-16)
From parametric studies, the contribution of the eigenperiod T is found to be greater than
that of Tdom, so the interpolation coefficient α1 ≈ 0.6 can be adopted. The dominant
period is according to Eq. (11-10). The relation of the excitation period to the eigen- and
dominant period within the acceleration spectrum is illustrated in Fig. 11-8.
The equivalent damping is commonly derived with the assumption of stationary response,
establishing perfect hysteretic loops. It is known that cycles due to transient excitations
are often incomplete and therefore develop less damping, thus larger responses. Figu-
re 11-9 explains this effect, wherein the maximum deformation umax is mainly dependent
on the maximum deformation in the previous half-cycle upre. To account for reduced
damping, resulting from incomplete cycles, adjustment factors for the damping ratio are
utilized [140,115]. However, it can be shown that the formation of cycles is period de-
pendent and so the accompanied damping reduction effect. At smaller periods, where the
dominant ground period is close to the structural period, the damping ratio is reduced
because the cycles are often interrupted by short elastic pulses. For longer periods this
influence decreases, as high frequencies are filtered. However, the total amount of cy-
cles and the transmitted energy are reduced. Consequently, the probability for a hysteresis
completion is reduced as well, and the real damping is again smaller than estimated within
the equivalent model. It can be observed, that the location of the maximum is close to the
plateau period Td, determined in the reduced deformation spectrum (see Appendix 11.2).
At this period, where the sensitive part of the deformation spectrum begins, the response
is characterized by large deformations accompanied by high energy, which increases the
probability of full cycle responses.
The effect can be considered in the equivalent model by the modification of the damping
ratio with a second factor. As in Fig. 11-9, the tendency for full cycles reduces with
increasing distance of the structural period T from the period Td, approximately according
to a quadratic function with the maximum value at Td. The following approach is applied
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ν2 = 1− α2 (Td − T )
2
T 2d
with α2 ≈ 1.0 (11-17)
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Figure 11-8 Definition of the excitation period
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Figure 11-9 Deformations due to complete and incomplete loops and period
dependency of cycle completion
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11.5 Appendix E: Galerkin Method for solving Poisson differential equation
Strong form (2nd order differentiation)
V0fˆ)uˆDˆ(T 
xˆ

)t,xˆ(uuˆ 
)t,xˆ(ffˆ 
)t,xˆ(DDˆ 
Natural boundary
condition
(Dirichlet conditions;
Direct boundary
conditions)
U0 Suˆuˆ 
POISSON’s differential equation (elliptic differential equation)
Method of weighted residuals
Variational form (2nd order differentiation)
  0dVrˆvˆdVfˆ)uˆDˆ(vˆ T


Weak form (1st order differentiation)
0dS)uˆDˆ(vˆdVfˆvˆ)uˆDˆ(vˆ
0
T
	
 

  
Integration by parts
Essential boundary
condition
(von Neumann-
condition;
Gradient boundary
conditions)
S0 SuˆD 

Approximation



N
1i
j,uj,u )x(hc)x(u
j,uc
j,uh



N
1i
j,vj,v )x(hc)x(v
j,vc
j,vh
Weak form (Galerkin)
0dVfˆu)uˆDˆ(uT 

u
Galerkin method
j,vj,u hh 
VS0vˆ 
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11.6 Appendix F: Kobe ground motion set
Table 11-1 Kobe near-fault set (fault normal) [164]
Record PGA (m/s2) max Sv(m/s) η1 (2-8 sec) (m/s)
FN-AMC 3.45 1.72 4.40
FN-EKB 4.05 3.87 11.54
FN-FKA 8.28 3.30 19.23
FN-KB3 3.28 2.28 10.22
FN-KBU 3.22 1.72 3.94
FN-KOB 8.49 3.29 6.06
FN-KOJ 5.09 2.21 9.41
FN-PR1 6.80 1.45 5.29
FN-RKI 3.68 2.43 7.10
FN-TKT 7.41 4.89 16.60
FN-TKZ 6.38 1.97 7.57
KOBE-FN-MEAN - 2.02 8.21
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Figure 11-10 Spectra of Kobe ground motion set
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11.7 Appendix G: SAC-FEMA project Los Angeles 10in50 ground motion set
Table 11-2 LA set (10% probability in 50 years) [200]
Record PGA (m/s2) max Sv(m/s) η1 (2-8 sec) (m/s)
LA01 4.52 1.71 6.36
LA02 6.63 1.81 5.51
LA03 3.86 1.89 8.67
LA04 4.79 1.73 7.67
LA05 2.96 2.17 9.98
LA06 2.30 1.17 6.12
LA07 4.13 1.82 4.62
LA08 4.17 1.46 4.20
LA09 5.10 2.44 6.84
LA10 3.53 1.71 6.36
LA11 6.52 1.84 8.01
LA12 9.51 1.40 3.22
LA13 6.65 1.82 5.60
LA14 6.44 2.25 6.41
LA15 5.23 1.65 8.88
LA16 5.69 1.89 8.42
LA17 5.58 1.98 7.83
LA18 8.01 1.93 9.30
LA19 9.99 1.76 6.39
LA20 9.68 1.94 13.03
LA-MEAN - 1.29 5.94
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Figure 11-11 Spectra of SAC-FEMA project LA 10in50 ground motion set
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11.8 Appendix H: Conventional ground motion set
Table 11-3 Conventional set
Record PGA (m/s2) max Sv(m/s) max Sd(m)
El Centro EW 2.10 1.09 0.56
El Centro NS 3.42 1.18 0.41
Hachinohe EW 1.83 2.93 1.62
Hachinohe NS 2.25 3.14 1.67
Miyagi EW 2.03 0.90 0.24
Miyagi NS 2.58 1.50 0.28
Taft EW 1.76 0.65 0.39
Taft NS 1.53 0.64 0.28
C-MEAN - 2.02 0.59
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11.9 Appendix I: Dissipation energy bounds (strategy Atkociunas/Norkus)
The strategy is according to Atkociunas/Norkus [12], for estimation of the upper and
lower bounds of the dissipation energy at shakedown state.
Minimum of
plastic potential
lim
T
min,p sE 
Elastic envelope esSelf-Equilibrium
V0sA rT 
Lagrange formulation of shakedown problem
MaxdV)ss(
dVLQL
2
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11.10Appendix J: Displacement bounds (strategy Ponter)
The strategy is according to Ponter [178], for estimation of the upper and lower bounds
of residual displacements at shakedown state.
System at shakedown state
Residual state
(Castigliano formulation)
MinQss
2
1)s(O rTrr 
0sA rT 
limer
T
P sssL 
Virtual elastic state (Castigliano formulation)
MinQss
2
1)s(O vTvv 
vv
T fsA  ]0,...0,f,0,...,0[f iv 
if 1fi 
Superposition of residual and virtual elastic state
Theorem of PONTER
(Nonlinear optimization problem)
Max
MinQss
pf2
1
u
u)p,s(O rTr
isup,i
inf,i
r 
0sA rT 
limevr
T
p ss)pss(L  0p 
Principle of virtual load
r
T
rii,rvr Qss2
1pfupfu  0p 
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11.11Appendix K: Residual displacement bounds (strategy Atkociunas/Norkus)
The strategy is according to Atkociunas/Norkus [12], for estimation of the upper and
lower bounds of residual displacements at shakedown state.

 HLQAKLQA)AQA(u p1T1p1T11Tr
0GQs)LLQAAK(Qs rpp1T1r     GQs 1r
System at shakedown state
Poisson formulation
V0sA rT 
V0AuAQs pr 
V0 
V0ysssL limerTp 
V0yT 
Modified formulation
V0GQsr 
V0 
V0yssGQL lime1Tp 
V0yT 
Replacement of plasticity condition
with dissipative energy condition
V0GQsr 
V0 
VEs max,plimT 
Maximum or minimum residual displacements
for i-th DOF
Version 1: Linear optimization problem
Max
Min
H
u
u),s(O i
sup,i
inf,i
r1 
V0GQsr 
V0 
VEs max,plimT 
Replacement of ext. kinematic
condition with energy condition
VE2GQG e1TT  
V0yssGQL lime1Tp 
V0 
VEs max,plimT 
Maximum or minimum residual displacements
for i-th DOF
Version 2: Nonlinear optimization problem
Max
Min
H
u
u)(O i
sup,i
inf,i
2 
VE2GQG e1TT  
V0 
VEs max,plimT 
MinQss
2
1E)s(O rTrer3 	
0sA rT  limerTp sssL 
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11.12Appendix L: Example parameter maps (hysteretic damping)
The given maps are examples for the graphical design of base-isolated structures using a
combination of rubber bearings and hysteretic damping (using LA 10in50 set [200]).
Hysteretic Damping T= 0.5
 = 5.0
Deformation Base Isolation
Stiffness K
0.5 1 1.5 2 2.5 3 3.5
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
Yield Force Q
Figure 11-12 Design map for determination of the maximum deflection at
base isolation layer height
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Hysteretic Damping T= 0.5
 = 5.0
Acceleration Superstructure
Stiffness K
0.5 1 1.5 2 2.5 3 3.5
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
Yield Force Q
Figure 11-13 Design map for determination of the maximum acceleration at
the center of gravity in the superstructure
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Hysteretic Damping T= 0.5
 = 5.0
Shear Force Superstructure
Stiffness K
0.5 1 1.5 2 2.5 3 3.5
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
Yield Force Q
Figure 11-14 Design map for determination of the maximum shear force in
the superstructure measured at the bottom
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11.13Appendix M: Example parameter maps (viscous damping)
The given maps are examples for the graphical design of base-isolated structures using a
combination of rubber bearings and viscous damping (using LA 10in50 set [200]).
Viscous Damping T= 0.5
 = 5.0
Deformation Base Isolation
Stiffness K
0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
Damping C
Figure 11-15 Design map for determination of the maximum deflection at
base isolation layer height
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Viscous Damping T= 0.5
 = 5.0
Acceleration Superstructure
Stiffness K
0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
Damping C
Figure 11-16 Design map for determination of the maximum acceleration at
the center of gravity in the superstructure
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Viscous Damping T= 0.5
 = 5.0
Shear Force Superstructure
Stiffness K
0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
Damping C
Figure 11-17 Design map for determination of the maximum shear force in
the superstructure measured at the bottom
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12.1 Notation and abbreviation
If not otherwise stated in the text, the following notation is applied:
Table 12-1 General notation
Variable Description
aˆ Tensor notation
aE Element related, discrete value
aN Node related, discrete value
a Matrix/vector/scalar notation
ta Related to time t
aT Transposed value
a−1 Inverse value
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Table 12-2 Indices
Index Description
0 Initial value
1, 2, 3 Counts or principal directions
a Shakedown (adaptation) state related parameter
b Base related parameter
C Cauchy type or Damping related
cd Conservative deformation limit state
cs Conservative stress limit state related parameter
d Deformation based limit state related parameter
DP Drucker-Prager
e Elastic behavior related parameter
E Element edge related parameter
EFG EFG related
eng Used in engineering
φ Force related parameter
g Geometry related
G
Inequality condition related parameter
Geometric nonlinear part
i Count variable related
intern Internal parameter
iso Isotropic parameter
j Count variable related
kin Kinematic parameter
L Linear plasticity condition
lim Limit or ultimate value
log Logarithmic or Hencky type
M Inertia related
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Table 12-3 Indices (conclusion)
Index Description
mode Mode related value
nom Nominal or Biot type
N Node related
NL Nonlinear
O Objective function related parameter
opt Value at optimum point
p Plastic behavior related parameter
P 1st Piola-Kirchhoff
PS Plastic strain related
quad Quadratic or Green-Lagrange/2nd Piola-Kirchhoff type
r Residual state related parameter
s Stress or equilibrium condition or Superstructural parameter
stat Statical component
total Total amount
u Kinematic condition related parameter or ultimate value
v Virtual state related parameter
vM von Mises
x Design variable or coordinate related value
Y F Yield function related
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Table 12-4 Parameters and variables
Variable Description
0 Zero value, vector, matrix
a Variable, coefficient or Amplitude vector
α Vvariable
A Area or Coefficient matrix of kinematic and equilibrium conditions
Ah Hardening coefficient matrix
b Variable
B Differential operator
c Variable
C Cauchy tensor or Damping matrix
cs Constant value of statical boundary conditions or Seismic coefficient
cu Constant value of geometric boundary conditions
d Variable
D Material tensor or Elasticity tensor
e Variable, General strain parameter
E Modulus of elasticity or Energy
ε Strain
f General function/variable or External forces vector
fB Base shear force
F Field conditions or Shear force
ϕS Surface force density
ϕ,ϕV Volumetric force density
φˆ Force tensor
Φ Modal matrix or Matrix of phase angles
h Equality condition or hardening coefficient
H Hesse matrix
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Table 12-5 Parameters and variables (conclusion)
Variable Description
Hc Interpolation matrix of damping distribution
Hm Interpolation matrix of mass distribution
Hg Interpolation matrix of geometry
Hs Interpolation matrix of stresses/internal forces
Hu Interpolation matrix of displacements
g Inequality condition or variable
G General inequality condition or boundary condition
Gg Nodal polynomial function of geometry
Gs Nodal polynomial function of stresses/internal forces
Gu Nodal polynomial function of displacements
γS Safety factor loading
γR Safety factor resistance
Γ Matrices of EFG method or Participation factor
i Count variable
I Identity matrix of vector
j Count variable
J Invariant
JH Hamiltonian potential
k Counting variable
K Stiffness matrix
Kgeo Geometric stiffness matrix
λ Lagrange multiplier, plastic multiplier
l Linear contact coefficient
L Left rotational operator or Linear coefficient matrix
Lp Linear plasticity coefficient matrix
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Table 12-6 Parameters and variables (conclusion)
Variable Description
Lu Linear contact coefficient matrix
Λˆ Principal stretch tensor
Λ Vector of eigenvalues
m Modal mass
M Mass matrix or Bending moment
n Number or Normal tensor or Number of replastifications
N Direction tensor/matrix
ν Damping density or Poisson coefficient
o Dual objective function
O Objective function
Ω Region
p Load intensity factor
P Polynomial interpolation function
Π Potential
q Behavior factor
Q Quadratic matrix or Flexibility matrix
QP Quadratic plasticity coefficient matrix
r Resistance intensity factor or Radius
R General resistance or Right rotation operator or Reduction coefficient
ρ Mass density
s Internal forces/stresses or Line segment length
S General loading,excitation or Surface
Sf Force related surface
σ Stress
σlim Limit stress
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Table 12-7 Parameters and variables (conclusion)
Variable Description
t Time, current time
∆t Time step
T Transformation
TC Eigenvectors of Cauchy tensor
Θ Temperature
τ Surface related stresses
u Displacement or eigenform
u˙ Velocity
u¨ Acceleration
u¨g Ground acceleration
Uˆ Stretch tensor
v Generalized coordinate
V Volume or Extremum function
w Weight function
W Work or Weight
x Coordinates or general design variable
X Deformation gradient
Ξ Transfer function
y Slack variable or coordinate or general function
Y Yield function
z Coordinate
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12.2 Abbreviations
Table 12-8 Often used abbreviations
Abbreviation Description
CP Performance level Collapse prevention
CP Complementarity problem
CQC Complete quadratic combination
DOF Degree of freedom
EFG Element Free Galerkin Method
FDM Finite Difference Method
FEM Finite Element Method
IO Performance level Immediate occupancy
LP Linear programming
LS Performance level Life Safety
MDOF Multi degree of freedom system
NLP Nonlinear programming
QP Quadratic programming
SDOF Single degree of freedom system
SDP Semi-definite programming
SLP Sequential linear programming
SQP Sequential quadratic programming
SRSS Square root of sum of squares
12.3 Notation of optimization problems
12.3.1 Notation as formulas
All optimization problems can be noted in formula form. In the braces of the objective
function the design variables of the problem are indicated
O(x)→Min (12-1)
As well, the subsidiary conditions are given as equations or inequalities
h(x) = 0 (12-2)
g(x) ≤ 0 (12-3)
All involved functions can be generally nonlinear.
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12.3.2 Tabular notation
For linear or quadratic functions a tabular form is applied within this study. This form
enables to display symmetries and dual dependencies between variables.
Table 12-9 Tabular notation of optimization problems
x1 x2 ... xn 1 result
objective az ( kz1 kz2 ... kzn cz )  Min
subsidiary 1 d1 a1 ( k11 k12 ... k1n c1 ) = 0
subsidiary 2 d2 a2 ( k21 k22 ... k2n c2 )  0
        
subsidiary m dm am ( km1 km2 ... kmn cm )  0
n number of design variables
m number of subsidiary conditions
x1...xn vectors of primal optimization variables (design variables)
d1...dm vector of dual optimization variables
kz1...kzn, knm coefficients of the objective function or subsidiary conditions
az, a1...am multipliers of the objective function or subsidiary conditions
cz, c1...cm constant values of the objective function or subsidiary conditions
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12.4 List of figures
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6-17 Example: Comparison of maximum deformations and accelerations for SDOF
obtained by time history analysis and simplified linear analysis, utilizing period-
independent spectrum reduction coefficients 143
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